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CHAP'TER I

INTRODUCTION

' ' - - The following is a study of the. _^argest'single ' Indian
. group in-Tanzania,^" the Khoja Ismailis-.-

period of the Imamat. of the late Aga Khan III (lass-igs?), 

beginning with Ismaili migration from India in' the nineteenth 

•: ^'century, and ending with the close of the Colpnial Period in

1960 . The purpose of the .study is to set down in a syste- " ■

. matic manner the hitherto unrecorded history.of the establish

ment and development of the Ismaili community in Tanzania'. , -'

- ■ The study, examines the community as part of two •

_ a national one of political and geographical 

limits ; and a religious one which is not .limited by g'eography 

and''politics. . Giver^ these two frames of reference, the study 

will deal with the ismaili community as it develops internally ® 

within the' geographically defined area of Tanzania. It will ' 

looR at,the contours of the community--at the innet structure 

which,'emerges , grows.,, 'and.'changes ..over ■ time ; at the stratifi

cation which .exists- within the society as well as the bases 

of such, s-tratificatipn; at' the patterns of cleavage and the

conflict underlying, them; and at the mechanisms which the .
. - ^ . . . . . . . . ■ 1-

■ ..community has’devised to hold itself together apd perpetuate

itself.

- it■Covers roughly. the

societies:

V
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.At the same time, 'the.',Ismaili community has been de- 

■ ' '’'fined-by" Its economic position within'colonial and inter- 

. national economies. ' 'Further, it has been raodifiecJ and/pr 

■ supported by .a religious... ideolbgy^ which has given the com

munity a loyalty.and a perspective transcending any national 

context.. .The. stud.y. will also' consider these formative influ- 

However,' Ismaili. socie.'ty cannot: be 

understood, as,merely, adapting to existing -constraints, and' 

conditioning factors,.

ences on the community.

It must also be seen as reacting t.o 

the environment which helped to Create it initially. Thus, 

we will, also look.at the way in which the position of the

Ismailis in th-e overall national economy be^mes part of a 

new economic reality against which'others’ react, particularly 

.when 'they perceive the Ismaili community as closed and, .in

some: sense, self-contained.-

With the exception of Chapter IV, which deals with ’ 

some of the basic institutions■of Ismaili society as envisioned 

in the cbnstitutio'n §nd-its several revisions, the material is 

arranged ’chronologically’. Chapter II outlines the various 

factors which, as the Ismaili community understands them, 

vided impetus for migration to East Africa.in the'nineteenth

pro-
h.. V'

■. ’ , and.early twentieth centuries.. -Chapter,ill'discusses the is- 

, mail! community .in its first phase of settlement,- that is, to 

• the creation of the .Constitution' in 19'05'. It Considers the 

. development- of the typical economic -pattern in which the ■ 

Ismaili trader became middleman,between the African producer'
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and the world market 5,the interaction between temporal affairs 

and religious pririeiple which brought the'first great conflict; 

and the formation of the .first-.'Ismaili constitutibn.- Chapters 

V, VI, and VII cover the periods of■colonial government,‘first 

under Germany and, then British,'rule. • Chapters V and VI de

tail Ismaili efforts to regain the' prosperity of pre-colonial 

times thro.ugh the establishment'of their own' financial insti- ■ 

tutions. and of a*more complex form, of government. Change's, ■ 

howeyer, did not represent a break .with Ismaili' tradition.- 

Trade remained' the basis of the economy and. the reason for 

the .creation, oj, financial institutions;' government became more 

complex but' did not alter the 'services _it ,^'rformed. Chapter 

VII, dealing with the end of the Colonial Period, details Is-

raaili attempts tq expand their traditiqn and''to_ try the new— 

by-.mov.ing.,toward ■Westernization, 'b,y abandoning the'old mer

cantile tradition to attempt farming and by'Emphasizing edu

cation as a means.of revitalizing the Ismaili community. _ _

Before-oonclusions regarding development and change 

within the Ismaili community can' be properly' understood, how

ever, they must first be set against the religious .orientation 

of these people.,-H-avi-ng maintained the^ basic :C.ore of their 

belief, they have been united in the present through a shaded- 

■' histGrical,development from the past. " ,

The Ismaili .Khojas of East Africa; who constitute, the 

subject of this dissertation, are one group within .the larger-' 

Community of the Shia Imami Nizari Ismail'is,,' estimated at
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twenty jnillion. The .largest community of I,smailis is commonly 

, known in the Western world as the followers' of His Highness' 

the Aga Khan IV-', held by the Ismailis to be . the dir^t de

scendant of the Prophet Mohammed and his successor, the first 
Imam, Hazrat Ali ibn^Abi Talib.^ Taking their'name from the 

Imam Ismail, the Ismailis haVe thereby indicated the im- •■ 

portance of religion to ‘their basic way of life. For the

presence of the Im^ is the basis of their doctrine.
► ’■

As opposed to other Moslem sects, tl^e Ismailis believe 

is always present in the world to give divine,.. 

Because it was necessary that the Prophet's

that the Imam 

guidance. ^

mission continue after his death, Mohammed' provided t'hat suc

cessors be appointed to serve and- divinely guide his'foltowers.

These successors, known as A-Irama (Imams), began with the Iniam 

Ali ibn Abi Talib. Today the Ismailis consider them'selves the 

only Shia group to have such a spiritual guide, in '•the person

of His Highness the Aga Khan Shah Karim al-Husseini Hazar 

Imam, to whom^;£hey reverentially refer as their "ever-living 

guide..

As a group, the Shias, including not only the Ismailis 

but also the Isna'Asharis, the Bohras, and the Memons, are to 

be distinguished.from others who do not accept the doctrine 

‘ that.the Prophet appointed Ali as his successor. According 

to Shia doctrine, the Proph-Ct Mohammed, on his way back from 

his last ipilgrimage to Mecca, ,stopped- at Gadire-khuiri and de

clared to his people that; "Ali is the master of ■'■those,.'whose
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leader*. I; am."^ Believing that^ Ali- was entrusted to. carry on " ’ 

•the rai^ssidn no't completed in the Prophet's lifetime, tHe Shia. 

distinguish,themselves from the Sunnis, ’who do rfot-accept Ali 

as the rightful successor (see Appendix I-, following -this V 

chapter, for the divisions within'islam)-.

After the death of Ali in 41 A.H./661, his son Imam 

HCissein , succeeded him. in the course- of. time the. spiritual 

power- of the Imam passed to Jafar al Sddiq, the fifth suc

cessor of Prophet Mohammed. (See the-genealogy of the Imams 

of the Shias in Appendix II.) At Jafar al Sadiq's death, a .

' \

■ conflict arose over who.his ti^e successor would be. Tlhose.
e

as' Ismailis,who.followed Imam Ismail eventually becam^known 

■ while those who followed his brother Musa Kazim were ■ known as

Isna'Asharis (Twelvers) because their genealogical account... 

names twelve Imams between Prophet Mohammed and Mahdi (the 

las.t Imam of the Isna'Asharis). There were complicated 

historical arguments over the "true" s.uccessor, though the

basis.'of the argument lies in the disagreement over Jafar al 

Sadiq's naming of a successor. ' The future Ismailis claimed

le the Isna' .that. Isjnail was Jafar al Sadiq's successor,

Asharis- claimed, that he did hot name a successor before he■ '
t:.

7-died.

. At the time of the eighteenth Imam in 487/1094, a' 

further split developed in the Ismaili community as a result 
• ' of the. question of siiccessionV the Bohras^'separated fj’om th*^- 

Nizari Ismailis,. the'-group under discussion here.

. ^ -

8

; ••
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•The Nizari Israailis are found today throughout much
•*..■• . *

■ ■ ■■ of the Middle East, ■ Syria, Iraq,_and E^ypt. ' The 'Khoja Is- ■

,* ■ »' --

mailis, the dominant group of East African Ismailis^' were :

■ originally Hindus of North Western India, .who were converted ■ ■
.■ .. .

to Islam by Nizari missionaries. The first misS-ionafies • -«
' ~k'

arrived in Sind■sometime.between the eleventh aqd. thirteenth
9' . . • - ■ • ■

centuries. / ' •

-The most famous missionary, however,' lived and Worked'

.He was Fir. Sadardin, , ' ■in the fourteenth or. fifteenth century', 

who set out to conver.^^^bT Hindus to Satpanth Parma', of the
. t

true"^ rei-igioh;.' Fir Sa.dardin effectively ■ adapted' Islam; -so 

' • that it would become more understandable -a^' more acceptable

•.•• :ta,;^^^ claimed that Imam AliMohammed' s sucdessor,.

. was-/the tenth incarnation of the Hindu God Vishnu. Pir.

Sadardin's■explanation appears in his book Das Avatar which

and which was, and still 

Due to Fir Sadardin's '

is translated- as' "ten incarnations,"

., . vis, an important document of the faith.

• teaching, tfie-i-younger .generation .of Tanzanian rsmailis, who

^ have-never been to India, .maintain, that the present Aga Khan 

, is-the. tenth'incarnation of Vishnu.' As a result of the /' ■

, mis.sionafy efforts of Fir Sadardin and other Nizaris,. hun- 'y 

dreds'of thousands of Hindus, .primarily of the Lohaha caste,

. became Muslims known as Khojas."Khojas," meaning."honor- 

' •^ble of . worshipful • person and disciple:,^' is. the name by which 

the- Ismailis in Tanzania are known and carries .with it the 

sense of historical continuity which underlies fthe development 

of the Ismaili community .there.

$

12
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In sp'ite 6f. the, religipus identity of different Is- 

maili coihmunitiesf. this study makes no attempt to compare the 

Ismailis of'Tanzania, with Ismailis'in other .pai^s"the .
. ^ • '■-V' . ■ . . . - :

world.., Because; of the^: diversities -and .complexities-of each ■

r

v'

group's expectations and traditions,•-such a universal'study
■ > . ■. ,x ■ - - - - - - - ■ ■ ■.

could lead.,- at this point, to careless-generalizations';

limits have been set in terms of an East African 

Ismairi settlement. Further-,; although coftimunal organizations . 

for all the East African territories are similar, local govern-';

Therefore,

mental- policies have had a. different'effect on the development

• .in each locai Gommuhity, especially in-regard t'o social ■

services—education.,, health,. welfare, and fi^fiancial,'insti- 

tutiohs. Thus, oMy" the Ismaili communi-ty of'Tanzania is,
. the focus of this stp^.'-

To ■ study the"-Tanzanian Ismaili.as .a part of-an , .i ■

t

•i'p ;•

"Asian" group would b'S;* equally difficult.' .Most studies of

Because .'of the, 13. "Asians .in-East Africa" 'are foo general.
■ * . ' ' '

differences which separate each ethnic group, the term "Asian"
,1

pres.umes'a •cultural, identity without recognizing the important 

fact.of cultural, diyersdty. Thus,"there is.how a.need for a 
. detailed study. of^h^h;^hnic'group in and of itself. -Once 

this information'has b.een collected ahd. compiled i . a genuine 

basis for a"■cpmparativ'e study will exist.

As noted, howeverthe history of the Ismaili people 

oahnot .be^tudiedtin cp.mplete iisolatior^from the-hther. .Indian - '
■ ■. '.' o " ' ' ' '

communities ifi. Tanzania. Colonial government . policie's .for
.r" ■ ' ■ '

f^.

If
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- . Indians in general affected the Ismailis.^. Constitutional, •

.. changes for East African Isinailis also affected the Isinailis - ■ •

in Tanzania. Thus., we will be. examining-'some of’'these general ■

’phenomena byt only in terms of their effect on the Ismaili-' 

community in Tanzania., .....

Of the sources consulted in this study, the most use- . - 

'-ful Among the written documents were the community'papers.

. r

These consisted of the minutes of formal .organizations, 'in

cluding the Territorial Council for Tanzania with its head

quarters in Daru._e^ Salaam, and Provincial Councils in -various 

- major centers like Bar es Salaam, Dodoma, ;Mbeya, Moshi, Mwanza, 

Tabora,' and Tanga. The collection of Rai M..Sadruddin of 

Nairobi, Kenya,-was yet another-dource'of information on com- ^ 

munal affairs. His collection consisted of newspaper cuttings 

■ from various East African newspapers, documents' relating to 

annual conferences- of Territorial and Provincial Councils,

and■various papers.presented by. members of the Constitutional

These committees■_ Committees of Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda.

■ .were set up. in 1961 to s.tudy both the local law of each of 
the thtee East African' territories and the Mu^im law in 

-preparation for the.formulation of the .Constitution of 1962 . 

These papers provided valuable information '.on the consti

tutional history of the Ismailis in East Africa.

In addition, I have used private papers. Fortunately, 

the late Kass.am'ali Herald; of Morqgojpo: had.::c6llected ma^ docu-- 

ments dealing with communal affairs and organizations as' well
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as with'general .information on Indian' settlement, in Tanzainia
■ r , _ ^ . . . -

Mr. 'Mif>za'Bandali 'Merali, who^nherited all the dociiments, ' 

very kindly’allowed me access"to them and dlsb'pfbvided me 

■ .wi'th oral information-.dn the history of 'his gra‘ndfather-.-the' 

‘late Bandali Merali of Morogoro. .. .-Others .who "provided useful " ^ ' 

documents were'-the families of the late Rajabali Meghji Visram ■ 

Of Kilosa and.Mussa' Kassam of Morogoro. . Though it.is possible 

that more families ih-other parts of Tanzania .may be in ipds- ■

■j'-

session of such documents, I .was not able.^o contact tfiem.

. . B'esid.es. oommunai and family ■ pa^erl, the minutes vof
>r

various Indian organisations ■ were alsO usefp'l; the'Indian 

Association ,and- the Indian Merchants' ■Chamber-of Dar es 

: the "Morogoro■and Kilosa Farmers' Association; the Kilosa Dis- 

. trict Chamber of Co.mmerce, Industry, and Agriculture;, and the' 

Morogoro-'Settlers ' Association—to mention-just a few. Ex- 

cept for, a few surviving files, the papers of the Indian ' 

Association at'.D^r es' Salaam were completely destroyed, 

grateful to Mr. H. .'Raithatha and Mr..'Nizamuddin for. giving me 

• ; ac'cess.to the extant file's. Mr., Yusufali Allidina, an Is-

malli farmer in'the 'Wumi area who-was active in farmers

aam; '

.y •

I 'am '

■ organizations, not only .provided,-us.e'ful oral information on 

Isma.ili farming iri tfie Mpro'goro-.Kilosa districtsbut con- '

tributed -•invaluable filfes of ’ the "I'smaili Agriculture 

Society. One-lof; these-details,.4:he. .complete.hia'toE-y...of,‘the 

Jsmaili''agricultur,e: Sch'enie‘in, the''Wami-Magole area, and 

others describe Indian agriculture'and marke-ting. ih general. ■

!l

'N
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■ ■ The documents in fhe Tanzania National Archives pro- ,

vided useful information on the government's policies con

cerning the trading communities, on the marketing and pur- 

■ 'chasing of local produce, and on war- controls. They also 

' deal with ti’ading. conditions in Tanganyika during -the-colonial 

period.'- This'information helped me in an indirect way ,to 

;understand the growth and effects of material propserity on ■ • -

the Ismaili community. ' . ’ ' . "

' , Because of lack of time, the archival sources in .

'London—the India Office Records ahd E.oreign 'Office Records—- 

have not'been consulted. " ffowever, secondary sources base^ 

these records have'been' used.

■ Besides these written documents, "verbal testimony"

■ provided me with information on^npnpolitical aspects of eora-

Verification of this "verbal testimony"
, • to

made by interviewing several people who h'ad either taken 

•' , part'in who had'"heard about a single event.

tested this way proved, in most cases, to be consistent';

- major discrepancies occurred ohly in the assignment of 

to event.-.' This method made it possible to gather a great 

deal of- information concerning migration and settlement.

'■ ■ Business histpry was • difficult to uncover, tiuch less to ■ '

verify, since ■business affairs have always been considered

on
*

V

munit-y development.

was

Information

dates

e
"family secrets.",- Information on business'successes"was

on business practices was not._^available, while information
■e.
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■ Most of’ .the interviews were ■cdnd.ucted in Dar es Salaam, 

although a . few upcountry-centers-like Bukoba-, Mwanza:, Moro- _ 

Kilosa-,' and'Kimamba were vi-Sited7.to .-provide;.; a ibrcader 

perspective of the coimunity's development,.' 'Infqrmapts were , 

chosen for their availability an'd for the.aiii.ount of infqr-r. - ■

mation they would b'e l:$kely to have.- The majority of the ,in

formants were male... The conclusions drawn heretherefore, ■

-and'the.list of informants attached to this .study, must be '; 

viewed as; limited.. The bibliography contains only. the-.names

it.

goro,

❖

of those'informants who were most he.lpful. . .

" ' As I am myself a member, of the Ismai'li community ■ in .

Tanzania, I found that research'was, in many cases,
i ■■'■■■■.'•' '. ■ ■ ' 7-

'...effectively accomplished than would have bgen possible other-

wise.

• more

For instance, .because most of the. interviews,- were 

■ carried out in ,the 'native ..language of the Tanz'anian Ismai^is,

Cutchi..(a dialect of Gujarati), J was;^able not only to attain .

and analyze the material, but.could include in this study^my

personal ,rea;ction toward change and the development and shift- 

of attitudes within~^£he community.
J ^ _ •... . . . . . . .  • .

V .
N'dt was it necessary to 

.spend- valuable time-searching, for the '^ght'.'.^people to give.

.■ the '"right'! information..' It waFl>ossible to know' .immediately -

what kind' of information would be'available froma.particular ■ 

person

dition may make It-difficult for one to look beyond that'

- perspective, it enables', one to analyze whaf 'a. given socie-ty 

want’s-and asks-for l^e.lf., t^at-l-ts goals are, and what it. 

in . fact accomplishes in terms of it's'goals. -

Although'the perspective of one's 'own- cultural '.tra--. ■

.

... s
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' Of course-there are ' certain practical-disacivantages 

to such.a method of'procedure. Informants were hesitant to 

reveal certain kinds of information, -especially wfhen questions 

concefhing-"businesses were'asked.' This did not, however, lead 

- -to distortion, since the informant was Well aware that his' 

testimony could be checked against that,of others. The prob

lem .was one of omission, not distortion. I remember-one 

gentleman..who was most coopera-tive in .providing information 

un-tii I asked, him a question ab'oB-t his. business. At this 

. • point he'began'to find excuses, f Op not answering.; he com-. •_

plained of growing old and being unaSle to remember. Finally, 

. .- he .explained he did not like to answer

f

suc^questioris.

‘ , Family business secrets aside, informants,, along-with 

written sources from the Ismailf- community, have provided ex- 

‘cdllent material for this study. For it is based not only on 

a succession of dates and ev^ts, but also on the hopes, 

dreams, and frus-trations_of .a people who established in 

Tanzania a self'r-.sustaining, successful community.

— J

%
V

4

• w
b- • . .•
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FOOTNOTES ;»■

•Vr

^ '^In 19 64/the United‘Republic-of Tanzania was pro- .
•' claimed ■‘following' the. union of the republic of Tanganyika and „ 
the’ island republic of Zanzibar and Pemba., The. republic of • 
Tanganyika was kndwn as "German East Africa" from 1885-1919, 
and as "Tanganyika Territory"■from 1920 to 1960 . ' ' . ;

Ji 'Kassim Ali, Ever Living Guide (Karachi, ISSS)’,9.-
p. ii.,,

ft -

■ ^Husayn.F. al-Hamdani., "A~CompehdiUm.-of-ismaili_.EsOj^-_
’terids," Islamic Culture, IX (April, .1937), p. 217; J. -N.’ 
Hollisfer, The-Shia-of India (London, 1955), p. 321; Said 
Abd All^h al-Qummi, tr.: by M; J. ,'Mashkir as "An-Nawbahti:
Les Seethes 'Siites, " Reviie de If^istoire des Religions CLIU 
(19 58), pp;. 176 and 18.4; W.‘ ivanow, "An Ismailitl'o Work by,, 
Nasiru din Tusi," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (July, 
19-31-)-, pp.-530-545; H. Laoust,. Les Schisms dans I'Islam. (P^is, 
19.65),-pp. -417-419. iadust notes some of the attribute^cf 

' ■ an.'Imam as postulated by. the Shias.

i ‘

. J. Kassim Ali, Ever Living Guide, pp. ii-iv; -W.
‘: ivanow, "ismailis and Qarmatians," Journal of the Bombay Branch 

.- .. .of the'Royal Asiatic Society, XVI (1940), pp. 4-7 and 56; H.
■Laoust, Les Schisms., pp. ITflO; Said Abd Allah al-Asfiari. al 

‘.Sj Qummi, "An-Nawbahti.," p. 19 5. ,
. ■-.*

-' -
^Badshah A. F. Husain, "Shia Islam," Moslem World,

XXXI (April, 1941), p,. 185; W. Ivanow, "The Sect of Imam Shah 
- ‘ - in Giljarat," JouBnal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asi

atic Society, XII (September, 1936), p. 49; al-Qummi, "An- 
Nawbahti ," p. 19 6 .

. :®The Ismailis are also referred to as Sabiya pr _ _
. ■■ Seveners. Some authors erroneously conclude that._ all--Ismailis 

• • are called Sevehers because’ they believe in the firs-t seven 
Imams. See M.■ T. Ti-tus,. Indian ..Islam (London, 1930) , pp.. 88- 

. 89; M. S. Guyard, Fragment's Relatifs a la Doctrine des Is-
-maeiis (Paris, 1874),.p. 8; R. Levy, ‘‘The Accoun-t of the 
Ismaili Doctrines- in the .Jamial Tawarikh of. Rashid al-Din ' -
Fadl -Allah, ""Royal- Asiatic- Society-of Great Britain and Ire- 
j-land (July, 193.0)., b. 520;• Hollister, Shia of India, p. 217.

- tOthers refer to'them as ’-Batihiya because of their- esoteric 
belief, see al-Hamdani, "-A Compendium,-"', pp. 210.-t220;.

•J-

' /

/
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. 7W’. 'Ivanowj 7'iniam Ismail," .Journal of the Asiatic 
Society of Beflgal, tlX (1923), pp. 305-310. In this article 
Ivanow discusses the controversy that arose after the death 
of Imam Jafar al Sadiq, R. Levy, "The Account o^ the Ismaili 
Doctrines in the Jamial'Tawarikh of Rashid al-Din Radi'-Allah," 
Journal.of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and
Ireland (July, 1930), p. 521; M. G. S. Hodgson,' "How Did the
Early Shia^ Becotne 'Sectarian?," Jo'urnal of the American. Ori
ental SocietyLXXV, .1 j:i955), pp. 1-5. "Hodgson analy.zes f 
factions .that arose after the death of Imam Jafar al SSrdiq.
See Appendix’ll■for a genealogy, of the Imams of the Ismailis 
and the Isna'Asharis.

8Hollister, .Shia of India, pp. 242-245 (see Appendix 
II for the Bohra Imams). For further details on the -differ- 
-ences within the Shias, 'see Satish C. Misra, Muslim Communi- - 

-- -tiesrin-Su jar^--( Baroda-i* 19 64 )-," pp. 3-53-.. . . -

. ^Hollister, Shia of India, p. 356; P. Damishky, 
"Moslem Communities in India," Moslem World, I (1966),_pp.

"The Sect of Imam Shah,'-' p.. 21; Misra,■ 117-129; W. Ivanow,
■ Muslim Communities, pp. 54-65.

lo;Hollister, Shia of India, p. 356.

W-^A. S. PicklayHistory of the-Ismailis (Bombay, 
1940), 128i; Misra, Muslim Communities, p. 6-l7 As we jnight

- suspe_cf, Ismaili Khojas in Tanzania retain certain_Hindu
belief s5 however, are gradually being replaced with'', 

.‘■Islamic terieis by the Aga Khan.^ The Nizaris in the Middle 
East,- of course, have'not had intense contact wiph the Hindu, 
religion^or,culture.

f

64; Hollister,-'^^Picklay, History of the -Ismailis, p.
■Shia of India, pp.' 356-57; Misra, Muslim Communities, pp. 57- 
58; Ivanow, "The Sect'^of Imam Shah," p.. 29.

^^J. S.-Mangat, A History of the Asians in East 
1886-1945 ■ (Ox£ordv.> 1969); George Pelf, Asians in EastAfrica:

Africa (London, - 1963); D. Ghai (ed.). Portrait .of _a Minority: 
■' As.ians in East Africa (Nairobi, 1965,); L. W., Hollingsworth, 
Asians, of. East Africa' (London, 19 60). .

-14 A Study in HistoricalJ. Vansina, Oral Tradition:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Methodology, tr, by E. M. Wright (Chicago', 1''965).,'pp. 22-26.^;
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APPENDIX I 'f

CHART SHOWING THE DIVISIONS' WITHIN ISLAM. •,

He ss-
MOHAMMED

V ■

SHIAS 
(imamat) -

SUNNIS
(Khilafat)

ALIABU.BAKR r

^ISNA'AgHARlS 'ISMAILIS-^
Succession ' 
Dispute

/
'KHOJAS

(Hindu Converts)
- NIZARIS. 

(Middle-Eastern 
Descendants of . 
Early Ismailis)

' *T
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•APPENPIX II ■

GENEALOGY OFr THE SHIA IMAMS . 

,JIsna'’Asharis, Bohiras, and Ismailis)*

iProj)he't Mohammed - A.D.' 571-632

Ali (first Imam .m. Fatima, th&'Prophet's 
daughter) - A.D666-661

1

%
2 Husein -A.D. 661t-680’ .

3'"'Zainul Abedin - A.D. ■ 680‘-713 »

4 ‘ Mahomed Baqir - A.D., 713-7.3-2

5 jafar Sadiq. - 7 32-7 6 5

After the dqath of Imam 'dafar Sadiq in A.D. 765 , a. 
schism occurred in the Shia group.- Those who. accepted Imam 
Istaail- came to be known as Ismailis., and./thDse who followed 
his brother Musa were called Isna'Asharis. - '

, *

Ismai,l,i Imaits Isna'Ashari Imams
I

■ ■ A.D. : A.D. :

Musa Kazim - 765-796/7976. Ismail- - 765-775'

7 . Mohamed - 775-813 Ali Ra.za - 797-818/819 

Mohamed Taqui - 819-83.5 

Ali.Naqui - 835-868, 

Hasan Askari - '8 68-873

'8-: Vafi'Ahmed - 813-828

g' Taki Mohamed -828-840

Razi Abdulla - 840-876

11' Mohamed Mehdi - 876-934 ' Mohamed-Mehdi (who is said to
have gone into concealment) 

A.D. 873 or 878 .12 Kayem - 934-945

13 - Mansur .945-9 52
' > 9

*Isna'Asharis believe in Imam: Hassan,. the son of 
Ali as their second Imam and Husein as'the third..
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14 ;Moizz - 9&2-975

15 Aziz - 975-996

*16 Hakim - 996-1020
1

17 Zahir - 1020-10^5

18 Hustansir Billah ;i - 1035-1035 '

- • •

■ ■■ v-.

• Another split occurred after' the death of Imam . '

“.a-£
- as. Western Ismailis, of which-the Bohrks ,in-India

Si'S a partr •

.•sv-

,18 ^n^am Mustans-ir Billah I - A.D. 10 3 5-10 9 5’

Eastern Ismailis -(including
' . Khojas) r

, r

19 Nizar - 1095-1097 

. 20 . Hadi- - 1097-1135

•21 Mohtadi - ,1135-1157 '

22 Kahir *-■ 1157-1162

23 Hassan Ala Zikhria-Salara -.1162-1166 .

24 ■ Ala Mohammed -■1166-1-210 

.25 .(khud) Jalal-ud-Din'Hasan -

■ _26: .Ala-ud-Din Mohammed-- 1221-1255

_ 21 .Ruknuddin Khur Shah - 1255-1256

28' Shums-ud^Din Mohammed - 1256-1310 

29-. Kassam .Shaih '- .1310-1370 ■ - ' ' , ■

30 Islam Shah-- •1370-14.24 

:31 Mohammed bin Islam Shah -' 1424-14B4 '

Western Ismailis (inoluding 
Bohras)

■ Mustea.ili

' Amir - '

Tyeb (the last ..Imam.-of the,
■ Bohras who is said to be • 
in conce'almeht)

1210-1221

■»
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32 Mustansir Billah II - 1464-147.6 ,,

33 Abdus-Saraam Shah - 1476-1494 .

•. ■34 ; Gariby.Mirza. - ■ Iit94'-1497 ..

,35 Abduzarr-Ali - 149 7-1509
' ..- -^7 .

36 -Murad Mirza ;t. 1509-1514

37 Zuifiqar'Ali - 1514-1516

38 Nur Din-Ali-^ 1516-15'60 

, 39 khalil-ullafr All -'1550-1585

40 Nizar II-- 1585-1629 

Sayyid Ali^-

■ 42 Hassan All l£:e.l-l695' •

43 Kassam All - 1695-17 3 0'',

r

■ ■»■

1629-166141

..

44 Abul Hassan All - 1730-1780

45 Khalil-.ullah All II - 1780-1817 _

46 Hasan Ali Shah,.^Aga .Khan I - 1817-1881

47 Aga Ali Shah,- Aga Khan -II - 1881-1885

-46 Rt. Honourable- H. H. Sir Sultan Mohammed Shah, . „
Aga Khan III - 1885--1357.

49 His - Highness Shah Karim'al-Hussein, Aga Khan IV - 1957 —

r

\

*Th,e dates? are taken, from Willi Frischauer , The Aga 
Khans , (London,'/1970)', pp. 273-274 ; 'Hatim M. Amiji, "Some,
Notes bn-Religiious'Dissent in Nineteenth-Century East Africa," 
Af^icah Historical Studies, IV, -3 (1971), pp. 615-616. Also 
see A. S. Picklay, Histor^ of the Ismailis (Bombay, 1940),

. ppr. 171-175.

i

(
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r- CHAPTER II

-CONDITIONS. OF MIGRATION

Ismiili settlement in Tanzania-began in the early 

nineteenth century and "emCed in the 194'0s, .with the majority 

of migrants arriving in Tanzania between -1900 and 1940. Ad

vised by the Aga Khan to go to East Africa, Ismaili migrants

left their..Indian'homeland, and what they considered, the in

security of farming, to become part of a new community based 

, on a more successful trade economy. Throughout the period,- 

the movement of'people took place gradually and oii an indi

vidual' basis , with-kinship ties playing a large part in ■ 

bringing new members- into the Tanzania community. •

The study of the history of Ismaili migration -deals'

largely with a series of unknowns., especially in the case of

With nei'ther adequate public- documentsthe first migrants, 

nor extensive' family paper's, it is difficult to isolate the.

spfecific factors- that,, made these early, migrants leave their . 

■- , native land nnd-go to a foreign country.

■ lish merely likely conclusions based on more-or-less hypo

thetical reasons.

We have to estab- '

About later migrants we .are' somewhat better' informed".

led to examine’memories,Even in their case, however, we are 

attitudes, hopes, and expectations, rather than what‘-might be-

A '
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considered more ‘factual accounts.- But, from our point of 
view., such a procedure is not at all: inadequate:

• . -dreams, and frustration® of a people ai^ in .a-se^
the desires,, 

e'the '.facts"
For.motivation is based on what is thdught to '

as much as on given factual circumstances. And 

as we combine the little information
so, -t -

we do. have with the
thoughts of,the people, we come.

I believe, to .a more compre-j? 

migration than would behensive understanding of the Ismaili

possible twith a more purely factual account.

Concerning the ismailis-onmiainland'Tanzania,

deduce-from verbal testimony tha4: 

drive for migration

we can

the 'factors leading to the 

were the same for both early and late . 

In the case of .the earlier groups, ho.wever, theregrou5)s.

was this difference: 

informed their journeys in such a
, a spirit,of adventure seemed to have

way that the word "pioneer"
became appropriate not only as it referred to.those who came . 

first., but also because of its
suggestion of willing enthusi- 

to. adcept hardship. The later mi- 
p^haps, and. certainly with more of an

asm both to go forth and 

grants, more practical 

impulse toward 

to be. sure.

and .founded a community, 

the permanent communities

^^establishing a social order, were hardy enough. 

But this later group came, and its members s.-tayed 

Out of a desire for permanence and

they worked.to establish, they seem 
more the social beings than, the early pioneers who, in their 

ready .the way for-what they ' 

the Ismaili social, community in

. desire for .adventure-, .had made

;were_not interested in.

■
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Tanzania. But' given the diffetence- in time and-in informing 

spirit,'the e^ly .and later migrants were otherwise' similarly 

.conditioned. •,

/• ■ , As a socially coiiditionecr'phenomerion, Ismaili-mi- 

gration must be seen as the result of what-^have been called 

"push" and "pull" factors, both of, which forked simultaneously- 

in- the Ismaili'.motivat'ion to ■ relocate. 'Push factors, oper

ating to direct' a people out of their native country, include 

such-thihgs as population pressure, .famine, unemployment, re

ligious persecution, military conquest,' political instability, 

and perhaps most important of all—a people.'a conviction that 

such factors are present whether or not they are in reality. 

Pull factors, operating to draw a people into one place rather 

than another, include,such factors as the presence of rela

tives . in the new country, .better economic prospects, and 

cheaper 'transportation..^ ’ ' ■ ■

One of the more important factors encouraging emi

gration was" the Ismaili ui^derstanding of economic conditions 

prevailing in the regions of Kutch and Kathiawar. In both 

regions",' the-rtiaj'ority of Ismailis—about' 80 per cent—were 

subsistence farmers or farm laborers, the rest^being engaged

■r

- r

in either^h'^sihess or construction work and transportation.,

■ According to Ismaili infbrm'ants,-the majority who were farmer's 

ha^ not~found the -pro'spects of a satisfactory life. Income

and the living'standard-were, of course-, reia-ted to yield's' 

obtained 'from the land, of .which it was believed the average
' t .

s:
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The typical yield was re-had' only a'small portion, 

membered. as having- been inadequate , , ■ '

Moreover, conditions •became worse'when the r^ins

farmer

in-these parts of India where rain-
■ ■

During such -times the farmer had to draw

faired—^^a common, occurrence

fall is unreliable, 

upon supplies stoped away during the infrequent years of good

He had tp-s-tor.e his -surplus', as one informant had 

By digging a^hole and lining it'
harvest'.'.

explained, in the ground.

. with cement and wrapping his surplus in cloth a.nd then covering
4

i-t with earth, the farmer could sustain himself through one bad

But often the farmer'did not/have surplus for storage. 

■ In this situation-,- he-had to borrow money from’relatives—

season.

; usually .those who had shops or several parcels of land and,

■ But this, we imagine, was noas a result,'were better off.

■real solution; for the hope of 'repa^ent would have been, in
3

, no more than a hope,.
' /■

") ,
conditions such as these

After'^aving been unable to save, themselves by tilling 

farmers tried to maintain themselves

After the
their small plots, some

by' going to the city to find gainful employment, 

famine of 1876-77 in Gujarat and Brooch, many in fact tried

But theto obtain work in the mills or on' the railroads.

adventurous' of these, along with others in India, sailed 

the Indian ocean, and came to what is now Tanzania.

fac-tors contributing to Ismaili migration to main-

. more

across

The

land Tanzania^re riot fu^lly documented, but economics no doubt

k% Rupani had emphatically 'played a dominant role here, too.
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pointed out, by the nineteenth century people in India thought 

of Africa as. a land,of economic ppportunlty. ’Witness, for 

example, the slogan "Bas Chalo Afrika"—"Let us gp to Africa.". 

A call to the adventurous spirit.of the pioneer, the slogan 

was also'an invitation to better living conditions.

There .is no doubt that the'*^smailis would have come 

to Africa on this basis. Bpt it becomes more dilficult to 

establish teasons for their coming specifically to Tanzania.' 

Nevertheless, the great trading activity and the number of 

trade connections which had already been established between 

western India and Tanzania- seem to suggest that successful ' 

Irade acted as a pull, factor in drawing the. Ismaili migrants 

'totlAs East African region.

We find, "for example, evidence of trading between the 

west coast of India (comprising Kutch, Surat, Gujarat, Damao, 

Diu, and Porbander) and the east coast of Africa in the four

teenth century. This trade was continued; and in the,early _. 

part of the sixteenth century When the Portuguese first came 

to East Africa, it was still in a flourishing condition with 

connections established in Sur^t, Diu, Damao, and Gujarat. 

Duarte B^bosa, during his visit to Mombasa, Malindi, and 

■ Mogadishu in 1512,. found many ships.from the "great kingdom 

of Cambay," an'important'seaport of Gujarat. We also have 

evidence that .these merchants-of Cambay had established a 

flourishing trade based on. silk,'cotton cloth,' and foodstuffs ' 

bartered in exchange for-ivory, wax, and gold. There is, ..
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then, the possibility "that sojiie Ismaili Khoja, especially 

those around the Gulf;of Cambay, might have, engaged in Jrade 

with the island of Zanzibar and.the east; coast of Africa.

Though there is no direct evidence to'confirm such a ''

. conclusion, circumstances seemed right for trade to have 

exerted such an influence. Indeed, the-great-majority cf 

Ismaili migrants during the nineteenth, century cam.e from 

Kutch and Kathiawar, regions around the Gulf..of Cambay,’ which,’ 

as we have seen, was an important- trading center having well- ■ -

r'‘

V,

established connections' with Zanzibar- and Africa's^ast coast. 

Furthermore',~md¥FTsma-iai migrants se"-t off~from—the^Very

—where tradingports—Mandavee, Sura-t, Porbahder, and Boml 

with Zanzibar arid the African mainlandThus, 

it seems likely that trading connections provided a very real . 

possibility in answering the question of "why Ea'St Africa?".

Other possible connections between Ismailis in western ^ 

India and East Africa can be postulated ,in view of information'

gathered concerning religious duties, though once again we ' . . 

have ho.corroborative evidence. From the earliest times, the 

■Ismailis had'been accustomed to sending, vdluntary-Gffer-i-ng¥- 

to the Iniam of the age . When Aga'Khan- I CrSlT-lSSl) resided 

in Persia, Ismailis in Sind, Kutch, and Kathiawar sent their ■

First, sending them'.in . the form . 

they later relied on increased banking

contributions- to him there. 

of coin or treasu^, 

facilities and used bills of exchange, which were fqiind to 

have been, cashed'at Muscat. This would have necessitated.' ’ ■
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-f^iliarity'with Africa i as there'were trading-connections

Moreover,' it was customary for the
some -

with Muscat -and Zanzibar.

■ Ismailis to' make pilgrimage to Durkhana,,' the.principal" resi

dence of th:e -Imam at that time; this involved a journey and 

'■possible connections with the Sultan of Oman, who would have 

benefited from encouraging-Ismaili trading activity, in Zanzi-

The Sultan of' Oman controlled Bandar Abbas, en route to :

Kerman where the contemporar.j^ Aga Khan resided. -The ship's

the gulf would have provided 'contact with this..
■ ' ■ ■ ' 7 • ■ ■

•bar.

_ ■ f
- . .journey over

region, then,'"and at least - opened up. the. way for settlement'i ,

■ -In addition, we have -indications that Indian . settle

ment was encouraged by the Sultan of-Oman.

. clear, that much., of the trade at Mu^at^ was,,handled by Banyans, 

' ^Indians from Gujarat. In i825,,.^f.urther, when Captain.Owen .

After 1800

visited Muscat, he found th'e town'"inhabited .by every cagte . '

"®- NovT'the^Suljtan of. Oman, Seyyid Said, 

repognized that -the prosperity of Muscat depended bri foreign -■ 

trade, much, of which was controlled by Indian raerchahts,' .and ' 

he actively encouraged ,their presence there. It is altogether-

of'Indian merchants.

possible',;.therefore, that his encouragement led by 1866 to. t^e .

Furthermore,■ 9
. presence of 400. Ismaili familie_s in the region.- 

•'Oman had very bid trading connections with the east coast of 

/Africa, which would perhaps-partially 'explain why Ismailis 

were .later found in Zanzibar as part^of the Sultan'.s trading.^ 

'empire,. And again, the union,of Oman,.and Zanzibar . in'the.-- 

' early nineteenth century under the rule of Seyyid Said may

)

h ■
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-■ constitute a- further reason for the" presence of Ismailis;, ■

' for they coul(^then move quite' easily from Oman to-Zanzibar

in/pursuit of. their trade . It is also reasonable, to assume

that Ismailis -accompanied the, Sultan', when, 'in. 1840, he- moved '

his court from Muscat to Zanzibar.

But all-this iq speculative, though likely, as any

future inve.stigation will have .to be when trying to isolate

thoseTfactors- which drew the very early migrants from thexr
. *- • * • '- • ‘• ' ■' ' 

native country to. new lands. . In dealing with the later, mi- >■

grants, however, we have somewhat more exact information and,^

so,-. cSri’ be more certain.

, - - . As with the early pionee.rs, the factors encouraging 

later emigrants was their interpretation of poor economic 

conditions made worse by famine. Today, people in Kathiawar 

not only remember the famine of 1900-1901, but vividly recall' 

that i1i-was the worst-they ever, experienced. But 'these 

•people managed to survive"; others'did not. ^Nor, informants 

maintain, -did condi-tlon's'ease. .Famines Continued to affect . 

Ka:thiaWar in subsequen-t 'years: in 1912-1918, 1916-1917, 

1919-19,20, 19'24-1925 , and in 1937-1938 . During these -times 

the-surpluses were quickly consumed. Farmers'had nothing to 

rely on for milk except their-cows and goats, if indeed they 

had 'any. Iii time's such as ■these it was also difficult to find

10

A

;

•i:

■employment, for ■possible employers were in the same predica-

-merit. .- To-make matters worse', the government Continued tp ,, .

'll
-collect taxes, thus making it even-harder "io survive.
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Moreover, people in Kutch;and-Kathiawar .suffered-
■-•« *-

i? .

other hardship's. when plague ..epidemics .(bringing attacks of - ■ ‘ .

- ..cholera and-dysen-tery) broke ou,t» In ■Kathiawar- especially,

.1912,'.ISISand;.then• 

These .year's, coinciding .

th.e .attacks -.were; seVer.e, -^recurrq-ng in 

. ■ , with no-vtirae .for recovery, in. 1919.

with the years .of f^ine, made migration a distinct possi-
' •12

bility, if not''something almost to be looked'ferward to...
■■ - . -. . . i.

Of, course, the.information presented .concerning conditions- 

in India in the late nineteenth and early twentie-th centuries

was as the. informants remembered, it and. in terms of their- ■■

East' Affi'can , Ismaili ' dotmiunity'. The-percep-tions of only -ttie

actual situation was much more complex and diverse than-Is- 

maili perception would seem to indicate. Nevertheless, the ' '

'frustrations of people are, as we have noted, part, of the . 

"facts" of their■history and the source of their motivations. 

Later migrants could also look‘forward to going-to-.a new land; 

where .they could renew ties of kinship, and having 

-'mai.li" land to move into. For one of the important'pull

an "Is-

.. factors in the later migrations, was the concerted .effort made _ 

by the early migrants to bring others to the'new'land.' Once 

- they were set'-tled'arid, saw better prospects in, store, for the ' 

future-, these piorieers began to. call their relatives in .

..Sdme even .wen’-t back to their native landIndia to Tanzania 

to announce the be-tter .prospects-arid thus provided fpr those 

' ismailis, without,relatives at least the. comfort of cultural,
. • ties whi^. had been denie.d to -the fi-rst pione'ers . . .. .• . ,

y-
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■ . But the^experience of a particular family.speaks more

clearly; than generali.zatiohs. For this purpose, the Fazal ■ 

family provides a typical example of why and how thelfamilies 

'migrated-to Zanzibar and the mainland. .Their account shows' , ' ■ 

how the established community.helped the first migrant of . , 

that'-family and how, later when Hirji Jetha Fazal had'set up ' 

his business, he helped the rest .of his family in Kathiawar 

to migrate-to Zanzibar.. • ' ■ - .

'During the famine'of 1900-1901.,' Hirji Jetha Fazal, -

like the.rest of the population in the tpwn of Khojaberaja, 

suffered'greatly. The next year he set off in a dhow for

The dhow was damaged onMadagascar where he had relatives, 

the way,-and it"'^'^opped.^Jl^eapirs at Zanzibar’, where Hirji., 
Jetha got off. At* that"tiji^tiTe had very little money with 

him—about 10 to 15 rupees ($2.84 to $4^26). He' was wander

ing about, trying to find someone who would provide him ac-

commodations, when he.oame t4 a house of- .ap Ismaili, Virji

Although in no way related to Hirji Jetha Fazal,Nancy.

Virji Nancy provided him.with lodging and later gave'hi^em-
14

Hirji Jetha soon pros-ployment at 170 rupees ($41.15).

pered in Zanzibar and sent his brother^ Remtulla Jetha Fazal,
. * ■ ' * • ' ' - . ■ • -

"the fare to join him. . .

in. 1924, HjLrji Jetha paid a visit to Khojaberaja, 

During this time, Lalji Virji

. Then,

his native village.in India.

Fazal, Hirji Jetha's cousin,- was■ living in poor circUmstanc'es,. 

working on another Ismaili's farm. He was' riot able to send
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his, children to schpol because there were no schools in, that 

■village, and, he could not afford to send, them,-to-a nearby 

town. Meanwhilethe,famine conditions worsenedrIn ad- 

di-tion, Lalji FaTial lost his job and it became, hard to. 

support the family.. Hirji Bhanji saw the.„poOr condition of 
, his coi^in, and being himself in a be-tter position in Zanzi

bar, he encouraged his cousin to migrate to Africa. _ _ _ _

■ Interestingly enojigh, it .is extremely unliTcely. that 

Lalji V-. F'azal would have left his village had it not been 

for the strong,pull factors which his cousin provided. He 

had stayed in his village through famine, unemployment, in

adequate food-, and lack of educational facilities for his

'children; 'he had remained, in spite Of these push'factors,

But when he was offered
•■f

• and in spite of recurring famines, 

better prospects and the help of rela'ti.ves, when he was given 

,the passage which he otherwise could not have afforded, and 

■ the promise of gainful employment, Lalji V. Fazal became a 

migrant.

These conditions, as evidenced in the life of one 

family,'were not the only ones which contributed to the

' Tanzanian migrations. ' The firmans of the Aga Khan were also 

Perceiving the poor economic conditions in whichimportant.

• ' his followers existed, t.he , late Aga-Khan III encouraged, them 

to migrate to the Tanzanian mainland. It ig important to

note that such migration would not in any way affect the
theirdavotion of the Ismailis to their Imams; .thfough6u|
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historythe Ismailis had performed their
■« ■ f . ■

gations no matter where they were.

As .early as- 1895, the late. Aga Khan Ill-advised Is

mailis to leave Kutch.and Kathiawar-to

religious obli-

go to Africa.^® Some"

. informants.have said-that Aga Khan XI, Aga Ali'Shah (1881- '

, 1885), had also advised' his followers in Kutch and .Kathiawar

, to migrate. But it was the la,te'Aga Khan Ilf who repeatedly 

•and persistently advised Ismaiiis to leave their nata^e'land . 

and settle in East Africa.'.In fact, after the famine of 

1900-1901, he said that his people would truly suffer if 

they did riot follow his firmans,’.
4

In addition to this- advice 

given to the Ismailis ,ih jgeneral, individual families were 

told specifically to migrate to Tanganyika.

Habib Karim Jetha provides an example of an indi

vidual who came to Dar es Salaam on 'the advice of-the late
ai\ outstanding businessman

rSxC -In 1907' the ' ^ ' 

ankrupt. On the failure 
■^of the business, Habib. Jetha' s father asked the advice of

Aga 'Khan III.^^ His father was 

■ in Jamshedpur near Jamnagar in Kathi

busines.s failed, and his father -went

their religious leader, Aga Khan III, who'advised him to go 

to- Dar es Salaam Since Habib Jetha was the eldest of the 

children, his father'decided to send him first. Habib Jetha
\

was studying in a nearby town, when he received the letter fr'om 

his father teiling him' about the firman to go -to Dar es Salaam.. 
• He immedia-tely, left his studies and'began making preparations 

to leave-. ’ Arriving in the city 'in i908-,. he soon prospered . .

,•/

)•
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and within three years was able to call for his father and 

fMily. Today he is a prominent member of the: Ismaili com- . 

munity, haying once,been.advised by the Aga-Khan^^wh'o saw it' 

as. his duty to jtigrate v ' ■

In-dealing with .the place of the' f irmans and the push 

they gave td migration, however, w.e must be careful' not to '

, overemphasize their influence. As ode of a set of i^eifre- 

. lated cause?^ they were important. But,-just as it was the 

combination of push and pull factors,'rather than just one 

that'seems to have effected Lalji V’. Fazal's move, ‘s'd'Tihe"’ 

firmans proved effective only when certain other consider

ations were already,present. For, in spite of the advice of 

His Highness the’A'ga Khan III to migrate, families did not 

^o so—or, if they did, it was not until quite late in-the 

twentieth century .- ^

In spite of the advice of the Aga Khan, for example, 

Hussin L. Fazal did not m.igrate until 1948 . He had a suf- 

ficient portion of land in Kathiawar, and enough -cow# and 

goats to be .able to sustain himself and his family. Only 

wjien economic conditions made it impossible for him to con-'

• i.

5 / . '

X3t
tinue tp do .so was he willing !to follow the Aga Khan's 

- firman ■'Few'people like ..tp d.eave' the security of their

home town and go to. the'" uncertainty'of a new land with a

They would rather-.^stay asdifferent language and culture.

long as possible in their own village, .as .Huss,ein'Lalji Fazal

a violation of whaf had been. did, even if if were '•t;o;;^ean 

given a religious sanction.;.
•

.«3

■ 4
■ »
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-.It would seem, therefore, that in the case of. the - 

later migrants'to :■ the Tanzania mainland, many .factors had to 

come together before migration presented itse^- as>'a viable 

alternative. Without the presence of positive*conditions in ., 

the new country, as we noted in dealing with halji V. Fazal, t ■ 

economic deprivation was not .a sufficient cause' for. migration, 

Indeed,_^* this factor alone*, since it precluded the poss.ibility 

of * paying for passage^ could-not have been sufficient. -But

when considering its effects only in tefms of psychologi

cal motivation, economic deprivation ift itself, was not always- 

enough. As one informant commented, "my uncle would rather .

meal a day and stay -in'his own village than mo'ye to 
,.18

- even

eat one

a new country..

• Conditions had to be difficult, certainly, but .'the 

positive effect of pull factors also had to be present, 

only if-both-of these conditions were.fulfilled were the-Aga 

Khaji's firmans able to exert an influence. “ In addition-, other 

factors seem to have contributed to migration in ways' not . 

directly related to the Ismaili'culture 'itself. , .

No doubt one of the most impo'rtant of these was that 
- migration was made possible, practically s^e^ing

Arid

, because of

the reasonably low passage fares. The Ismailis who came to

Ismaili Daya Samji arid 'Z anzibar before 19 0 5 came. by■dhows.

Eremji Kassam availed'themselves of this.cheap method of

transportation wheri they came i'n 1896'^ as did Harji Jetha

The journey was uncomfortable,-but theFazal in-1901-1002

• -i
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fares were possible for • econoraieally d,eprived‘passengers who' 

had to pay only about 2f. rupees- ($8.09-).

After ,1905, the means of,transportationrimproved with 

the coming ,of ste^ships, but-fares .remained, reasonable, 

dourneys were shorter and more-^ comfortable; fares were no 

more than 40 to- 6 5 rupees ($i2.90 . to' $20.9-7-^ . Habib' Karim 
"^Tetha, arriving in Dar''^ ■ Sajaam in 1908 , paid^g^rupees 

($21.03) for his fare from Porbander; Jamal Walji Fazal'j who . 
came in 1911, paid-50 rupees--($16.18) from Bombay.^® In all 

likelihood, steamship fares were kept low because of the. 

competition between the-'three shipping co'mpah'ies'operating • 

in the Indian Ocean: the British-India Steam Navigation-Line, 

the Mogul Line, and the German-East Africa'Line. -Sp it was 

that competition between the lines- might hdvd confributed

.oi: .

•h.

greatly, to the ease'of migration. At any rate, it is.-.b'elieved

that at one .time■ competition between -the., lines-.was s.o .gie'at

that passengers were taken free of charge on the Mogul and - 2.. . .. ........ . .
•20the British India.Lines, i: •

•-«
Another , factor in encouraging migration' was ,the fo.le

played by the Indian Association Vjhich provided a guarantee 

of paying for-the return passage to India for-apy Indian who

For the policy of the-.became destitute and needed^elp.

Immigra-tion Office was that all immigrants be covered'for

passage-back to India should they'ibecome destitute in Africa. 

. .'As one dispatch reads: u ''. • ■ ■ '.I

e

. ^ '
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. . whether your Association is prepared to defray .
• the costs of a return passage to' India or elsewhere on.

■ behalf, of any person of the Indian community becoming 
destitute in this territory and desiring to leave: '

.X should the decision be in negative, it. will •'be- n'e'cessary 
in future for all new comers to deposit . .in-cash 
or by cheque, as will be specified by- the .Immigration V 

, Officer. The amount'sO'depos“ited . . , will be utilized 
partly or in .whole, to cover the costs 'of return pass:age,

■ '■in the event of the depositor becoming destitute,■'and 
requir-ing, assistance to. leave the-country.21 •

Naturally, 'those who would have been most eager to migrate, 

would have been the least able to pay their'passage back. v.

• The-role of the Indian Association, then, was to"encourage 

many migrants who might not otherwise -have been able* to come 

to East Africa. " - .

■ . In "the case of the Ismailis, however, the Indian:

, Association, does not seem to have^.figured-as-.prominently--as - 

the. sense of community which developed among the I'smaili . 

people. Many,of the Ismailis who migrated in the early part 

of'the. present century had-relatives who were able to help 

. them financially. In the case of- those who had no-kin-group, 

the.community was well-organized and able to take care of the' 

- needy Ismailis and to make ,the necessary arrangements to re

patriate-them to India, Thus', although the Indian Associ- 

ation file - shows some Hindus repatriated, we should probably 

assume that the Ismailis, rathe.r than rely on the Indian 

As.siciatioh,-were able to take,care of their own.

-Effprts to encourage migration-were als.o being made,- 

. -by noh-Iridiahs■in East Africa. Like the",earlier migrants, , 

those of later date received encouragement from' the Sultan of ■

22

-v
■V

- - .
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-Zanzibari Offering the migrants' trading' opportunities he 

also promised them something'more important—the "fullest- ' • 

religious toleration.Later migrants^also received, . - • . '

initially at least, the blessings of "the .German- government'.

■ -■ which realized their importance in Africa. Count Caprivi-, .

Bismarck's successor, said of the Indian:traders:. "We, want j,.

V

them. They have connections with the interior of Africa.and . •'

we would not be .in a position-to replace, them; we shall strive'. '

-.24 _■
to mak^ use'of their strength.

X '■

These, then,' were. .the. conditions prompting Ismaili 

migration to Tanzania. In spite of differences in time and 

in informing spirit between'the -early and late groups, both[ 

we'r-e. motivated by poor conditions at home and by better pros

pects in Africa. Both were most certainly encodrage.d by ■ 

■leaders of. countries who saw .an Ismaili community to be to 

their advantage.' And so migration became a viable alternative, 

■ especially since the Ismaili people were able to carry out 

their religious obligations even in this land far from India..

The pattern of Ismaili migration ^^as. distinct.. Most 

of the Ismailis in. Zanzibar and Tanganyika who migrated from 

.Kutc^ and,Kathiawar did so as individuals.' Very rarely did ' 

'the Ismailis migrate in groups, but even when they did the 

groups, were small, selc -zm"exceeding eight to ten people. 

Sometimes .two or three . families might, be on the , sam'e .dhow' or 

steamer,' bui:'.t:his'was' frequently an accident''rather . than a 

" 'prearranged plan.-• ;;in'1896';-,Tr.emji Kassam' and'^Ismaili Daya .

' * ’ ■ ... i.'* • ■ . ' • . . .. •.

.....Si,
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• Saiiji happened to'be bn . the ■ sarnie dhow'when coming to Zanzibar 

for the first *time. Sometimes, however, certain, f-amily mem- 

■ bers ®r- relatives decided 'to migrate together', iif the-.same. .-

steamship,'as we's'true'.of, Karmali A., Haji, Nasser Jlanj i, and'-'-
• - '■ - - ■ . - .' ■ , ■' . '""rt

Mrs. Nasser'Manjr, sister 6f Karmali Haji. - But, this seems- '

to ,have' beer, the'exception rather than the rule.^-^ '. '

. ■Furthermore, the Ismailis'c^e, in most cases','. without . .

their families. Only .after they had come, settled, and'fouhd- 

• employm'ent -or set up businesses, did .the men send'for their - 

. wives, a-nd children... There were several reasons for this. - - 

First, there was not always enough money to p^y passage .for 

more than one, person. And second, the: migrants frequently 

felt there was little'sense in uprooting ah entire family 

until the men could make sure of obtaining a better living 

in Tanzania and could themselves adjust to life in a new 

. -pountry. Perhaps this accounts for the low rate of emi-
grafion.^ ®
... . ■■

- - '-In spite of- hardship and temporary family’break-up,

the migration qf’-the Ismail-is continued; and .the' Tanzanian

mainland be.came -for them a'land where they were to establish,

thrbugh'-.the'years ,-. a self-sufficient,community. In doing so,

• however, they ^also-fit in well with the: expanding trade p.opu-_

latioji' built-around the Indian" Ocean. In 1829 , the Ismaili

community.in Bombay was fairly substantial. By 1866, it had

moved out to establish trading--centers everywhere. .. There

'were. 2,:30 0 families in Sind;- 5,000in kathiawar; .1,400 . in .. ,

» - V
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Bombayi: 400 in Muscat; "and 4,50' families in Zanzibar. It-_ 

not,'surprisint that the Israailis, given their adventurous 

spirit and willingness to accept hardship, wouldrgo;, forth; 

nor thatencouraged, by others; who .had made a success of 

migration, they'would be able.to build', fqr themselves a.

• prosperous new life. ^ • ....

IS

-
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FOOTNOTES r
—■

^The list of the members of the Israaili community who ‘
■ kindly provided-, this information is in the ■ bibliography. , This , . .

' -• is .by no means a .complete list of all the informants inter-' ..
viewed but only those-who proyiB^d the major- informcftioh .. 
■relevant for this topic.' - . '

^Information provided by Mr. Jamal Walji Fazal dnd' 
Karmali A. Haji', -Jdly 3 and 8 , 1968 ,. March 15, .197.0, Dap'es 
Salaam. ■ -. ' -

. . ^Oral evidence collected from the late firs; Sikinabai
Laiji Fazal, July 6, August 12, ■1968-,.Dar e^ Salakm.

' li ' ' . ' • ’. ■ ■ ■

. India, Census Commission, Census of British India, 
.VqI. I (1881), p. 23; R. Mukerjee, Rural Economy of India 
(London, 1926),-pp'. 204-206 .,

■ - - - ■’. . . -^Juma--Pr'em'j^ifRuT>an'-i-y«^fcicano Vepar' aae Hindjo [The
Role of Indians in Africa’s TradeJ(Vadodara, 1939),• p. 133.

®Surat was a flourishing trading center by the be- 
- ■ ginning of the sixteenth century. Because of its * importance,

the British gained control in the seventeenth century. During, 
the same period the Gulf of 'Cambay- was the "gateway to Western 

. ... Asia and Africa." See R. Mukerjee, Economic History of India
1600-18 0^0 (London, 1950), p. ii; M. L. Dames, The 'Book of 
Duarte Barbosa, Vpl. 1 (Lpndon, 1918), pp. 23-26. sir .John 

: .Gray, H-istory of Zanzibar: From the. Middle Ages^to- 1856
', (London, 1962), p. 30, marks the date of the visit of Duarte , 
' Barbosa to Zanzibar as 1512.' ' . ' .

.'^Picklay-, History of the Tsmailis,' p. 143. The Is- 
mailis-sent their offerings to Persia until 1840 ; after that 

' date Aga .Khan I (1817-1881) moved his residence.to-Bombay.-
How.ever, according to the evidence presented by E. I. Howard 

' ' ' in the. Bombay. High Court in. June 1866 , throughout th'e nine-
' teenth century -the Israailis in Africa and India used to send 

- -"their offerings to -the Bombay J'amat; from there,, it Was ■ trans-
■ -mitted to the >Imam, wherever he- happened to reside,.- . See E. I .

. Howard., The'-School of Islam-and Its Branches,'Especially That
of the .imamee-ismailins-(Bombay,. 1866), pp. S5-iDQ. ~~

' . ' -' ■ - 'fi ■'■ ' -4'" '■ /■ . . .

■ . -Banyans are people from Gujarat.- ,,1-he term-can. als.o
refer-to people:who follow Hinduism. W. F. ,W.. Owen, Narrative

■ ■ of Voyages tO' Explore the ShPres of. Africa-', Arabia and , ,

MT"-.-
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; Madagkscar,. V.ol. I • (London, 18 3 p') , pp. 3 36-3 40 ; J. B. ' Kelly,
■ Brl-fdin and the PeFsi-an-^SuTf:/ '-179 5-1880 ■.-(O.xford, : 19.68).,, p. .

: 13../ ^ ■ /■. ' ^ '

.. ^The figure was-presented by one-of the. witnesses in ,
. the Khoja-Case of 186'6- .See PicRlay, History of the, Ismailis,

. P. l¥l. , .. 7 ' T ' ■ ■ . ■ ‘ .

- ^-^R. Couplandj East-Africa and Its Invaders' from the
Earliest"Times to the Death -of Seyyid-Said in 1856 -(Oxford, .

■' 19 38 !), -P.'295; G. S. Graham, Great Britain in the Indian ,• 
Ocean: A Study of. Maritime Enterprise 1810-1850 (Oxfordj 
1967), pp. L62--165; John Gray, -History of Zanzibar from the 
Middle -Ages to 1856 (London, 1962) , pp. 82 -and 132. ,-;

■ -■‘'Oral information collecvted from Mr. Janjal Walji 
FazaljlJuly ,3, 1968 , Dar es 'Salaam'. ' The dates correspond 
with fhose provided by R. Mukerjee, The RuraJ. Economy .of India, 
-pp.-'2‘D.4-206. For'further details -on-the, conditions in'.India 
.during famine, see E,. W. Hopkins, -India Old' and Hew (London, ■' - ’ 
'1901)-, pp.‘-237-239'; A. Loveday, The History and Economics.'of - 
Indian Famines (London, 1914), pp. 24 and 44-V8, and appendix . -
Av pp. *135-138 ; C .' Blair, 'Indian Famines-'(‘London;’ 1874), pp. 
111-134. .

■ ^.^Hopkins,"'India Old and New, pp. 265-272 ; ;Loveday, 
History and Economici~ of Indian/Famines, p. 207,. Also oral 
information from the late Mrs. Sikinafcai Lalji Fazal, -July 8; 

■ 1968, Dar es Salaam.
■ 13 Information on the Fazal family collected-froni the 

members Of the family: Mrs. Sikinabai Lalji Fazal, Messrs. 
Hussein Hassanali Lalji Fazal, Rahim Lalj'i Fazal, Hassanali 
Lalji Fazal arid Jamal Walji Fazal. Iriformation.on the .late 

' Hirji Jetha Fazal was obtained from his daughter and'spn-in- . 
'law, Mrs. and Mrs. Hassanali Lalji Fazal. July 3 and 8,- 

August 12‘, 1968 , and,March 10, 1970 , Dar es Salaam,
. 14'For rate of .exchange,- see Joseph Whitaker, An 

Almanack for 1902 (London, 1902),'p. 449.

Information collected ’from the. late Rai Shamshudin 
Tejpar,- July 7 and August 23,- 196:8 , Dar es Salaam.

."16^:

June 18-, 19.68, August 10 ,-,19 70 ,'Dar es ’Salaam-.' ■■
Oral evidence collected from Mr-. H'ahib Karim Jetha, ;

./■'•'^Mr. .Hassanali'.Laiji .Fazal provided, the inf.Ormation,” • 
Augus-t. 5 and 6,'19.70Dar .es'Salaam. ' ,

.^®This . was. commented,, on-,by Mi/. Remtulla A. 'Pipmohamed, 
June 8, 1968 , Hay, 5 , 1970', Dar es Salaam.'..

■
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■ . ■ Inform^ion .provided by the following: Messrs'. ■
■ Ismail Daya, .Premji Kassam, Habib Karim Jetha and.Jamal'Walji 

' ' Fazal, June 18 i 1968 , July 3, August 15 ,- 1970,. Dar es Salaam.'
'- For. exchange'rate-from rupees to dollars, see'Jtei^aker, • '

• - Almanack ' for 1905,. 1'908 , 1911, pp. 448 , 441, 422-423 ,

. . .^'^'It does..'not seem .-likely that competitive''shipping
, .. lines wpjil^. provide free passage. But'at the ■ present'time I

have no way ofchecking, the information;'nor am I aware of ' 
documents that explain why, the lines might have given'free 

.. ^-passage. ' ,

■ . .^^Ind-ian AssociationtFila., ."Indian-.-Immigration 1929- .
’•3 2," from G; A. Hornett, Principal Immigration Officer.-, .Dar: 
es Salaam, to Gulamali Damji, Hon. Sec. Indian Association,
Dar es Salaam,-.25 February 1920.' The above guarantee was 
renewed by the'Association on 7 January,1924, with a note that 
the guarantee was of a "permanent nature." '

^ 22

» > •

.t.

.4

Indian Association File, "Indian Immigration 1929- 
■ 32"; James Chr-istie, Cholera Epidemics in East Africa .(London, 
.1876), pp. 342-343.

23
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J. M. Gray, "Zanzibar and the Coastal Belt 1849'- 
1884," in History of East Africa, edited by Roland. Oliver 
and Gervase Mathew (Oxford, 1963), I, p. 218.

- -B. Burton, Zanzibar: City, Island and Coast, Vok.
TI (London, 1872), p. 342; L. W. Hollingsworth, The Asians 
of'East Africa (London-, 1969), pp. 27 , 138-139 ; Roland"Oliver 
and Gervase Mathew (eds.), History of,East Africa, Vol. I 
(Oxford, 1966), p. 495. - . ....

9 c . . ' ' . ■ ■ .

Information provided b.y Messrs. Ismail Daya Samji 
and Karmali A. Haji, June 23, 1968, Apr.7,1971,Dar es Salaam.'

9 R ' '
India, Census Commission, Census of British India,

19 21, shows- that the rate of immigration into Bombay from '-
these two cities had increased since 1881. The increase in 
the .Indian population in Dar es'Salaam'from 1913 to 1931 -is . 
a clear indication.of the"high rate of immigration to Tan^ 
-ganyika., Tanganyika Territory, Census,- 1931 (Dar es Salaam,
1932),' p. 19 .' : , ■

^ . . .
4 ■

■ -^.^Picklay, History of the. Ismailis, p. ,141.

.• ■
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CHAPTER III. • r * ■ ■

>
9

■ -f- T

■ EARLY SETTLEMENT, ON THE COAST ' ■

. . •..-f-. » • .....

In coming- to Tanzania' io\ the early nineteenth century , 

'the first-Ismaili migrants met with difficult conditions'. :

. r

■ Much of th&'.poUntry was infested with tsetse flies--and-malaria
■*.

was endemic. 'Since there was no. railway until 1900 , traivel

into the interior was difficult.' Everywhere people traveled 
by foot or, if the distance was great, by.machero,^ a contri-

The first -pioneers .were' forced to .vance resembling a litter.

.build crude houses with^iiiud siding and iron roofs, or to-rent.

There were no medical facilities nor, as-we have noted, was

In spite of adverse conditions,there an organized community. 

however, the first njigrants found, hope in this new land and •

set themselves the task of creating a viable society which 

■would serve' both their practical and spiritual 'needs.

’. ■ . ; In detailing the general organi^tional pattern of

. ' the Ismaili- communities in Africa, it is important-to remember 

■ that all Ismaili Khoja groups, wherever they may be and ho . 

'mktter how-small their community,.retain the same basic- 

', structure. .-:Working„withih' this'.struCture^they"have, to be. .

adapted to new conditions.; .and,' as far., as the Ismaili ' 

grants have been concerned, they■had had to adjust to con

ditions of increasing complexity./' But,' no'’ma-tter what the

. sure,.

mi

■ h:

•...
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direction of developmentthere has always' remained an :in- 

tegrated local communal organization which-upholds and per

petuates the ' religious and , spiritual significande-^of .the ■

Traditionally headed by ..-the Mukhi, who isO

larger community.
. 2 • •

a treasurer dr steward, and by the -Kamadia, who is ^ ac-,

counta'nt, the local j^community put in their charge is con-_ 

ceived of as a congregation of -people, young and-, old, called 

'the Jamat. The Jamatkhana is' their‘ gathering place . for' - \ 

prayers, an assembly-hall which, appropriate "fco its function 

people conceived of as a congregation, is .the center
. ■ V . . Hi,

of communal acti.vity. -Although the Mukhi and the Kamadia

among a

have administrative charge of -Jamati affairs, the entire.
^sically. in its .relation to the Agapopulation exists more.

Kahn, the spiritual leader of his people, than to these ad-

Any-consideration of political- and administrative heads.

ministrative developments in the I-smaili communities, then 

' will have to be seen in terms of .guch an orientation, though 

this- is not to'say that we must look for a basically.static .

■ - society secluded in spiritual 'isolation from the more practi-^

f--

cal,tasks. Quite the contrary, is true, as we shall see, in.

.. - , 'examining the political and. administrative developments of 

■ the’ Ismaili people. ' ■, '*

'Before 1905 , the basic organizational structure Of- 

.- Ismaiii communities was relatively simple, in nature.

■ . pioneers, who came. to Zanzibar retained a-, great deal of their

. traditional organizatiQn. ^' Clearly, defined"b'efpr<^', -the, -struc- 

■ ture was made even more so iij the mew country where if,was

•. -y

The ■

. .>
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adapted to derve almost purely local needs. Previously^in . 

Kutch, kathiavar arid Sind, local MUk'hi had been appointed to; "

; • deal with communalj social arid economic;needs'in the ,community,- 

• ■ in addition to handlirig the local’financial proceeds given 

■■ ■volnritanily by .members_of the community. Contact beyond the

• ' communilry -was maintained in 'the appointtaent Qf the Mukhis and

Kamadia-s„ by the. Agar-Khan .as -Imam (spiritual head), who'made
r-

• the stipulation' that hi's: 'appointees' should retain ’their- -

.office ’’as .long as they [were .abl.e-. to] give'satisfaction. "*

Besides the local Mukhis and Kamadias, there was also, in ■

Sind and Kathiawar, a more ^central power in the provinc.ial__

Kamadias who, appointed by the ~Imam, held a position above

■ that'of the local political heads. -d?heir duty was to "collect

and forward for transmission to the Imam.wherever he should

choose to reside, the contributions raised on his account by

the" Khoja community." Coordinating arid centralizing these,

'-activities further was a Vazier, directly responsible to the 
.... ■ '■

■ Aga .Khan.., .Although we'have no information on the Vazier..' s 

.. specific duties .and', must guess that he did little more than 

■ act as intermediary beriween the Aga Khan, .the Mukhi and the 

'■ Kajii.adia, we can see that political 'organization at this point 

reached.somewhat .beyond the community, though.in a fairly

4

simple way.

The -earliest evidence of' the' Mukhi and Kamadia in 

.’Zanzibar dafes back 'to '1838. ^

in-order to facilitate adjustitferit in'.'a new country'., '.

The' Ismaili on mainland .Tan;
. ♦

zania.
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inti'oduced even,more specialization into this basic structuref

Locally,' the Mukhisas they moved to adapt to new conditions, 

arid Kamadias coriducted religious affairs during this early ' '

period and performed .social, economic,

.diitieb.. "Since j further,' there was-no mean's for establishing, 

relations between "different segments"of the'coiranunity, the-^ 

Mukhi. and Kamadia also took on the responsibil-ity of organ

izing monthly feasts in ..their respeotive ■ towns. -Creating "a • 

'feeling of solidarity ancT oneness, these feasts, were possible, 

.however, Qijly because of the "relative smallness of the'cOm- 

"muni’ty.- . Later, as", the communitie's expanded, the Ismaili 

.Would have to^ readjust to different ,means for establishing 

solidarity, by forming clubs or creating various^economic 

organizations.. Maintaining-the purely local organization,

" < they dropped the provincial Kamadia, at least at first.

as -the Jamats grew in number and as many Jamatkhanas came to 

be built in various major centers on the-coast and in the 

interior,'^ the Mukhi- and Kamadiatlftf Zanzibar began to act as 

head Mukhi and head Kamadia. Responsible for.-collBction of 

Sarkar' Saheb, the Aga Khan' s, revenue which came from the-Is-: . 

mail! .communities', they were constitutionally delegated in

and administrative . ’

But

.- t
U

1905' to perfp'rm this function
-The whole revenue of 'His Highness Hazarat.MaUlana'Sarkar
Sir Aga Sultan Mohamed Shah Aga Khan, G.C.I.E. in Africa 
and Zanzibar is called the Sarkar Saheb revenue. The 
said-revenue shall be cpllected by the Mukhi and Kama- 
fias of Zanzibar and of all Africa appointed by His 
Highness Maulana Sarkar, Saheb-Sir Aga Sultan.Mohamed Shah, 
Aga • Khan- 'G. C. I - and ali ac.couhts thereof ■ shall be kept

"i.- ^.
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with great care,. The accaunts shall, be kept frpm- .time ■. 
to :time'by .the Head Treasurer arid Accountant oT Zanzi- 
^ who- a:re' Otherwise call^.-the Head
Hukhi. and Kamaria of Sarkar Saheb.f ' ' •'

; r

The list that we have of the Mukhis. and kajfiadias in 

the nineteenth century -in. Zanzibar-indicates that th.e .length 

•of appointment was not open-ended but was -for the .period of

further, that the method of e-ppointing ;■ one year. -'I .as's'ume,

the same as'.that specified in'the COristitution of ■ 19 0 5, .

■; That-is, .six-..months-prior to the expiration of their terms of'

f-

was

V-

office, the present’Mukhi•and Kamadia probably nominated three 

.’for each position and sent' their - names to .
;v

.- eligible persons

the Aga Khaln for. appnoyai.We do not' know ,'however, how much
-<r

control the Agh Khan exerted in the selection process, having 

no information as to which names were accepted by him and..

Evidence indicates,- howe-ver.which—or how ■many-rejected, 

that-these posts tended to stay in the' hands of wealthy mer- 

Symbols of success in-a business-oriented community.chant s.-

the wealthy .would quite naturally be nominated by the out

going-officer . . -

The community itself continued to be thought of ,as a '. 

^amat and the center of its activities, as a Jamatkliana.. It 

was here that communal feasts were held bringing together all
10 ■

- Ismailis. .Ih. ‘a 'ceiebratiori. of communal ^solidarity every w'eek.

Eyidence for the .■establishment of the Jamat in Africa indi-

A '. -' cates-that such cohe'siveness-existed as early as 1820.

of-1866 provides further., docujjiehts 'attesting to
■. . .  ' 11 "■ -V

icour-^ case 

’ such a form of communal organization.

■- ■

■•A
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, . , From*a court case'0? 1894 

judication of communal disputegrrested.in the hands of a

. eou.ncir'of'Elders'-, who.i'wefe considered,"'authoritative as’-to ,'. ,
•'. ' ' 19'”'* ' ' '
'Khoja custom." .-Tha authority of the council'derived .from -

' the consent of’the community rather’ than from the prescription '

of written.law;. , As,.the'.,court case of 1894 reads:'

, has no'written rules, but adjudic'at'ion on matters of this kind

[i'.e. , maintenance of first wife after husband' had taken a
. ■ ' • ' ■ ' . ■. ^

' second-wifel Seems to haye been left to them by the members

1

it- would.-.appear .tha-f adr- ■9 : •
-a:

"The Jamat

.of fhe- [Khoja] caste, and no doUbt they would .'have come to.

Such , '-act upon.'-s'pme more or less ..ascertained principle 

internal administra-tion appears to have: been self-s'bfficient

■ • - add s'atisfactofy to. the community, since there were few cases

Of those cabes•; .'taken on ap;^ai-.to., tjie local Zanzibar court.

appealed, the majority'were in disputes arising between''Is-

mailis and sece'd'ers ■ where’,the . seceder was challenging Is- 

maili custom.'

■'At-the-sime time'the''community structure was’-evolving, ■ 

also .mee'-ting the .demands of their

!

Ismaili iriigrants were 

country in establishing a.successful-economy based primarily 

. on., trade.

new ■

>
As ,Dr. .James. Ghristie- has.nofed, the"ll.e.mailis were

. "exclusively, engaged'in business, wholesale'nnd retail, being,

Reasons for thethe principal merchants and shopkeepers 

. Ismaili success, were many, but pr.im:arily. among thett'was the ,

ability to adap-t to art; already established system of ■trade.- :

c-

:
;/.*

, S

*
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As,-mentioned earlier,4:.s-hips,v.fromwest- c§ast 

India had long freq.uented' the east "coast of'Africa,, bartering :■ 

Surat cloth,, beads, and brass wire in return for i^pry,' slaves, 

gum'^pal, tortoise-shell, and ambergris. Prior to the‘settle-; 

"menf'Of the Isliiailis on the coast of East:Africa-, we hav^e '■ 

little evidence of the organization of the■trade as it eJcisted _ 

before the nineteenth century. .However, it is''clear that- by 

the beginning of the nineteenth century the Arabs and 'the.

Swahilis conducted trade all. along ,the - coast and-organized' - 

caravans into the -interior, ^(ftnd.we. know that even before the , 

Arabs and the Swahilis sent caravans.to. the interior, 'the ; 

Africans were already bringing ivory to the coast. We do not 

■- ' know when- the trade with the interior started, but in all 

probability it is as old as the Indian 'Ocean trade. In 

Periplus of the Erythrean' Sea', ivory is mentioned as the 

principal export from the east coast of Africa; and it- iS 

almost certain that the contact with the interior dates back
15

to that day.

Before the nineteenth century this trade was not,

Ismaiiis merely.however, based on permanent -settlement',, 

acted as agents for b.i'g mercantile houses in Kutch, Bombay,' 

Surat, and other trading centers along the Gulf of Cambay,- ,

- providing valuable service as money-lenders, bankers and

financiers; they bartered their clothj - beads, and wire’ in 

return for ivory, slaves,- rhinoceros horn 'and ambergris

Ismaiiis 5'' arriving at a time of expansion, could, go rather —
- '-Vr

0 ■
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q&ckly into profitable trading.’ activities where there would 

be an opportuni-^. for almost- any .enterprising young man to 

use his innoyatiohal resources in the expanding tratie..

- ay'^t'he :beginning of the -nineteenth century, the in-

'i.

crease■in'the demand, for ivory.and slaves and the_emergence

mercantile houses'created a need forof American and Euro,p^an 

further'.expansion’and 'organization .of .the already existing 

trading networks. . Such_ networks required' more’ capital and 

organization Which was to be provided-.by the Indian financiers.

The Indian's,, having trad- ..' the Omani-Arabs,-and the Swahilis.

ing connections with the Coast .for so many years, were aware

Thus, ■■. of the commercial potentialities of the coastal trade, 

in order to have ,A better control of the trade, the casual.

sporadic contact of the early trading days was. changed to 
' - 17

■permanent settlement.

We do not know how many of these early traders were , 

.Ismailis or when -they first settled on the coast, but we do 
know that by 1820- there was a substantial number in Zanzibar.^® 

" Since'.then, the d.ommuhity gradually expanded, especially during 

the second half of the nineteenth’century. By 1866 there were'

and in 1870 they formed "by far■4.50 families 'in ’Zanzibar i 

the'largest section of-the mercantile community, permanently 

resident oh. the island . . . most .of th'dta having been, born
20there.

Unlike .the,’Hindus ,- the-Ismailis came to Tanzania with 

a. view to.se'tiiihg-permanently, migrating either with their



families or arranging for their families to ■j6iri'*'-them once 

they .were,settled. This willingness to settle permanently no 

doubt pa!rtly accounts for the high number of Kho'Ja compared ■ 

to. other'Indians. It also had a profound effect on the de- 

■ . 'velopment’of the Ismaiii community in Tanzania. For the

gradual increase in the number of Ismailis was closely corre- • 

lated with the development of the established community and, 

’.through that., with the development and expansion; of-, trade} 

Indeed, it was.,through community and kinship ties 

■ that jobs .'were 'provided for new migrants who, from ..what we 

know’about-their activities, started by working at very low 

salaries in established Ismaiii firms. Arising out of a sense 

of community, this initial period of apprenticeship provided.' 

the Ismailis with opportunity to acquire business skills, 

which were best acquired "on the job," and basic Swahili,

.which was the trade language of Tanzania.- It was also the 

availability of manpower from among the new migrants that 

made it easier for the already established firms of men like 

. Sewa Haji- Pardo, Tharia Topari and Al-Iidina Visram,- to expand 

"their businesses, by opening up shops all along the coast and 

the caravan routes' instead'of merely enlarging t.Jieir Zanzibar 

based firms. In turn, business ties, and connections rein- 

forcTecI the sense of communal solidarity among Ismaiii mi

grants;. Thus communal'ties were particularly important, in .

absorbing new- community members into its business enterprise - 

and-in providing means by which that enterprise was sustained, , 

supported, and given impetus for expansion.
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Once he had saved’ enough, a new migrant' could, then

■ -start his own business:with a small duka :(a small retail shop)

selling miscellaneous goods. The duka type of bufeiness in-: . ’

volved buying from local wholesalers and:selling to the’in- . ;

digenous population and the Arab everything from a "bead" to 
,>21

•V

The net profit varied .from article to 

article, although it generally rainged; between 5. per cent-and

- a bale of cloth.

25 per cent, depending 'On supply and demand. ' As was to be

expe'ct^d,' the largest profit came from goods .which were in'
■ 22

great demand but difficult to obtain, mostly imported goods.

Used '

’:v''

’ *
In setting up a duka, the Ismaili had two advantages, 

to a very low standard of living in India, he discovered that

accumulate the means necessary to■it did’.npt Isak-^ long to 

begin on his own. Moreover, and always significant in the

Ismaili community, the closeness of the kinship group and the'

sense of communal solidarity enabled the Ismaili first going 

.into business to get goods on credit from either a relative 

or a coreligionist. .

" The retail business, however, was not as profitable 

as wholesale business,. The profi-fs retailers could make were 

limited because the prices they had to pay for each article—

■ included'the high markup of wholesalers eager for profit 

themselves. The-retailers had .no Way out since charging 

prices sufficient to compensate for wholesale-markup would ■

■have resulted in diminished’sales on the competitive market. . .

Thus, although.the material life of the migrants was better
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. in Tanzania than in India'V it -sill did not always meet their 

expectations. 23 . I

A r.etailer, thereforealways wanted to establish .a , 

wholesale business. In'generalj'i^usiness enterprise has been 

ideally characterized by ismailis as following a trarisition 

from' small-scale retail to wholesale activity, the transition-

reflecting both a response tp perceived'needs and tp hew"

The characterization.■■ opportunities allovjing,. for expah^on.

does not represent.all members of the coimnunitysince the f*.

■ majority remain small retailers, but it is'representative of; 

ambitious members of the community who also are■the more

generally considered to be community'leaders.

Ismaili trading economy must be'characterized .as hierarchi- 

The retailers were indebted to the whole-

As such, the

h ■

cally- organized, 

saldrs’, who were indebted to the foreign mercantile houses.

> Nor could a r.etailer, buy goods directly from the .foreign 

companies except through a wholesaler. • - ' ■

By. .the second half of the nineteenth century there

•were about half a dozen of these wholesale merchants in.

Perhaps it is not accidental that'the rise of 

- ’ these six^wholesalers coincided with Tharia Topan^s position 

as customs master-

■ 24•Zanzibar.

Topan was the only Ismaili to attain this 

The position being one which richer Indians ispught and 

successfully used to .control' the export-import trade to.their

post.

They usually bought goods on credit and in largeadvantage.

quantities from the foreign traders-and said them in small

^ ■
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consigimients to retailers-. ■' Other retailers, buying produce-

from upcountry, sold it- to the wholesalers, who in turn'sold

Sir Bartle Frere. clearly •it to foreign firms or exported it. 

summed up the role of the Indian trader when he said:

Hardly a loan can be negotiated, or.mortgage effected, 
or a bill cashed without Indian Agency^ nor an iiiipprted 
cargo can, be ■ distributed, nor an export pargo collected’,- 
which . V'. does not go through'Indian hands.. The Euro- 

■ • pean or-American., the Arab or -Sowaheli [sic] may trade . 
and profit but only as .an' occasional link' in the .chain 
between ..producer and consumer, df^ Which the Indian-tra'Ser. 

one invariable and most important -link of allis.the

■ ' Although the-‘Statement refers to - all the, Indian traders, the 

description fits a select few in the Ismaili community.

■ With the-changing economic-situation, the'progressive 

trend continued with the diversification of capital from re- ■ 

tail- and wholesale trade to caravan financing. As the market 

^ expanded, it created the need for better organization of the 

caravan trade. More and bigger caravans were to-penetrate ' ' 

into the, interior .where ivory wa.s more plentiful and cheaper.

■ Burton estimated that the average- number in a caravan varied

from half-a-dozen to 200 porters organized under one trader 

Krapf, whose estimate is much higher.to^1,000 porters.

2-B
■puts the figure at 3,000 to 4,000. ■ tf

■ Indian merchants’ financed these caravans by advancing - 

loans and trade goods like l?eads, cloth,, and wire which were 

.used as media of e.xchange in the - interior. The merchants 

would then be paid back in'the form of ivory together with a ,

’ high rate of interest for the loan ■advanded, the- interest .
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27
rate varying from 20 per cent to as high.as 40' per cent.

'.Beside 'the high rate of interest charged by. Is.maili- and other 

merchants on the 'coast for trade .goods .advanced tc}^ them, de- 

"■ .tailed infofmat'ion is not.,'available .on'what .kind of' security '.. 

" was provided ,b,y the Arab and Swahili caravan traders. There _ 

is" some indication security was' provided in

clove plantations dr .'Other properties“ Mention is also made 

o.f Tippo.o.Tib,- a caravan trader h,aving .neither a planjpatibn

..nor. a hcTuse, who put himself up as security, while sending a
< .28'

‘ relative in his‘place into the interior.

V . ..

the form.of

'' Besides financing these trade caravans, the .Ismaili

■ - also equipped expenditure for .European explorers' by providing.

.porters, supplies, "-and imported goods.’ Se.wa Haji Paroo and .

Sir Tharia Topan were two Ismaili'entrepreneurs who profited

from such interpfises. Stanley described Topan as "one of
'V,29 •

. the' richest merchants -in town.

' ■ In financing these caravans, we assume the Ismailis

themselves rarely penetrated into the interior. In 1873, 

Frere noted''that "the Banyans’ general'ly keep to the Pbrts,

■ “or within,'a short journey of the Coast or Tiavigable parts of 

large rivers. The trade with the far interior is almost ex-

^c^sivdiy in the hands of Arabs, or‘Arab half casts, and 

Swahili . ’i
n'3 6' Since we have no information of any 

Khoja settlement:in the interior until the 1890s, it is al-

jnost certain'that Frere. spea)«s of the Ifemailis as well 

though Burton claim'ed. that Khojas ^^vel far-and wide; [and]

Al-

J

' '*r

-• -r*-

V''V
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several of them have visited the'Lake region," 'our information 

indicates'that he could not have"been.referring to permanent _ , ' 

.The only .exception'seems'to be Musa Mzuri-who,

■with his.brother ^Sayyin, settled in,Unyanye^be apound 1830.

.. . . In- spi-te of 'the! fact that these.'entrepreneurs did-not _

.themselves personally .to'the dangers of '-the interior-.

t .

settlement.:;
31 .

expose .

the financing of ’the caiavan was a risky enterprise of. un^ 

known and delayod p'x’ofi’ts* ■ could "take’ as 'long as six
*

,'mon-ths to two; year's-before .the caravan- returned from the in-,.

Sometimes the ' caravan might 'nev/^ return or i-t might 

obtain'enough ivory to pay back the loan advanced by ivory
■, ' t'e^ior.-

.not

merchants on rthe cOas.t'. Unfortunately," we have no detailed'

statistics to show how much', prof it was made' by the ivory.

merchant on the coast and'the Arab caravaneers--made after ' •

We do know that no set amount was paidthey paid the porters. 

to the porters, as the rates-varied from caravan to caravan.

though Burton notes that the "Wanyamwezi demanded for a jour-

from the coast to their own country six to nine dollars' 

' ' .■ .worth of :d6mestics, coloured cloths, brass-wires,, and the

Later, as the dem'and

ney

/■ pigeon's-egg bead called sungpmaji.".

•for ivory'incr-eased, the cost of porterage increased .as much 

as.$l'2.. 00 per, porter, .not including the ration. This in-- 

formation;does'not, however, give a true picture of the-
•>

trade, since we .do hot-know howprofitability of the caravan 

much the .Arab caravaneers paid to the Jndian merchant on the 

■at vfhat rate he so.ld. the ivory- when he returned■ coast nor

g «v

r' •
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'from his trip 'into ’the.TihtefT'orv';nbr" th& ''Our-r%nt. TnarJcet''p^ice 

for ivory. ,

Financing expeditions for the European'.^piorers was. ■'

■- clearly profitable, howeyer. A copy-of the’agreement,between • ; - 

■ Dr.-Hans Meyer, and SeWa Haji for a-caravan to Kilimanjaro ‘

. shows that the profit., could be as much, as -SO per cent. Dr.

■ ■ 'Meyer paid S-ewa Haji '$11.00 per. month-for the hire of. e&ch - .

• ' porter and'supplied the men with the necessary food' arid-mpdi- 
' ' • ’■ ■ i'- ■ ' ' i' ■' .

cine's'., and paid the toll for right. o.fFway... Sewa -Haji himself

paid 'the porters only the'"eustomafy hire 'of $6'iop’each ,."

. ■Excluding,the loss incurred if any porters deserted, the,

33 ■ ■. profit margin-was still high.

Unfortunately, there is conflicting testimony concern-.

Burton noteding-the profitability of .the trade caravans.

,. '.thalj'"the-Arab merchants gain but little beyond a livelihood ' '

in plenty and dignity of their expeditions in the interior."

An investment, of $1,000 rarely brought more than 70 frasilas

(2,450 lbs.) ,of ivory.' .If-we take the average price of $50.00 

per frasila at.Zanzibar, then-the total iyory would be worth. 

$3,5'0 0, giving a net profit' of $1,050. Against this, 'one has 

to place the cost -of-portage and. rations, .at ^5.00 -per frasila, 

and the high ra'te of in-terest charged by the ivory merchant
•• s

. ' on the coast.. Besides,''there was thd' risk of loss', and the 

wastage of time and outfit. ’'At another 'time, -however,

Burton contradicts this, statement in noting tha-t Snay bin Amir,

once a’ confectioner-.at-Muscat, has as - a caravan merchant
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"risen, to-be one of the wealthiest -ivory and’ siiv'e-dealers. in 

. Eastern, Africa. " . And other: reports - have confirmed -th'd' --

profits' derived 'from -caravan'-irade., . -One notes', ' Jo?’, example, . 

that those Arabs, who .led caravans' into'the- interior three -of •, 

four time's had accumulated enough wealth tq become-plantation

It is therefore most .probable that eh- - 

terprises on'.such a scale could be rendered .profitable if- they - 

extended to meet the. increasing ^demand. ■ ■

•In, ..spite of ' th’e,‘f isk'.and the occasional losses iri-^. -

A'

■ owners in -Zanzibar.^®

■i. -

curred, caravaning must then be considered to have been a

Since most of the wealthy merchants.■' profitable enterprise.

diversified the'if- investmentsthe' loss of a caravan could be

c-dmpensated, for by profit in other businesses.

While advancing the accumulation of .private wealth,

the caravan trade was also responsible* for further expa.nsipn ■

Ismailis began toand a new kind of business enterprise* 

settle all, along -the -coastal towns acting-a's agents for major

. commercial houses there. As middlemen, they bought imported ,' -

goods from the wholesalers on the coast and sold the^ to the 

caravans going into the interior. They paid back the whole

salers in upcountry ..produce, mainly ivory... Sewa Haji Paroo, ,

Sir. Tharia T.opan and Allidina Visram had agents conducting-.. ■ 

business for them, all along the.coast. As in the expansion ., .

of the wholesale, business, this .expansion of caravan trade 

was facilitated by incorporating other newly; arrived migrants' 

into the expanding econpmic system, . Such a>develppment - not -•
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only -prbvidea' jobs- for the new arrivals , butprovided • '

■■ greater prosperity for •the wealthy-merchants.

In - the nineteerith. century,' the Israaili. miigrants '.adapted - . 

. to .the hardships of a ■ new country by .developing a. social

structure that..not only served-their spiritual needs but also' 

-advanced their economic-prosperity. ’ Aided by. kinship gro.Ups 

and the. sense of community ties the'early migrants were able 

' to take advantage of an existing system of trade to increa'se 

their own we'aIth,’to expand the scope .of trading, and to pf'o- 

vide for those migrants who came after them. The more .pro.- '

- gressive among the Ismailis exemplify these basic processes.'

/

The earliest detailed evidence we have of a prosperous

Ismaili business in Zanzibar is that of Sewa Haji Paroo (1851- ' 
38

; i^97). 'Because of the enterprising spirit, of the early 

migrants .and their ability to Venture into new trade, some of 

the pioneer families were-, by the end of the nineteenth century, 

able to establish'a monopolistic control over the 

trade in the interior. This enabled them to accumulate large

.\-

caravan

sums-of money which later ..permitted them to diversify their 
' (•
investments. The business, enterprise of the Sewa Haji Paroo 

family is a good illustration. ' -

. ■ ' -The late Sewa Haji Paroo firs.t managed the Zanzibar

branch of his.-f a.thdr ' s business, Haji'Kan ji £ Company, with 

■ its headquarters .at -Bagamoyo. We have no information as to 

■ho'w Bewa Haji's father , Haji. Paroo, set up his business,-but
. «

in all probability he worked for an employer before venturing
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. out" On his own ,- - Nor do we know' the; exact nature of his ' •

business,. According to-Count'-K. R. Barpo, Sewa Haji started 

his‘"'ciwh business ■ about the'year 1.8,73 ,., • But l-f thi? was'. sO', 

one-Wpndets about the father's-business. Did Sewa Haji-take 

• it over, and change .its name or did he set out on his' own? 

Although-at one -point he conducted his business under - the '

■; name of Haji Kahji 6.Company'and. Ratansi Mapji B- Company, by.

. . July 1894-."he had .given up interests-in the f'i-rm of Khoja 
' Ratansi Manji" -and 4had no connection with the firm."®®

■ ' Whatever the -case may be, we know that Sewa Haji worked as'"a 

"safari outfitter," recruiting porters for the Arab and Euro- 

-- .pean;cara’vans and supplying them with trade goods.

By 18.91, the business -had grown and prospered. Sewa 

Haji had extended trade "all along the caravan routes, and - 

he had .opened stores as far as Tabora, -Ujiji, Mw,ari'Ba-,.ahd

His agents at Bukumbi,

Mwanza, Ujiji and elsewhere were regularly supplied by his 

caravans from.Bagampyo, which carried cloth, firearms, beads, '

*

40 •other points in the Lake region."

and brass-wire to. the interior, and brought back primarily 

ivory, .rhinoceros horn,, and hippopotamus teeth. The .

various items found at one of his branches'^t Bukumbi in

1891 reflects the diversity and scope,of ,his enterprise.

The goods,'-worth about £18,150' ($84,255.32) included 30,000 , 

lbs. of -Manchester satin, 30,000. lb's, of Bombay grey Merikani, 

1.0,000 lbs. 'of gunpowder, '.2,0,00 lbs; 'of white beads, 150,000 

His caravans were tbe m'o.st important in-the_ 42
gun-caps, etc.
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• country. , By the l89Qs he held a near-monopoly' over the cara-. 

van trade in the interior’of German East Africa; . - ' -

His business activities were not limited tq-.organizing • 

caravan trade or supplying trade goods-to his agents in the 

interior. On May 6, 1896, en agre'ement was signe'd between 

Sewa Haji Paroo and the Sultan-Seyyid Hamed bin Thwain ex

tending for a period of ten., years., from January 1, 1897 , 

whereby the former was granted a, virtual- monopoly "on sale- .

'of all the .crops grown oh the governmen't; shambas." . The .con- 

tract stipulated the payment of Rs. 1,780,000 ($816,513.86)

to the Sultan, but it did not materialize, since SewaJlaji
■ 43 ’

died nine months after it was signed.

The will of Sewa Haji Paroo is a partial indication 

of■ the wealth acquired.from such profit-making enterprises.

In his will Sewa Haji left his wife 50,01^ rupees' ($22-,-935.87)

His sister Fatmabaiire'=:including her ornamen'ts and clothes.

■ ceived 40,00.0 rupees ($18,348.63).

Allidina Jaffer Paroo, his first cousin and Mohamed Paru,

Bai Jenu, his niece. ■f -

his uncle,' received 1,000 rupees ($458.73) each. Ratansi 

' Ibrahim and Allidina' Jaffer'were entrusfed to carry on his 

business, receiving 2 1/2 per cent commi.ssion, after all 

debts were-'paid. He left 5,000 rupees ($2,293.65) to be 

used for fuh'eral ceremonies'. With the-exception of one hqjise 

-which he left to the Padre Parmann, the rest of his estates 

were entrusted to the German government. -The money was to be 

.used in providing food for lepers. 44 It is, however, imr' 

■portanttonote that the amount shown in his will does not
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reflect his total wealth by. any means. ^uririg his lifetime 

he donated large sums of money to the Ismaili communities in 

Bagamoyo, Zanzibar and Dar es Salaam, and to the missions.'

Nor do we haVe'the total''value of goods in his head-office .

■ 4 5 '
and branch businesses.

■ ” 4S
The example of Allidina Visrara (1863-1916) ..'adds to' • 

the picture of the' business opportunities available to the 

early pioneers. His activities' reflect the expahsion of trade,, 

■and the diversification..of capital into.different sectors. • 

After the death of Sewa Haji, Paroo on February 10, 1897, Al

lidina Visram took over his caravan trade, thus bringing to a 

"logical conclusion" what Sewa Haji had.started by expanding 

it as far as '^Uganda, Kenya and parts of Congo Free State and 

Southern Sudan." But more ^han this, he moved beyond trade 

into other busines's'es.

In 1877 , Allidina v’isram came as a young boy from 

Kutch-Bhiij to Zahzibar. It is believed that in the same year 

■ he went to Bagamoyo to work as an assistant to Sewa Haji. He 

worked for a few years under him and then, having earned - 

enough money, began to'organize caravans into the interior.

His business expanded, at first slowly but later more quickly, 

as he gradually-worked his way into Sewa Haji's territory. ,

J. S.' Mangat notes that "Allidina Visram had extended his 

operations all along the caravan route,' opening branches of 

...'''operations of his firm at Dar es Salaam, Sadani (near Tanga) , 

Tabor^,'Ujiji and at Kalima and. Tinde in the Congo Free
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:„47 Then.,., after the-^cpmpletion, of the‘.UgaTida railway, 

he started diversifying, 

basa formed the headquarters of his business, lettprheadsl show ■

State;

Around 1906, when Zanzibar and Mom-

that his .firm .acted as "General Merchants, 'General ■ Contractors 

, and. Commission Agents'.' and as "buyers-of ..ivory, rubber, hides , 

• skins and all kinds bfVEast Africa and Uganda - produceWith 

interests outside of Africa, the firm also advertised as "Im- 

- ; porters of Merchandise from Europe, India and America."

lidin'a Visram himself moved into‘furniture-making; he also 

• ■ had soda factories and. oil mills at Kisumu and on.the coast.-

Between 1912 and 1914, he_ established a cotton gin in Kam

pala.

■Al-

1—48

A model migrant, Allidina Visram was also- a model 

Indeed, his success seems to have been the, 

product not of a keen'business sense, but also of the

good reputation he enjoyed.'i- If we can believe Mangat, Visram

"perhaps the most

businessman.

was tbe epitome of the good businessman; 

important factor for the success of Allidina Visram's pioneer- 

ing ventures," Hangat writes, "were the peaceful nature, of

his penetration of the country unaided by arms in search of 

'legitimate trade'; the remarkable ability he possessed for

Before the.,49
organizing and leading his caravans . .

■abolition of slavery in 1833, the Arabs and Indian traders

Later, thewere.engaged mostly, in slave and ivory trade, 

slave trade was replaced by "legitimate trade" although ivory

Together■with his peaceful search

-

still remained impor.tant.
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reputation accounted 

And no doubt his reputation was en-

. • for legitimate trade, Allidina Visram's

in part for,his .success. 

hanced by the substantial amount he donated to the *Namirembe

Cathedral,-to the Red Cross,and-to a -hospital in Kampala, and
which bears his name.^*^to the Indian School' in 'Momb^^^

whatever was true of Allidina Vrsram., the man, he had fulfilled_ 
' y •* • .

the Ismaili dream as few Is'mai-lls had, in moving, from' appfen-

But

•,,tice to successful entrepreneur■

it .is interesting to.note in fact that during this 

period,, between 1860 and'lSOO all of the big businessmen like • 

Sewa Haji Paroo, Allidina Visram,and Sir Tharia Tqpan were

caravan owners, safari outfitters or money lenders, as con-

No railway wasditions prevailing at the time warranted, 

built until 1900,; nor for that matter were.' any transportation.

Trade with the interior' had to be car-facilities available, 

ried on by caravans, 

caravans, outfitting safaris,'or lending money to finance^ 

these ventures, therefore proved very profitable for'' those who.

The business of owning and dispatching

were able to respond to the needs of an underdeveloped country.- 

In spite'-of the vast wealth amassed by the Ismadli

empir^^^of the prominent -entrepreneurs- 

did not survive for more th^ a decade or two after their

The'business of -Sewa Haji Paroo was 'bought by Alii-

pioneers, the business

'■ deaths.

dina Visram, but even the latter, who was once an. "-uncrowned , . 

. .-king of-Uganda,'" and who left a fortune of three lakh (hun

dred thousand) jpupees ($109,489.05) was to have his entire 

o empire collapse in less'than two decades. 51 '
V•; .
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The Ismaiii inheritance-pattern’was'no ’doubt, the most. 

important factor. ..A court case- of 1891‘ in Zanzibar had' firmly

established that, "joint family managership’is not 'ihe- custom
„52

. among .the Khojas in Zanzibar, 

property ahd savings, of'Israailis belong to individual partners,.

Unlike the.'Hindus', the'

thus leaving the way open for division and misuse of funds. .

Such was the'case, for example, in the: conflict arising amo’rig

'53
Soketimes, top, the vastnessSir. Tharia Topans inheritors. 

of the enterprise was a factor in the dissolution of an eco- '
<■

nomic empire. Allidina Visram, for-example, had .30 dukaS -or 

small shops spread out all along the caravan routes. De

pendent on many agents for the conduct of business, the dn- 

terprise was unable^ to maintain itself without the strength 

and leadership of^a strong man to make it cohesive. Allidina

Visram employed non-Ismailis who had- no sense of working
-• ■» ' * • - .

within and for a community.Often, too, the sons who in

herited a business empir;^were not equipped to handle the vast

enterprise left by the father. . Having little experience in'
‘ \

acquiring, business skills , the sons were ■ not'_ prepared to-work 

,as hard nor were they as knowledgeable as their fathers.' 'John 

Kirk's observation clearly reflects this tendency: "Tlje 

rising Indian cpmmunity here is undoubtedly far below the 

.. educational standard and business' capacity of their fathers
who came from Kutch, 'owing to their utter want of training."^® ,

.  '... Another factor limiting Ismaiii expansion into whole- •

sal'e business was the nature of the society. As members of a
s •
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- .status-oriented and hierarchically-organise! gtbup, the is- . 

■mailis- seem to have concentrated-more_ on social rather than.

■ economic signs of prosperity. Profits gained from ■business•'

■■ ‘were "cbns.umed"'-to provide, for upward'.mobility within a caste 

system, which'unlike'tha-t. of the'Hindus, -was. not character

ized by simplicity ,of life..style .•. Typical‘..of such a people- 

.is Christie's’observation that--well-to-do,Ismailis entertained ' 

the entire' community bn special occasions like marriage, 

birth.' ' "The c.omrnunity spend a considerable portion.of their 

weal-th in thi.s way," Christie continues, "’'and fhe custom is,

■ not without special and important advantagesWha-tever -the 

social advantages, however, business/expansion was minimized. 

Sufficient profits ware not available for .rechanneling into -

'—.

! •

or- '

. r-‘

56business.

‘In'spite of these limitations-, the Ismaili community 

We have already -noted the. success-continued to prosper,, 

attendant.upon advantages gained from-the role of the com

munity in providing opportunities for apprenticeships and 

• • ’'making goods available on credit. Living in a small com-

' .munity and connected by marriage and kinship ties, Ismailis 

were also led by the sense •; of community commitment to take .

From this point .
- /

care of their'poor, the needy, sick and old-.

■ of view, it is ho wonder that the physician to the Sultan of

Zanzibar, observed.that "in no class of society haye .I ever '
•-' ’V.

: seen so. much kiridhess.'and .genuine affection/displayed toward ;

’each o-ther--as i have’, witnessed‘',am6ng.st the memb.ers ,of'this-
■ *•;„57-community./

r

■.-■iv-,’■
- -£*
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' Prosperity, however-, was. gauged not oflly' in terms of' ^

' ■ •entrepreneurial: successes or'the ability of, the community to

Tor. the majority ,-prosperity,.came- in- ■'take care of its needy.

the form of small business enterprise in which .the Ismailis ,

Few ventured into wholesaleretained the'role-of middleman.

■ business, agriculture,, industry, or- government.

" .- . -Ifis easy to und’erstand why the. .Ismaili'imigrants, •' .

■ having'left’, a failing agricultural community i-n India, would_ 

not be eager to'reestablish such a community in'Africa..;'' More- '

.over", previous patterns of migration had set an example,of

movement from-agriculture to business in urban centers. By

1866, for example, Khojas in Bombay were "mostly engaged in
,',58 Thus, it would be only' rtaf.ural

Besides

retail trade or .commerce.

for.,'Tanzanian migrants to follow the same pattern.

which most Ismailis migrated, meant that they 

exposed to the farming techniques needed in agri- 

Then, too, the firmans of the Aga Khan ^uld provide 

positive direction for the development of business enterprise.

.1

the early age at

were not

culture.

The colonial government, especially the German government.

Because of the• wduld discourage agricultural enterprise.

policy of land alienation, the best farming lands-were to be

Thus, only agiven to whites, .especially Gdrman settlers.

Ismailis engaged in agriculture, settling mainly'in-Zan.zi-few

■ bar where, they were, able to buy -farms, generally coconut arid

Some Ismailiclove plantations developed by the'Arabs, 

creditors also "came-to own farms transferred-to'them when

■ y•-'

A , ; i-
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: Arabs ware, unable-to pay their'debts. Information as, to' how , . 

■ many Is'mai'li fahms -were the . result 'of Arab''debts- is. lacking..
i .

59 ■ ■■r

however.

■.turned'thd Ismailis, awayJust as fexte'Tnal. conditions
’j' , .* ■ . I ■ . ...

from (^agriculture!,' their ..own attitudes■ kept'.'them from'entering '

government service.. .,Mr. Gulamhussein, who wbrked with the .

commented that the
*.

judicial department fpr thirtyrfive years,

lack of ■ interest' ^n-the civil service was' due.'-tp the .fact'^^that 

the community was "business-minded.... .-The.'people felt, that 

- their best mohey'-making prospects lay in business, ., Nor did . 

they like working for someone unless there was .an opportunity 

• fpr'promotion to a high post, and naturally-those posts were 

kept for the British. The phrase "Nokeri kare ,Che" (he is in

>

service) was'connected with the idea of nokerr~"a servant,
„6,1

• • : - .A.-
hireling or even slave.

So it- was that the majority of Ismailis partook of.
' ' • ■ . , - "

the prosperity"of their community by engaging in small retail -

trade businesses. Because of the lack of statistical data,
I

however, it is difficult to know what this meant in t.erms of •

From the descriptions o£ variousto.tal-African enterprise, 

writers, it is obvious that the Bhattias, the trading caste
/

among the Banyaris, had a larger share of the trade than did 

the Ismaiiid', since the. Banyans cpntrolled^the important post 

of customs master....With the exception, of five years from 1875 

to. l88QV'wiien. Tharia To.pan,'a.;prominsnt Ismaili merchant who 

was" successfully'able to outbid a Bhkttia,-'.the pps.t was

i

* ..

I
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.*>
exclusively in the hands of. .the Kutch.,Banyan-from- 183 5 to 

•1 , ' . * , * ‘ : 
Perhaps",••'as Topan's' success would- seem' to indicate,., 188 6.®^

the 'Ismaili trader, did not. have enough, capital .to epmpete for 

the post, of .customs master with the already established and • 

prosperous Bhattia merchant. '«As a'result, trade benefits ■- ■ 

were denied'the- Ismaili trader.

In 18.35, 'Jairam Sewji, a Kutch Banyan j farmdd the 

custom dues-at Zanzibar'at an'arinuai rent .of. $'il0-,0 0'0. : He • 

retained that post'until 1853 when it'was bought by-another ■ • 

Bhattia, Ladha Damji.^^ Appointing agents to collect, cus-to'm -

r

A

J.

duties at different ports along the coast, the .customs master

'at Zanzibar-virtually controiled customs. ' All the agents were

either tied by kinship or were caste members. As. noted .by

Burton, during his visit to various coastal ports:

Ladha Damha [sic] farms the'Customs at Zanzibar, at 
Pemba Island his nephew.Pisu has the same charge: : 
Mombasah C sic] is in"the hands of Lakhmidas, and some.
40 . of his QO'-religionists; Pangani is directed by 
Trikandas .and contains twenty Bhattias, including those 
of .Mbwenij even the pauper Sa'adani had its Banyan;
.Ramji, an active and intelligent trader, presides at 
Bagamoyo, and the customs of Kilwa are collected by 
Kishnidas. I need hardly say that almost all of .them 
•are connected by blood as well as by trade.

' .. Because of their advantageous position, the customs

'.. .• mas'ter'and his agents .dominated the import and export trade of

Zanzibar and the coastal.trading towns. Their contact with

the major foreign commercial houses made it easier.to enter

into a business deal with them and buy complete cargoes of

' ' 'imported goods like piecegpods, wire and beads and then set ;

their -own price', thereby acting as middlemen between -the
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' 'foreign merchants and the local wholesalers .and-retailers. • :

It was natural tha:t the Banyan customs-masters''would'-sell im-

. ported goods on better terms to their co-religion’djs-ts than t'o . .

outsiders. It is certain that the Banyan's ;made 'barge profits 
-- -■ ^ 65

from s'uch t-ransactipns.

It ,is hot surprising, thereforethat the Banyans .

made-every...effort to retain their hold over such a prfestigious

■ and profitable-post as customs collectors. By. appointing-their^^^-

' kin groups ^and their coreligionists., they , formed a

ring," excluding outside competitors.^-

Other Muslim-s, like the Bohras, were mostly, artisans,

'so there was little rivalry with them. -It .is likely that the

control of, trade by the Ismailis and Banyan's affected the - -
. . . 1 ' * . ■

Arabs,-Swahilis and indigenous people, but it is difficult

to say how much- and to wha-t extent they were affected.

But, regardless of the extent of Ismaili retail trade

. in Africa, small business was, in terms of the Ismaili oom-

munity, successful. No d.Gubt the main reason for this success

V

"closed

f

was a willingness to work long hours. ■ There were■no-opening

shops opened early in flie mo'fnihg and closed 

since a business was a family, enterprise,

or .closing- hours:

■late, in .the evening. 

all the .members-of the family, including the wife , assisted in

the shop. The wife not only helped in-the household activi-

"active and indispensable partner'in business," 

thus making it possible for .the husband to conduct outside 

■ business. Living arrangements further, facilitated family.

' .ties but as an
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involvement in'the business'. The ftont section of the-house

the shop; the rear'section was the living quartern. -

■ The profit margin was usually low. As the -^hops began .

was

to grow,' th.e 'competition'became stiff ; and; in order to carry 

and'’attract sufficient business, .shopkeepers•had to keep'* on

' prices low.

• article," the shopkeeper 'would use 

. vary the price depending.on .his customers.'

.sell'at a lost rather than lose a- cut-totoer. This .loss-in-one. 

'article could be made up, it. was reasoned, in other good's and

Rather than have to set-ceiling ptices foir; e^dh-'- .-.

• his"^busihess sense" and- --- -

At- times he would

a good customer kept. .

. So it was that the'majority of Ismailis successfully

in'tegrated ■themselves into the local economy and socie'ty.
' Unlike ,some of the'Hindus whose economic livelihood was based

• . ■ * • ' 
on a specialized craft'or occupation—Dhobi (washermen) ,- Hapit .

(barber), Kumbar (maker of earthern pots and bowls), Suthar^

(c'arpenter)--most Ismaili migrants developed a form of enter

prise, through which they -could improve their social and

The typical Ismaili' used most of his68
. economic status. •

■profits for social gain rather than business expansion.- 

• Noting this tendency, the present Aga Khan.IV praised,his -,

people: ■

I am proild that my spiritual children are a -nation of 
, ■ '■ shopkeepers just as England was proud and.,'flattered 

• . when Napoleon described it as -a nation of shopkeepers.
69

if the Ismaili community gained relative 'stabili'ty; However,

1 in an ,econ^i^/fiSsfed-..6n small retai'i busineeses ; it wAs, soon ■

rr
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to. go through, a.-period of religious disaensibn and-controversy.
■ -'i

The; first major controversy had arisen-in Bombay in 

the 'l850s and i860s. For many years Ismailis , in ■fear’' pf . ■ 

persecution, .had, practiced;-tagiya by. adopting alien-religiotis 

'".customs and, incorporating orthodox Sunni beliefs-; and- bustOms 

into the Isiiiaili faith.- Further, • during the/fifteenth century 

. . when, the ;Hxndus, of the' Lbhana caste had been convert^, to thib 

,'faith,;' the Khojas, as the ' conver-ts were known,-retained some;"";;..,.'-:. i:< 

r;'. of the Hindu beliefs,. traditions ancf cus-tpms.

the ]hibjas had eome ;to be' in an ambigu'pus. position regarding 

their true identity. This led to various controversies and 

allegations in the .local Indian newspapers, that- the. Khojas 

were, in fact, Sunnis, a group of Muslims who do not believe 

in imamat,' and that Aga Khan I, (1817-1881) was wrongly advising 

■ them to accept the' Ismaili faith. This religious dispute also 

' brought''-to the forefront the already existing'ques-tion of 

paying obligatory' dues like "Dasson" (tithes—one-tenth per

At, the beginning of

y:

■ As-a result j ■ ;

' •;

.•

cent of one's Income) to the Imam, 

the nineteenth century few Ismailis had objected tofthe pay-

■ ment.of -such dues nor.had they questioned the absolute rfght 

of the'Aga Khan .-to control and do as he saw 'fit with communal ■ 

property and 'the funds given to the Imam by his Murids (foi-

' • lowers). In the 1850s, however, wealthy Khojas began to

■ challenge the collec'tion of dues and the Aga Khan's right
‘ ; 71 . '

to control their .use.
'!.•

\ ■
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In order to_clarify^the true origin-and allegiance of ^

. ..the Khojas-, therefore, -Aga Khan I issued a'firman (directive)-,.

of Bombay, Kathiawar, Kutch,.^Sihd and 
- ■ZanEil.ar^tQ declare, openly., their .allegiance'to-the Imam and-. ^

to follow him in his'^interpretation > “

. marriage, ^ funeral and inheritance., rights.

- asking- the Ism

of personal law regarding 

_ - . The paper ended
__ -with a .n©te-:..'.i^Now he who 

-■ shall write his
may be willing to- obey-my orders 

name 'in this book . . . that, I may know him. ^

. . The majority of .the Ismaili signed- this 

■firming'their allegiance to their Imam.

, - of the dispute, 400 of 1,4BO families

450 families

paper, coh- 

In Bombay, the center

refused to sign. But of
in Zanzibar, only five families refused to sign 

the^paper, and only twenty from-Mowa in Kathiawar 

For other places
refused.

exact figures are not available, but it is

gave their allegiance.certain that the majority of'families
i

The matter was not resolved, however, and it was 
- finally brought to the Bombay High Court

by those' against
, -affirmation of the Ismaili faith.

In the famous "Khoja Case"
of 1866, Chief Justice Sir Joseph Arnould ruled against the 

dissenters, affirming that the Khojas
were Shias, not Sunnis ;

and he. legdlly-confirmed” the position 

. Imam of the Ismailis, vesting in him absolute'
of the Aga Khan I as

power over com- 

The decision'further defined
. Khojas as; "a sect of people, whose ancestors were Hind.us' in 

...origin; which [sic] was converted to and. has throughout 

.. ;abided- in the faith of the Shia lmami'Ismailis,

munal property and.funds.
the

and which has
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: .'.’ . always been 'ind still i's bound by^'ties of- spiritua’l allegiance . 

' to the, hereditary Imams .'of -the~ Isiiiailis. ..74 ■

Even. then, the judgment' reached in the Khoja-'Case d.id not

settle the issue .within^the Khoja communities., -The-'Conflict . -

which started in Bombay later spread to East Africa. We have

.already rioted that five families' in Zanzibar did not sign the

■ Aga Khan-.'-s paper. . In 1877 , two Ismaili .'familiesijftho had .beeh.

. excomnuriicated-by the Bombay Jamat, settled'■in''•Zan*zibar 'Md,'^
further .intensified the situation.'^® By 1894,. 4.00 .out of

• 1,200 adult males of the -Zanzibar Khojas had left the' Ismaili

community to join, the I.sna'Asharis, or the Twelvers ,, a.s they

Other places where the .Isitailis joined the

ngw-group were Bagamoyo, Kilwa, Lihdi and Mikindani. Indi--

viduals who broke away from -the Ismaili faith and joined 1

another religious group of course made every effort to justify

their actions and did, all they could to persuade as many
78people as possible to join their new group.

•r

; 76'-were palled..

It was partly

'due 'to this intense, propaganda of justification and partly a 

result of. dissatisfaction within the community, that such large

numbers of Ismaili seceded from t-he Ismaili community and

joined,-the Sh'ia Isna'Ashari Jamat

’. 'By 1899, when the Aga Khan III (1885-1957j visited 

mainland Tanzania, the conflict had produced violent dissent 

... among some members of the community. There were tensions- 

between dissenting and loyal families-which led to."violence 

and affronts [that], had to be settled at the Boma" (District

•.4.
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' Office). ..-■The matter, was'intensified .because -of-^the kinship. ; 

ties which existed between the se.ceders and tl^se who-stayed ... 

with the community.

' The conflict-was complex,•based as it was on matters

. both spiritual and secular. As in the-Khoja Cas.e.-of 1866 ,

, there cOntinuedHo'be various religious differences between ' 

the I.smaili's and the' dissenting -groupr Economic 'disputes • also-';

don-fc'inued,. centering ground monetary dbligaitions to ''.the. 'Aga ' 

At one of -(he matrimonial
■7'

cour-U-.cases of 1894,.'fo£'' 

example, the seceders .asked for a "fixed rule for fees," the

Khan.' ;

establishment 'of which "should not be left to the Jamat each 

Set against the Jamat's right to collect variable 

fees dependent upon the amount of income, the argument-was an
-ft ' ’ '

St-tempt to decrease the amount of offering made to the Aga 

'Khan for birth, marriage, ceremonies .ai>d dasond (tithes).' : 

Given the economic na'ture of the split, it was not surprising 

■ -that a large number.of the Ismaills who actually seceded were 

. wealthy, merchants. In Kilwa, Lindi, .and Mikiridani, in fact, 
seceding ismailis had business, connections w^ith',-the seceders 

which they wahted -to prctect. In order to “safeguard their 

■economic position', these Ismailis found it necessary to 

leave^the community.

••Nor was the commuha^ organization, able -to handle cases 

where one party had seceded. ' Where there were "no written• , .i 

. - rules but more or less-ascertained.principles,cases of 

. matrimony which were orig:}.h,ally settled by the Jamiat now be-' 

.came difficult to decide, especially when one member of the

time."® ^

i

':v >

I
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; p.arty-had-, joined the. secede:

-the Aga ■■Khan ’had been' chall'en-ged'.-
• • In-adddtion-;''';th:e . pps'ict'l'on of •

‘

Hatiij Amiji has. also- maintained . that '-th^ dissenters'.- 

-. ^ wanted ^onununity .funds.-toi]:^'-spehl^on. f cftholii^; }; According' to ’

,, this:argument;"the;:Aga- ^hdn, :Whp:hdd^'be^n, givdn; control-of :

... ; these ;.funds in-hthe 'lOioja Case 6f 1866 diverted ^em froiii: edu- .

■ ■ • cation,, thus depriving -the oomniuhity bf-one\,6f its\most basic' .f'

•?

• '-.v

needs. ..The issue is-complex, however, because.-the evidence .
4-

. ; , - is-..drawn from the statements of non-ii;ndians--primkrily ^Om:-,;,;

Sir.John fLrk,

little liking for the, Ismaili

‘ 'j- A:
the British Consul in Zanzibar, -who shined'

conum^ity. Kirk,- like the, 

dissenters, resented the large sums of money given to fhe Aga

As an unimpressed Englishman, he might-also be 

to lament the lack of^ schooling and' accuse the Aga Khan of-
■"systematically" ^discouraging, it. r* .. -

-. .Khanr6r””

expected

Nor would it be-unusual- - 
fo.r.him to report that Tharia Topan's gift to build a school

• -was turned instead to,the building of a hospital, presumably 

under pressure from^the Aga Khan. It, is difficult to.know, '• 

-however, how-much of this British criticism of Ismaili edu- 

_ cation was . shared by -the dissenters who' came'from a. community

not only considere'd honessential but a 

hindrance in taking - children out .of the family ’business: -

in which education was

- ' .'With increasing expansion and-with the -grWth.of the

- interior,,'it became

; . :.2a-tions to function effectively.

more and more difficult' for local, organi- 

The need for a better and 

in ;1905^ ■therefore,

• .•

more central body soon becajne...appar.eh-t-.

. i
- :a
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■■ - the. .fifstTcQnstitution;.yia^^^ set'jupl’-: ’ :I. ..dq- not: have-' anydonere.te;'.
r.y ■:••■'■Ah ..." ■. ' - 'h-' ■ ■-

. ••eVidehce, .-hut it 'is' certaih 'that ^
■■■ ■ kfterXdbhhultatibn with 'parties' concerned;;’; Prb^ding;'giiihe;:r^^^.h,,'-.^
” . ■ ■■ . J. 'f* ■- .-i ■ '■ i'''V '* ■ ■ .

■ . aihes-.and''a common/.'fraraewiork.. for .'the''differje’nt-.'cbijmu’nitiea

. which h^ ^grown /up'it; ,als6 .sdt/ ^wu-hule.s-^ ipX!;vhpiofe ’̂dciai:

v:^ .
t; •

■ customs., ih..matters ;df .■■ma;rriagev-.h-irthy .and.-deaths as- Well 'as •' 

procedures to ' be f ollpwe'd '-in 'd&cision's;-: with .seceders. 

■■:ihcrea&ed;.c^rraiiziJ:iDhvh^..seft^ .hierarchy .p^^QounpilS

res.p,bnsrbl'a;’hor-."adma;nistr,h'tiva;V,..Iggal,...and,So.cial- matters

j.

•It. '..V/ . r

■;4he '-iodal: cp.uhcii: at■' Zanzibar 'was ' designated- a "high council.' - -■' 

•Called .the Supreme Council, it was to.oversee the activities 

^ of more ■locally functioning councils, the Provincial Councils j'

•’. ■• and to See to religious matters'. Coordinating the activities-

df the" ^Provincial',Councils, moreover', the Supreme Coun'cil-alsd • . . 

.' acte'd'as. an' intermediary,'-transmitting reports concerning.;, 

various as'pefct s of .'the' different. communities, from the . Pro- 

; viheial Councils to. .the ..Imam,-' and .transmitting..from him

. various changes whicli were then..to be enforced in the local.
.*• .

■J'

communities. ..: ' . ' ■ • ■ , _ : '

■ Overseeing the organized community was-the'perso^ of 

the ^Aga ,hhan, ; ' He , was to-'see to it that the ebnu^unity 'success- •

fully /maintairied a system of checks.and balances. . To be sure, 

ideal, administratibn Was- -handed oyer ,to. a gro.up, of councillors. -. ., 

who'.were, empbwe'red to. make local: resolutions. ' Nevertheless, ^

figurelardund .whom.-the entire community revolved ; 

' ■’ andiin'whose,'hands 'lay / absolute 'power / wap the Aga 'Khan..;'
. .*

.• tV ••

»
• y
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•:
.was■^he alone who was. given the "Absolute I’pwer and Sole .

amend, modify, Vary.■ o.e'ahnur ati any -
'V. ■i

Authority- ; •-'■■ta;alter,-^a

time or'to - grant dispensation froim the conetituiioh>’or'. Any-' ' " 
1 „84 s

■ part' thereof ..
O-.

. Since'.'the •Consfitutibh''of 1905 j ' there has«.been no.

attempt^to'-guestion;the'!'authority; or’ legitimacy of the Aga

• Khan as head of the community.- Although there have'been 
■ ■ ■ ■ - .V . ' ■ ■■■ : -■ ' ■;.. .

minor protest moveme.hts and some internal strain ,, the social'■ ..

structure has proved flexible yet stable-enodgh to incorporate ■ " 

various interest groups, within the total framework. ' .

Although the.,internal conflict^resulted in.some-members 

leaving the community, it -did not' disrupt the entire settle- , .. .

•' :

ment. In fact , the conflict strengthened-.the Ismaili- settle- 

meht'in helping to maintain group identity and in establishing 

'boundary lines for the .community.

-.group identity, lead 'to negative results. On the one hand,, the

85 Nor did the re'emphasis. on

V ic jO

■ presence' of a highly developed' trading activity' and resultant

social obligations assured that the Ismaili community would, 

continue to retain relations with other groups. On the other • 

hand,' of course, the minority status of the Ismailis was re

inforced as a separate and distinct group, in the African- 

Indian community. ■ Ye-t, even here it is possible to speculate 

that it was precisely this sense of^ separation that ■ prompted • ...

the Ismai-lis to-become self-sufficient by building their own 

-- -schools-,' hospital's, insurance .companies and banks .' :

(

!••V

>
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■ With the'Constitution'of'I905 i thB.' ismaili community

in the- midst -.had proved itself; capa^e'. of ■prOvi'ding . stability 

■ of "an-, ever-changing and progressive community FiexibjLe ? ^

, . enough to institutionalize .conflicts and incorporate change. - '
• •

. in' adapting! tp new conditions., .the'society was. able to. benefit 

.from.,, rather ,than be destroyed by, conflict'By'’modifying the .

•old .social' structure, while' retaining ihode .elemehts. ,con-^..

tfibutifi^^^stability , the constitution-assured' the .'.c6nT
■■

tinued ..existence of -the communi-ty .under-new conditldhSw in

." establishing rules for governing 'the community,' the-Pon^sti-'. • ^

tutipn also institutionalized and 'served to perpetuate the' 

values and goals of the Ismaili.community.

Revised in 1925, 1937, 1946, and'1962, the Constitution 

of 1905 was to go through many change's in an attempt to meet , 

new demands of the country, especially'those which could Be 

met through more effective or.ganization. In fact, the'major- ' 

ity of constitutional changes reflected not so much different 

values as renewed efforts at better organization through the • 

Ceyjorking of committee structure. Qf course, since the 

', ; constitution provided a common framework for -t^e entire,Is- .

■_. maili j)0,pula'tiony: any changes in it were bound to create

.. changes in.'the'society itself, if only in emphasizing aspects 

' more' or, less heretofore ignored. Nevertheless, constitutional 

re'visi'o'n was» prac'tically speaking, raore than anything else- 

an''attempt to coordinate : iocal.interests as the Ismaili 

■.■'society became 'more complex. Before donsidering, the- period

i-

J.'
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9

of German occupation, we .shall turn first to an examination 

of Ismaili. society as. reflected in its Constitution and sub- 

sequent revisions
"f

r
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■FOOTNOTES- r

■^A ma^chero is .a square: piece of cloth, attached .tp; 
poles on either side. It is carried hy. two people, and will.

. a^cdommodate'only one person at a time'? Supreme Council of . 
the Federation of Khoja Shia'Isha'Ashari', Jamats of Africa,. 
Khoja Isna-'Ash'ari Trade Directory bf East/Africa (-par es 
Salaam, 1.9e0>) , p. 113; see also tLife -History of Bandali 

■.. Meraliy compiled by. the late Kassamali Merali of ..Morogofo,

His Highness'the Aga.Khah, The Memoirs of Aga Khan: 
World Enough and'Time' (London, 1954) , .p.. 23; PicklayT History 
of the Ismailis,' p. 142. The word Kamaria was originally 
Kamdar, meaning a person in authority, controlling a. certain ' 
area. This was later corrupted to Kamaria^ - See 'also His 

. Highness the Aga Khan Shia Imami Ismailis Supreme Council 
for Africa, The Constitution of the Shia Imami Ismailis in 
Africa (Naiirobi, 1962), p.. 3, which defines Mukhi and Kamadja 
as ‘'officers appointed to officiate at any .Jamatkhana

^Picklay, History of■the•Ismailisp. 142.

‘*Ibid. - _ , ' • _ .

■ ^Ibid. -

^Allidina J.Paroo, Chaitun Yug-Salegra Ank (Zanzibar, 
19 3 3J', pp. 36-385' provides a list of Mukhis and Kamadias of 
Zanz'lbar from 18 3 8 to 1933 . From'19 3 3 to 1973 , the list was 
completed by the Ismailia Association, Nairobi, Kenya.

■■'V

W

. J

:2

• ».

■

•7The earliest evidence we have of Mukhis and Kamadias 
for the Dar es Salaam Jamat dates back to 1880 . ' See E. E.' Kan,, 
Diamond Jubilee Zavahir (Par es Salaam, 1946), pp. 1-10. This 

. book 'includes a list obtained f,rom Hussein j’yssa Dewji of the
t from 18 80 -toMukhis and Kamadias for the Dar es Salaam J_ _ _

19,46, -and although I have no information' about the MukhiS' and 
Kamadias.in Bagamoyo, a Jamatkhana was present there in the 

. 1880s. -This knowledge is based on oral information collected 
. from the late. Shamshudin Tejpar, August 23 , .1968 , Dar .es. 
.Salaam. At the moment, I do not have detailed information 
about Mukhis and Kamadias in other parts of Tanzania.' ■-* ■
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• '^Ismailia'Council .for Africa, Rules .and .Regulation's ■ 
of the' Shia Imami Ismailia Council (Zanzibar.^ 1905;., ..chapter, 

-rule ,32,. pv. 8.,- ^ ' ; ■
• it

. ^Ibid. , chapter. 11',' rule 3 6 , p. 8.

: '-^j. Christie,'. Cholera Epidemics In East Africa 
(London,'187 61, pp.', 3.41-342.'

..'^'^E. I. Howard, The Shia. Echo.ol■ of Isl^ and Its' 
Branche's,: A Speech delivered by E. - I. Howard in the Bombay , 
High Court in June,''1866 (Bombay,. 1866), pp. 86-87; The _ 
evidence presented at the Khoja Case of 1866 showed that.in' ■ 
1820.,'-90 rupees: to be ,credited to the Agh Khan.we.re received 

^ • k; froiii'the Khoja Jamat .p'f Zanzibar. . See also, Picklay, History., . 
; . ' ■- of the Ismailis', p.. 142. ■ '

■r.

/

;v'.

^^"Sikihabai, wife .of Allarakhia K^aki V. Allarakhia 
Khaki," Civil Case no. 8'9-of 1894, Zanzibar Protectorate Law' 
Reporbs, I; compiled.by‘William MurIson'and’S. S.

•• ;■ (Lqndon_, ’ 1.919).; ' p. 46. • '
■* ■' %bid., p. 47.

Abrahams
a

t

• ■ * ’ ^’‘^Christie.,' Cholera 'Epidemics' 336 . ■5 P-
k'

_ . S.', Mangat, A History of the Asians in East . 
Africa COxford-, T9.69)., pp. -1-2; C. 'S. Nicholls, The-Swahili 

■ Coast: Politics, Diplomacy .and Trade on the East African
Littoral 1798-1856 (London, 197.1j:., pp. 74-85.. .'ir >.

. . 16Nicholls, Swahili Co.ast, pp. 78 , 89 ; R. Burton, 
' Zanzibar, Island,. City and the Coast (London, 1872), I,

^ ■ 32.8. .■

P-

»•
■17. 290, 328-47.Nicholls, Swahili Coast, pp-. 

Howard, The Shia School of Islam, 87.,p.

' 19 Picklay, History of the Ismailis, p. 141,

‘'^Christie, '• Cholera Epidemics, p. 336 ...

^^Burton,' Zanzibar, i, p. 323.

^-^This oral information was collected from Habib Karim 
' .. . Jetha and Allibhai-Kass'am in July , 19 6 8 and May , 1970 , Dar es j. 

.Salaam.'

-20

• ^ ..
■y
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.^^Because of the patron-client relationship which 
- existed between the retailers'and' the wholesalers, the .former 
were dependent on the; latter for credit. This resulted in"the' 
big merchants forming's closed group, a situation which-made 
it difficult.for'a retailor to-advance beyond the level'of. 
retail tradingv See, alsQ;_ilatim'M. .^iji, ."Some Notes on _ . . 

..Religious Dissent in Nineteenth Century East Africa," .African 
Historical Studies, IV , •3 (197i), p. '607 . ,

^Vhristie', Cholera Epidemics, p. 337 .

•^^F.O. 84/'1391, Frere to Granville, May 7 , 1873 ,^ 
enclosed "Mem'orandum regarding Banians or natdves of,'India 

'.'in.East Africa^" quoted in MangatAsian's in-East Africa,- • 
12; Nicholls, Swahili Coast-, p. '348.P-

Burton, The Lake Regions of -Central Africa (New 
York, 1961), p..341; J._L. Krapf, Travels, Researches, and
Missiohary Labours-during an Eighteen~Y.eaf’'s' Residence-in :
Eastern A'frica (London,'.1964) ,~pp. 118, 421; Nicholls; Swahili, 

.Coast, p. -354..

Burton, - Zanzibar, I, p. 40.7.

Erode, Tjp^o'o Tib:.' The S.tud'y of His Career in- 
Central Africa (London, 1907), pp.. 48-49. ^ ^ ”

-. ^®H. M. Stanley,-Through the Dark Continent (London,
1878),,!, p.. 63; Mangat, Asians in-East-.Africa, pT~19.

F.O'. 8471391," Frere to Granville, quoted in.Mangat, 
Asians in East Africa, p; 9.-

Burton, Lake Regions, I, p. 224 ; Burton,' Zanzibar,

•It.

■ 30

'31

■ I, p. 3 3,9..
^^Burton, Lake -Regdons , I, p.'' 340.

^^Hans M'eyer, Across East' African Glaciers: An Account 
«crf the First Ascent of .Kilimanjaro, tr. from the German by 
E. H. S.. Calder (London, 1891), Appendix I, pp. 345-346.

■ There was .no ■ S'bandar.d contract for the expeditions. For 
another contrecf between-Mr.. Reginald Watkin, Edward Kenrick, , 
and Sewa Haji Paroo-tfor the sum of £1,000 ($4,850-.i-) in 1891, 
see Tanzania National Archives (hereafter T.N.A.), Gi/14.
pp.

■i

•i' .

>■

36-37.

^.’^Burton Lake Regions,.II, Appendix I, .p,_41i;
R. W. Beachecy, "East 'African Ivory Trade in the Nineteenth 
Century," Journal of African. Histoi’y^ VIII, 2 (1967), p. 276.
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^^Burton, .Lake Regions, I, p. 324; Nicholls, Swahili 
Coast, p. 3 58. .. ■

. • ■ ' 3.6Nicholls, Swahili Coast, p.. 3.58'.
“37'* *•

' W. H. Whitely,- tr., Maisha- ya Hamed bin Muhammed'
el Murjebi' Yaani Tippu Tib Kwa Maneho Yake Mwenyewe (Nairobi,

, p. 3, no.tes that "Mukhi Kanji Hansraj" was Tharia
Topan's "..agent" in Bagamoyo recruiting wapagazi for caravans ' .•
into the interior. Saudji Badjani-EsicJ: "deputy" of Sewa Haji
in Pangani was engaged in-similar activities. See .T.N.A.,
Gl/14, pp. '3 8-57; Burton,- Zanzibar, I, p. 3.28.

r
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1966)

38 I'am greatly indebted to Kassamali R. P'aroo pf - • •
■ Mombasa,'Kenya, for providing not Only the oral history of 
. the Paroo family, but also the two most useful articles on .

Sew^ Haji'^Paroo: Kassamali R. Paroo, "A Short History of the ■ 
Life of Late Mr. Sewa Haji Paroo,".and R., R. Scott, "The Story 
of Sewa Haji.". Pot further information,''see A. T. Mhtsop,
’"Sewa Haji: A Note," Tanzania Notes and Records65 -(March,,

. • 1966), pp. 91-94;.David F. Clyde, History of the. Medical —
Services of Tanganyika (Dar es Salaam, 1962), p. 6; Walter Tv ■

Aspects of the. ■ , .Brown,"A Pre-Colonial History of Bagamoyo:
Growth of an East African Coastal Town" (unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis, Boston University; -1971), pp-. 185-199 .

39 Kassamali R.' P.aroo, "A Short History of the Life of 
Late Mr. Sewa Haji Paroo" (Mombasa, n.d.), p. 1;'Matson,
"Sewa Haji," p.' 92'. : '

40 J. S. Mangat, "Allidina Visram and A, M. Jivanjee:
The Story of Two Pioneer Asian Traders in East Africa," Paper 
presented a-t the University College, Nairobi, Kenya (February, 
1966) , p. 1. ' .

‘^^Matson, "Sewa Haji," pp. 92-93 ..

' *^'^R-. W. Beachery, ."Arms .Trade in East Africa in the 
Late Nineteenth Centui-y," Journal of African'History, III, 3 

p. ,460.- For the rate of exchange from the pound to 
the dollar, see Joseph Whitaker, Almanack (London, 1892), 

653. ■

(1962),

P-
'43

' • Brown, "A Pre-Colonial History of Bagamoyo," p. 19-2;
henceforward, for rate of‘ exchange,' see "Whitaker, Almanack 
(1897), p. 417. . ' .

44 ■, ...
Chief Secretary to. Keeper of German Records, Dar es' 

-Salaam, March'10, 192.5, T.N.A.. 7652 , p'. 5. This includes
the. Will of Sewa Haji. Par0.0 and the list of his - properties

tf
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■* in Diar es Salaam, which ow’ere left'in •tpust tb-.'t'he (Sbv.erhof of 
German East Africa at Dar .es Salaam. . / ' ''

Matson,-. in'"Sewa Haji," p.'94 i notes' that in l890 - 
Sewa-Haji. donated land; for- a hospital ip ZanziBArr. :For ..his, . 
contributipn to the-Ismaili commQhity., see E. E.,''.'Kan',-' Diamond 
Jubilee Zayaher (Dar 'es'Salaam, '194,6-)'',-. p. ;3 . ' .Sewa. Haji,,con-- 
tributed-an unspecified amount towards the building of'the 
Jamatkhana in Dar -es Salaam'. .

■ 46 ■ ‘ . ■ ■ . - : -

,. Two articles by J. S. Maiigatlprovided most of the 
.. information on .Aliidina.Visram, ,see'"Allidina'V'is.rani -and'
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'■ ■CONSTITUTIGNSrTtaBRARCHIES, 'AND fORGES/OF SOCIAL- COHESION- 
IN "ISMAILI;-SOCIETY, laO'O THROUGH THE --ISS.O.s'

■ .

'The Constitutidn of 19 05 :helped to. .formalTyV insti 

tutionalize-the structure of -Ismaili society and the.values, '

customs , and traditions- .which underlie these -struetures . ' .

Future revisions, at,.the same time that they carried ortyls-'-. . . . -

^niaili-values, also^ipt^vided fpr necessary changes for a .society 

• of increasing complexi-ty.- ' Since 1905 more administrative'' 

bodies have been added, but in many cases these bodies have 

merely'taken ov'ef duties previously entrusted to the local •

for-example-, be-'-

' -came th^tasks of specific committees rather than the councils.

■ ■ • . But this finer discrimination of duties and the corresponding

-proliferatloh of administrative bodies fundamentally -reaffirmed.

- '1

councils.' ■ Education and welfare concern's.

more^than they reerdered, the .structure of Ismaili society and ■ 

, ■ the. values , on which structure is based'.

As noted, ismaili socie-ty. is-hierarchical in nature.. A 

.Power is v.es.ted in the formal leadership position,, with -the ,- 

status of such a position reinforcing the power holder "^^s ,op 

-portunity to direct the community... ' Unlike Hindu society, the 

' Ismaili hierarchy is.^ not, .h.owever, organized as', a..dhstey sys- - 

tern.' And although religion is'important, status.has not been 

based on attendance at the Jamatkhana (prayerhouse)•or on the. ^

-• 7-
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observance.of religious norms;■ Nor has religion ordered the 

stratification of , society'.

Td.be: sure, the Constitution'of 19 05 speci.fti.ed.that 

'„'the local -Mukhi (treasurer) was to be. president of the local 

.council, ah indi-catfon ,in early Ismaili Africa of'‘the close 
rt-ie ^between..'religious .status and., administrative authority.^

■ ^ By.'192§, however, the‘functions of the council president and 

. Mukhi had been separated. ' Although the Mukiii continued to ' 

serve-as a- council member, he was' no longer automatically its 

' chief Officer. 'Moreover, it was clear by 1925 that the Mukhi • 

was no-t superior to the local council members. For example, 

the Mukhi, like other councillors, was not to miss a meeting 

unless he was given permission by the council. The strong 

wording of the rule—that in the matter of the Mukhi '.s’ absence, . 

the council is "authorized to grant leave only to one.of whom

soever the council thinks fit to grant leave"-—suggests not 

only'that the Mukhi' may' have been accustomed to running the 

- councils but also that the council was determined to have him 

do so rio more. The needs of the community could no longer be 

/-■ ^ met, by the religious hierarchy but . had to be handled by a '

.-m , central body that couid act as a Parliament,_ where- issues

could be■ discussed by co.uncillors. before decisions were

;•

h..

'-9-
/ ■

*►

9

■ r
reached.

Thos.e wljo attain high status have done so primarily.. 1,. 

by commanding administrative -and’economic power. .Since ad-
• i

' minist'rat^ive. power comes to those with economic power, status
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is. ultimately associated witji wealth,. Moreover, since the ex-, 

penses of office belong to the administrator, rather than the' ." 

’community, ■wealth is a'-determinant of one's capacity to serve.

•Mot. all. wealthy Ismailis, however,, have , served in ad- 

. -ministrative -positions.. No, doubt time is-an important factor-, 

preven-ting those with a, wide range o'f business -commitments- ■ 

from engaging in.communal service. ■Furthermore,- since many 

■ of the wealthiest Ismaiiis eventually, came to play-la prominent , 

role in. thd African government, they have had even less time. ^ , '■ 
-.'.to give to -the administrative pos.ts of the Ismaili community.^ , 

And again, since the Ismaili structure is--maintained through 

voluntary workers, it may be that'some of the wealthy have- 

not been inclined to provide services which were not remuner

ative.

:

k

In addition to wealth. Kinship ties have played, an . 

important part - in raising m,e.n to leadership positions. Those 

who are related to other power holders through blood or ar

ranged marriages .in .which families of eqUal financial standing 

have united,.have often-attained prestige and position. More

over, the’'area in India from which-.original migrants .came has 

served to distinguish local community members from one another. 

Migrants ff6m the same area in India tended to settle toge-ther 

in East Africa; leaders in a p^af’ticular town were usually 

members of-rthe town's dominant ipigrant "group. Thus, although 

wealth has served as -a pf imafy determinent- in questions of 

status and.p.o.wer, kinship ties and migrant origin', have also 

.affected the gaining, of power. -

f

> V- ■ W
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The system of horainali&eh has peinfbreed these determi

nants of administrative position. In giving the power of-, . 

nomination ..to retiring douncii members, the-Ismaili fconetir-. 

tution has encouraged the selection of wealthy office holders,- .' 

lirtked to the.retiree through marriage, kinshipj and/or, migrant 

' -group. '■ As a result, the administration of the Ismaili com

munity. has tended to remain in the hands of .an-elite, wealthy, 

and self-perpetuating group. ■ ' ; •

In other way^ the nomiriating procedure circumvents- 

of the difficulties-associated with.seeking office.- A

- v'- •

' >.
j-

some

■member'of one of the Councils, be it Supreme or Provincial, •'

Six months prioris appointed for a fixed number of years, 

to the expiration of his term, the retiring-member sends the

name of three eligible -persond to Mowlana. Hazar.Imam, His . 

Highness the'Aga Khan. ** But, although the retiring member 

sends these names,- it . is the Aga Khan who makes the final 

decision as to who the new member shall be. Power is his,

•' '. if he thinks it best to dismiss the names'sent to him and

Since the—: appoint anather who he feels to be more competent.

final ..decision lies in the hands of Hazar Imam, then, the

can in 'ho way' . councillor does ‘not have to depend—in fac-t,

pely—on factional., support. ■ The interests of the community 

can be kept in the fore, 

be, but actilally-'are,- reduced 

of the Aga Khan, counCiilbrs cannot- be representatives of any 

party or organization SQ that they are at. least inhibited "in.

and struggles for power not only can ■ 

Further,-as repre^en'-tatives ■ -
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'if not, totally ptev.ented from, bringing into the i2ouncil the 

_ spirit of'factionalism. , Moreover,• the members of any'council 

are'held responsible to the- rules and regulations, of*" the whole 

■ society rather''than to the self-serving interests, of, any one 

grohp or of themselves. - For the'Constitution supported by the 

Aga Khan's power makes' it cl-e'ar that'"should a member of the 

Council be-guilty of.a breach of the prescribed rules, the 
. ^ council shall ha've power to punish such member."^

Once, established,' status positions have been reinforced 

through recogn'ition^iven in the Jamatkhana ■ (prayerhouse) . 

Councillors have continued to retain a |^pecial place in the 

prayerhouse, separate from the rest of the congregation, on 

the right side of the Mukhi (treasurer). Title, holders in the 

religious hierarchy are similarly singled out and given seats 

to the left of the Kamadia (accountant). This honor is ac- 

corded 'them by the Aga Khan in recognition of their- voluntary 

services to the community either as councillor or as member of 

.one of 'the communal organizations like the Welfare Society, 

Voluntary Corps, or the like. So precise is the concern for 

the proprieties of hierarchy that each Council member- takes ■

his place in ,a-ranked position within the council. (See

Appendix I of this cha'pter for the. hierarchical administrative 

structure.) Title holders are also ranked as specified ,in 
the constitution,..^ - Unlike the title holders, however, council

■ • - members do not continue.to 'command respect once they are out .

■ of office'.

o'- ■
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level leadership is'provided through various

•The Coh-
.. ■ _Lower

the local councils.which are subordinate to
stitution of 190 5-mentioned the .charitable work'done through

house.'.of. Gulmahomed Harji'," an. indication .

■ - recognized, though,-not formally

groups

meetings ".at, the 

that' ^he work being done was r'

■ institutionalized or 
; Ah noted in-the .formally Accepted translation pf'the Constl

>

made the province of a special committee.

tution:

The Beating generally «/in“S“!tyf ?j^aeBief'in '

SiSIfeoSiSy ?ni.e.rgen4 cases, « "g "o ft B.rrt.g

to improvement in health or. temper s . ^
beyond the-resolutions stated ..therein.

met through administra- 

the control of a_ higher
providing that community needs be

tively. approved groups subject to
Constitution of 19 0 5 established a. pattern which

In

council, the
in the Ismaili community today.continues

The first Constitution, however, is different from its

It conceived of duties to be per- 

o'f' the people ^performing them—as much as the '

Although -the

revisions in this respect, 

formed in terms 

,office through which, they

Constitution of 1905

. formance of duties, rep

to be. performed.

..formaliy-’set .up.jnechanisms for -the per-
are

eated' references to particular

/
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individuals, have hot yet totally been' deleted 

Hanji, for example, and not a Welfare Committee, that-sees 

to the needs of marriageable girls_ and widows.

■ ■ Similarly , "all-the,'managements- of the .Panjebhai-Club . 

is thic] entrusted to the President Mithabhai Jessa,-and Bhai

It is Mr;

;r

y

Mahomed Saleh Kanji and Bhai Jaffer Mahomed^are appointed as

In addition, procedure is often .explained in' •«

■ The members' of the

,,8secretaries.

'terms of present members of the community.

Council have equal rights in voting; for instance,.|!'the- first • ■

member. President'Mahomedbhai Varas Remtulla-Hemani, and the
- . 9

, Janmohamed Jetha, both have equal rights."

that the offices of government, at, this time

Fromlast member

this we may assume

not far removed"from the Council of Elders, 

in more personal terms than was later the case, 

of this difference, however, the Constitution of 1905 was.

were conceived of 

In spite10

similar to its revisions in setting up a hierarchically

organized government.

The local councils in their turn were charged with

In the Constitution ofmaking reports to' a higher council.

1905, the council at Zanzibar was to oversee the workings of 

the local councils through reports submitted every three months. 

In later revisions, a Supreme Council was distinguished from

11

■ the Council at Zanzibar to oversee local work.. In the Con- 

sl^itution dfr 19 25.,., councillors we.re to be sent out^^from the 

•- -Supreme Council to acquaint themselves.with the progress of
. . ■' • 12

' the local councils.
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■ The entire- administrative- system was set 'up^, in such 

a way that :the local councils had-been relatively independent" - 

of the councils above them in the hierarchy.; yet by^ending
•f*' ’ ■ • ' . . " . *

.regular reports to the higher■governing-bodies, and through 

thy transmission of these report's to yet higher authorities, 

one level in this intricate bureaucratic structure was able 

-.to keep in touch with-the work being- done af all-levels. .. 

Contact betwe.en the, different levels of organization was re^ 

inforced when the Provincial^Councils sent to the^Supreme 

Council every two months reports concerning affairs of local 

communities, and when the'Supreme Council in its turn'made 

reports of"its affairs to the.Aga Khan, every bhree months.

■ In 19'37, with the creyion of the. Executive Council 4s the 

central body through 'which all'reports were cleared, all ef

forts were coordinated and interests aligned.The forward- 

. ing o'f theise reports to the Aga- Khan was the final step 

through which not only financial, administrative, and 

, judicial matters' were coordinated, but;a network of communi- 

'.cations maintained 'between the Aga Khan and individual Is- 

maili communities.

Constitutionally, the local councils were empowered 

to arbitrate any dispute arising in the Ismaili community in

cluding, in the Constitution of 19.05, criminal cases i In 

■practice, the councils haye use'd their .power primarily in'

. . matters of marriage,divorce, .j3,.nd maintenande (-support of 

. divorced wife and children, if' any)—an important function '

i .
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considering- the centrality of marriage in the ■Isma.ili coia-, 

munlty. Befpre.1905'the power of the councils to arbitrate;- 

in such matters--was complicated by the fact that secede’rs, 

hot feeling bound to Is'maili law, did not, feel obliged -to-'

.  obey^he •rulings of-Ismaili councils in marriage settlements,.,

■ . ' Indeed, much of thg impetus behind early'constitutional re- ' •

vision-seems to'have been based on -the heed to carefully de

lineate-Israaili "personal law" governing .marriage,and divorce, 

•relations so-that rldcal courts, which tended to-uphold Ismaili . ’ 

rulings-so long as they were not "against natural justice,"

• might-have • some consistent basis -for judging .appe.als brought 

by those who had left the Ismaili community. 15'

At the local level the Provincial Councils had other 
duties which involved meeting the' spontaneous demands of and 

• incorporating necessary changes within -the local.community. 

Although the Provincial Councils still maintained -their po

sition within the hierarchy of councils, they were "author

ized, to enact from time to time, certain 'Local Resolutions' 

to meet varying needs." But of course it had to be provided 

that such""Local Resolutions" in no way affected any of the

enacted rules and regulations in the hierarchical structure.

16 •■,...•
As' stated in the-Constitution of 1962:

No Council shall have power to'amend.or modify the 
■ Constitution PROVIDED THAT a Provincial Council may_ 

from time r to -time and wi.th the written approval of its 
Terfitorfal'Council pass resolutions'to meet local con- - 
dltions PROVIDED ALWAYS THAT such resolutions shalX"

■ ■■ - ' remain, effective for a'period of one year only PROVIDED 
FURTHER tha-t such resolutions shall be. read ;subje.ct -to 

'• the/Constitution'and if in any manner repugnant thereto'- 
‘ '.shall to the extent of such repugnancy be-void-and in- 

opierative. , . -
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Neverthelessthe dangers of centralization and Of loss of\

■■ cont'act with specific community needs were foreseen and'dealt ' 

with he^ h'y Introducing flexibility into the whcile sfructure. 

This jwould allow for necessary.adaptation to'local'conditions.

■ An e^campie of matters covered in local resolutions is contained 

in the Provincial Council's request that fund-raising be under

taken only after an 'estimate of need, .is ' made: ,

*&e it resolved that before any funds are raised from a'
Jamat for any pur'pose, estimate of funds required for ,

' that purpose shall.be ascertained by the Council and 
■ Mukhi and Kamadia' of Jamat concerned and the fiinds will 

■ ■ then be raised according to the said requirements. This 
resolution be forwarded to the Territorial Council for - 

, their approval. ' .

Within this hierarchical structure, Ismaili society 

has not, however, given absolute power over the rights of the 

individual to any administrative body. Some protection against 

the hierarchy has- been provided in constitutional rules govern-

ing the procedure of councils so that the cases people

might be processed uniformly , and heard according-to^S- 

sistent set of rules rather than by a possibly inconsistent 

dr arbitrary council.- In the Constitution of 1962, we find 

a precise refinement in the rule that councils are to follow 

parliamentary procedure—a procedure developed with an eye to 

fair and equal hearing of both sides of a case'.' The Consti-- 

tution of 19 05 itself indicate’s a sophisticated awareness of- 

problems that endanger the rights of the ..individual.

..not.e that a councillor ^ who, is. affected by the case at hand 

should disqualify himself; that no .councillor is to hear

con-

Rules
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testimony in private' or privately consult another council mem

ber; that business before the council be disposed''6f as‘quickly , 

■■as possible; and,' interestingly enough, that undue Inarassmen't

on the part of council members'in the form'Of obstinately put

In addition, the Constitution; of
/1'8

questions'be prohibited.

' 190 5, and .'all subsequent revisions, detail an 'appear pro

cedure which,; if 'it does not bring the 'appellant satisfaction 

; at the highest council level, can be carried to.fhe Aga Khan..

" tAs ,the final authority, the Aga Khan has the power to reverse 

council, decisions dr , by not resp'onding, to reaffirm them.' • 

From,the Aga Khan's decision there is, of course, no appeal.

For the Aga,Khan as religious and spiritual leader is 

also the person in whom the administrative hierarchy termi

nates. So great is his authority., in fact, that he is in no 

way limited by the constitution; he has authority oV'er the • ■

, constitution., rather than it having authority over him. Thus 

. it is to the Aga Khan that Ismaili societjjj^ owes its first 

■ allegiance and not, as in many societies, ;ta the'constitution.

■ . This is not to say, however,, that the constitution is not

important. Relying on Plato, one might say that codification 

■ into law is necessary for 'the governance of a people because 

the.person of wisdom and authority cannot be'in all places . 

at all. times. As such, the 'constitution seeks to uphold the .. 

interests of wisdom and'justice for the. Aga Khan through ad- 

. ministrative councils empowered to settle Ismai-li disputes'.' 

When some persons believe a .council has failed to uphold

«

-19
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these interests, appeal can be made.to the Aga Khan as.the 

ultimate authority.

At all ieve:lSj from the Supreme ■.Council to'G(jmmittees 

serving- under :the local councils,'the administrative structure . 

"has-been held together by a .concept of voluntary service.

■ Considering--the-great importance placed oh economic success, 

the idea of voluntary service may seem strangely out of place,. ; 

Yet, one must, remember that until.very recently there .waS .

- little time or Opportunity in this community of migrants to 

develop a. professiona.1 ...class which, by virtue of. specific 

training or knowledge, might expect payment for services, 

stead, there has developed an idea-of- serving, where a man may 

invest much time but where there is no remuneration. In place 

of monetary rewards, one derives satisfaction from having 

served one’s - Imam, from having made ready for the rewards of

20- ' ■

In-

the afterlife and perhaps from having solidified one's pres- 

The desire to serve has further been sustained by thetige.

belief that children will prosper as a result of their father's

good deeds. Of course, some have used voluntary- service to 

further their own economic well-being. Yet even in cases of 

so-called corruption, the Ismaili population has, in general, 

supported the efforts of their administrators 'who, though they 

deserve chastisement, are nevertheless, thought to have.may

accomplished a great deal for the community.

In fact, this general.sense of satisfaction has been 

very characteristic of Ismaili s.ociety. Only two significant

•y ' .

■ .1-

<■
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.protests have occurred: one. in 189'9., and an'oth'er in 1939^4^0.

Both were initiated'by the-wealthy—r.a-group- that cannot -argue

the'failure of "their society to provide the necessities .pf

life. The ,first of these outbreaks served to unite the

general population in support of the status quo. And'the

secofid'was not even successful enough to 'arouse, public opinion. .

Protests have not occurred among the poor Xsmaili nor, until

.. some of the young began to speak inthe very recent.past,

among Other groups objecting to the direction tj^e society 
21

4:aken.

u':

.'.V . .

has

'.3,

No doubt-some of this sense-of satisfaction has de

rived from belief in the self-sufficiency of the Ismaili com

munity; in i-ts- providing for the poor, the sick, the unem

ployed; in its creating an excellent school system; and in 

its funding its own business operations. ,Community funding 

has been made possible through offerings and contributions to 

the Hazar Imam (Aga Khan). These include obligatory dues, 

originally set at one-tenth of one's income and now at one- 

eighth, and voluntary offerings paid by individuals according 

to financial capacity and desire. Although the money thus 

collected belongs in theory to --the Imam, it is in fa.ct chan- 

neled back for communal use. It defrays the co&ts of running 

the -Jamatkhanas,■ provides- salaries for the caretakers of the ■ 

■ Jamatkhanas., maintains communal institutions (schools, hospi- 

...tals, etc. ).„ and proyiSeS'. bursar.ies. and loans to students 

. pursuing'‘higher,'education, in'this respect,, it, is important

■ -rr.

'•/
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to note that the Welfare Society is sustained'wholly on sepa- 

rate voluntary contributions, distinct from Jamatkhana .funds, 

and bring'the donor no public recognition."

So important a part of the community's self-sufficiency- 

. has -been carefullycohtrblied. The Mukhj and. Kamadia of each 

Jamat (congregation) keep records of all finances. . Above them 

is a.higher council, presently stipulated as the.Executive ' 

-Council, whijh keeps the accounts of Ismaili" Jamat.s for the - 

whole of Africa. Beyond established expenses^incurred, .the 

Mukhi and Kamadia cannot spend' funds at their discretion. If 

any new expenses'occurthey must first approach the local 

.council, which will present the matter to the Territorial 

Council for approval, before it goes on to the Executive

22 --v

'■ ~
y

Council. In this way the community assures the responsibility
23 ■of its members and thereby its own continuance.

The existence of the extended family, which has cared ' «

for the old and for the interests of the poor cousin, has 

also a,bsorbed much, of what otherwise might be cause .for dis- 

But most of all it .seems to have been the belief incontent.

the Aga Khan as absolute ruler that conveyed to Ismaili soci

ety its sense of rightness. Bound to him in trust and love, 

the maj.ority of Ismailis consider his guidance as unquestion

ably right. If anything’is wrong, the Aga Khan, who tran- - 

scends any merely temporary dislocations, will see that all 

is made Vigljt..
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■ The Aga Khan makes known his influfehpe. in several ways,.., 

though emphasis is always on personal contact between the 

leader and his people. Sometimes his influence is'revealed 

in meetings set up between the Aga Khan .and-the community- 

leaders.’ Guidance for the community as a whole frequently 

• comes in the form of firmans',' which are directives read in the ■

These often direct the Ismailis'to channel their 

• efforts toward effective'action—whether-that action be mi-.

The

Jamatkhana.

.24
^ration, education, or the adoption of Western dress.'

Aga Khan guides particular individuals through personal 

correspondence.

as far-ranging as health, career choices, and businesses, the

Usually initiated by the individual on matters

Aga Khan responds if he thinks the matter will not resolve it-

Talikas (communiques)25
self without his persc^al attention, 

are weekly or biweekly communications from the Aga Khan to the

Jamat-acknowledging reports sent by various committees, 

mandlis (religious assemblies), and local^icouncils. 

also include blessings to the recently deceased, and to in-

The blessings

Talikas

dividuals for their voluntary contributions. 

of the Aga.Khan are of particular importance conveying, 

they do, a genuine influence for success if they are combined

as

with initiative on the individual's part.

Should there be any great doubt that .the Aga Khan has/ 

not, or cannot, make things right, there is also the .possi

bility of excommunication, brought forward by the local 

council (not the Aga Khan) and'acted upon by the Supreme'.;
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In Ismaili society such a-course.of action is not 

to be.taken lightly, since excommunication is an act'of total 

deprivation—not only religiousj but social and familial.

who has been excommunicated'there is .no.supportno

Historically, suf-

Councii.

For one

possibility of uniting others with him. 

ficient excommunications have been issued-to .the Ismaili,com-

- munity for' it to be an.effective deterrent. »

Blind trust and fear are, however, two ‘extremes which., 

although they must be taken into account- in icoikaitieririg the. . .. 
-Ismail4. community',' do not precisely define its sense of it- 

' self. . On the one hand, the Aga Khari.is an'.absolute ruler; 

but on the other, he does not stand in dictatorial isolation, 

In times of economic hardship, changes in policy have been

the result of conferences, in which men with knowledge of

Criticism of-thelocal affairs have advised their ruler, 

society has been tolerated, even requested, for example, in

preparing proposals for. constitutional revisions in^l961.

And,- as we have already seen and will have an opportunity to 

see again, the people are not bound as individuals to the Aga . 

Khan's, firmans (directives), although the promise of rewards 

in the afterlife, provides, them with greater incentive. ,. In 

short, there is a good deal of "give and take" between .the 

ruler and his people in matters concerning their temporal

. ' .welfare.
The limits, of'social conformity are,.however, somewhat - 

The Constitution of 1962 (the only.difficult to establish.

' <
.
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constitution to isolate specific grounds, for discipline and ■ 

to set out kinds of disciplinary action) lists seven-regular- 

and five "■special'' offenses, almost all of them subJject to 

wide. interpreta-tion.

' 1) violating.the Constitution;

2) violating Council orders-made in accordance with

■T~

2 6
Regular' offenses are listed,as:

the Constitution;

.3) acting "in a manner prejudicial to the prestige" 

or dignity of a Council or the Community"'; •. ^ ,

4) doing anything in the name 

Community without obtaining permission;

5) "printCing], publishClng], or circulateing] any

of a Council or the

correspondence order, resolution or record, or makCing] any

behalf" ofpublic statement whatsoever purporting to be 

the Aga Khan, the Community, Or any

6) calling meetings on behalf of the Community with-

on

Council or institution;

out permission;-

7) aiding or abetting any person in any of the above

offenses.

Open -to wider interpretation are the grounds for
27

"special offenses" where an Ismaili is forbidden: ••

1) to print,'publish or circulate anything about the

- Aga-Khan, the Community, its Councils or institutions, which'

disaffection in the Com-,."is likely, in any■manner.to 

■■ ■ munity" ; , ' ■

cause
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'2) t9 act in such a- way as* "to wound dr offend the 

religious sentiments'of the Community" ; ..

3) to ridicule or "impinge" the tenets of theifaith;

4) to-make "insulting or scurrilous remarks concerning

■Mdwlana Hazar Imam (Aga Khan)"; ' _ . .

5) to expose "the Constitution, Holy Firman, Ginan

r-

[hymns-] dr other'Ismaili Holy Books'to contempt or'ridicule■ 

A sliding 'scale of_ disciplinary actions-, ranging froiii obs'erv- ■ 

ing penance to being exconununicated, adds to -tAe. difficulty ' 

of determining-the-'^limifs' of social conformity.

But if there is difficulty in determining exact limits, 

and if much depends on.the understanding of council members, 

the codification of offenses clearly isolates'areas of con-' 

cern within Ismaili society.and provides.patterns for judg

ment. Further,, the constitution openly presents offenses in

social terms without obscuring the differences between social.

Thus, although Ismailispolitical and religious doctrine.

,are.dependent upon council interpretation, they are free from

the obfuscation e'hcountered in societies where the crime is 

• ■ sometimes remade to fit a punishment.

Moreover, from an historical, rather than consti

tutional, perspective, one can say that in the Ismaili cora- 

'muhity expressions, of nonconformity are never welcomed though 

they are tolerated—up' to- a point. They are not welcomed be

cause it is believed that, injustice .will emerge—if not in 

the deliberation of• the councils, then in the appeal - .

■ ■ ■ i:: " . ' "
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procedures which assure each• membelr;access to, the judgment of . . 

the Aga Khan . . The end of tolerance comes when it is’tjelieved 

that the authority of a .leader-uwhether the: Aga KhaA or a 

- council .member'^—could be successfully .undermined, When the 

"Aga Khan's authority was challenged by one-third of the cdm-

}

munity in the late nineteenth century, for example, the 

challenge was not-allowed to go unanswered.. Similarly, when • 

the authority of certain council members was threatened by - 

an attempt to arouse public' opinion against themi .. the;-threat , , ^ 

was not tolerated.' However, expressions.of nonconformity by 

individuals who do not have (or try to get) a following large 

enough to successfully challenge leadership and authority 

seem to have been commonly dealt with by being ignored, 

ridiculed, or made the object of gossip.

Thus the fear of excommunication is an extreme which, 

though it may underlie the Ismaili consciousness, is not 

called up at the first notice of dissatisfaction or dissent.

.Social conformity has more regularly been enforced in the 

' Jamatkhana, where the fear of gossip discourages those 

who'might go too far, the names of'offenders can officially'

28

be made public, and those who have offended may be -called
29

upon to publicly apologize.

In addition to these sanctions for social control,.’ 

there is a-.sense, of group identity fostered by religion. 

United in the past by having successfully maintained their, ■ 

. beliefs through a series of religious disputes, tfie Ismaili
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•community is bound by a tradition which reaches out of the 

past- and into' the future.- . We 'have already seen that this _ • 

of identity led to the helping of co-religionlsts andsense

thus-to the development of the_early community.

"see it again in the extension of loans from Ismaili to Ismaili.

And we shall
> . .

Even today-an Ismaili outside his local community is extended

There is genuine, concern for 'the benefits of hospi-fcality.

■ hi& well-being, '.even to the point of acquainting him with the _

opportunities and possibilities in the new copnuhity.' .With' 

the gradual expansion of the community over the last -few

this extension of hospitality to .one's co-religionistyears,

has come to be one of the more important factors in maintain

ing social cohesion. '

' . .That is not to say, however, that feeling for a co

religionist has prevented individual Ismailis from competing

For, in-spite of a highly developed sensewith one another, 

of religious- community, Ismaili business enterprise has never 

Based on the success of the individual, whobeen communal.

undersell another member of his community, business 

for the Ismaili does not proceed from the efforts of the group. 

Ismailis therefore have never been hesitant about Competing 

with their co-religionists, while, at the same time, providing 

help for those with whom they ar§ not in competition.

Ih; East--Africa the sens^-of group identi-ty .ha.s been- 

strengthened by the need''Of'Ismailis to protect themselves

For the early migrants, settrem^t;'in. .

may even

from external forces.

3^ ■
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a new country created a need .for a,--CQinmunity which would pro-?. : 

,yide security in'"an-unknown environment . * In the late nine

teenth‘century $he challenge of the seceders—a chalJ^enge both '

■ to the power holders and to ,the power "of- the Aga Khan—led to • • 

■ formulation of specific ways to' deal with outsiders,, thereby 

affirming even:more strongly'a'sense .of common religipus , _ ■

identity. The Constitution of 1905, in forbidding all social 

contact, with the sece.ders, in making possible the immediate - 

divorce, of Ismaili and secgder, and in'providing for the 

maintenance.-of Ismaili wcfttieh hot supported by seceder hus

bands, initialed rules whic)i have been continued in future 

rfevisions, to cast out dissenters and unite believers.

Later, when unfortunate economic reverses befell some members, 

the sense of community identity was fostered through estab-
r - ^

lishing Ismaili companies to fund business enterprise'.

Such group identity must not, however, be oversimpli

fied in a community which also envisions itself as very much 

a part of the world. If a sense of religious identity and 

group self-sufficiency-has tended to set the community apart,

■ ' economic concerns have caused it to extend itself and to seek , 

assimilation. Although Ismailis do not emphasize social re- 

lations with.those outside their community, they very much ■ 

emphasize business relations. Instead of isolating Ismaili.

■ businessmen,/for example, constitutional rules have tended to 

encourage'their involvement;-. Thus,' in-theConsti-tution of I'diDS; '

- _ - businessmen were encouraged fb go to business mep.tings.

- r--/-■

■
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particularly local' Chamber of Commer.pe meetings ,v -regardless 

. .. of ,other religious or national groups represented. And-dn

one 1905 rule, mastering both the problems of seceder.|'and of 

the incentive of businessmen, we discover that■Ismailis may,' 

so long as other groups are also -present,' attend meetings 

where seceders are present. By’1997, constitutional re

visions indicate that economic opportunity may be advanced 

even if it.reyiyes -business with someone of the Isna‘Ashari, . 

the seceder se®.t.

There has also been a tendency.to avoid conflict be-' 

tween Ismailis and the government of -the country in which they 

live. Although bound together by common religious values and 

• sharing an interest.in an economy based on trade, the Ismaili 

'.community has also pledged'its loyalty to uphold the ruling • 

government. As a people who have never had political'control,

31, -i’

4

the Ismailis have not thought of themselves as a people with- 

Thus, as in the Constitution of 1905, theyout a country.

have been able to say, "It is the ancie'nt custom of Shia

Imami' Ismaili Murids of the Honourable the Aga Khan Saheb to 

be well-wisher and loyal to the Crown of the country they 

live in', to offer thanks-giving service-, to abide by the laws,

to rejoice in joy and sympathize in sorrow, and also to give... 
■ ■ ■■ „32

addresses on such-occasion as may necessitate.'. In return, ..

the Ismaili community has g,enerally been allowed to follow

cits own customs and traditions unhampered by the ruling

as the' case of thfe. German' occupation. government- except when,
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will make clear, conflicting economic interests become a con

sideration.

Within ismaili society, customs and tWditi^ns^ govern

ing personal relations have been as important as those, between •

In fact the Ismaili constitution is■ p'eo'ple and governments.

.unusual in the attention it gives to what.is known as,"personal

law" governing marriage, divorce and maintenance (support of. 

divorced wife and children, if any); Ismaili reiations with

non-Ismailis; inheritance; and customs surrounding birth and

social. death. . The .■vs:riOuS cpnstitutions are evidence' c>|^the

reforms which have changed the life of the Ismaili in these

areas, particularly in the ceremonies attendant upon birth, 

death and marriage.

moved toward simple and inexpensive ceremonies, 

the social structure reflects a class differentiation based 

on administrative and economic power, Ismaili..social customs 

outlined in the constitution aim at providing uniformity for 

every member of the group irrespective of social status.

At the same time that constitutional revisions have 

indicated directions for change, they have also reaffirmed

In the case of marriage, for example, 

the early custom of encouraging a girl's marriage at puberty 

and-a-boy's at 14 gave way to the'later stipulation that 

children \'jcan best be got married" at fourteen' and .sixteen;. 

then to the stipulation-.pnly that both shall'have reached 

"their majority"; and finally that the girl shall .b.e.vsixteen,

From elaborate expensive rituals, it has

Although

basic Ismaili values.
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'and the boy eighteen. Nevertfieless the impci-tahGe'of marriage 

before one gets too old has continued throughout these changes, 

as indeed has been the case with most other matters subject 

to revisidn.,^^

« ' ■ ' •The one exception-is the change in laws .governing 

polygamy. .In the'Constitution of 1905, polygamy.was allowed 

if the husband deposited with the'local council a sum to go'" 
toward.the main-tenahce of his first wife.^® A later revision 

set extreme limitations on the practice of polygamy,, allowing 

it only,in cases- of serious illness, insanity, cruelty or

•'-r- ...

■* ...

non-bearing of children of [the] first wife" which-causes had

By 1962, the law read that 

Even in this rc'ase, however, one

to be medically certified, 

"polygamy is prohibited. „37

might argue that changing laws did not significantly affect .

At least if Anderson is correct in his as-Ismaili society, 

sertioh tha-t polygamy never was practiced widely anyway, a law

for its prohibition can hardly loom as significant in compari-
3 8

son to, say, the„UTiited States' rejection of Mormon polygamy.

But even if one attaches practical social significance 

to its eventual abolition, one can also see in the limitations

placed on polygamy a continuation of a tradition long part of.

Very early the woman's well-being had to be

Later she was ..

Ismaili society.

. assured by the sum depo.sited with the council ; 

to be protected from a man'.s right to do- as he pleased by’a ,

Maw requiring him’to provide exact and.'.certifiable reasons fop' 

• ■ another marriage.. And finally she was guaranteed the'..fi'ght tb
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her, husband's undivided support. ■,'J'his belief in the need to 

protect women from an irresponsibly polygamous-husband.;was in 

fact specific affirmation of a more general value, '.'that as
r

much protection as possible [be] given,'! as-Xga Khan III 
„39. - :

nqted, "to women.

Historically,■ the Moslem husbands have had an un

fettered right-to cast away their wives for whatever'reason, ■■ 

and without concern for her care. Insofar as local councils, 

were empowered to arbitrate marriage disputes, this'autocratic

right had been denied-to the -Ismaili husband who now had to ,

give reasons that would be judged. 'And insofar a^s all con

stitutions from 1905 to the present settled the obligations 

of maintenance on the husband, they have protected the rights

of the wife who, as a woman, was not expected to provide her

To be sure, a remnant of the husband'sown economic security, 

right-to cast off his wife remained in the earl-y constitutions

which forbade the wife maintenance (though granted the divorce)

But the Constitution
i#

she were'the one to bring charges, 

of 1962, stating th^t maintenance would have to be decided in 

a case where the woman brought charges, removed legal sanction 

of such a custom. Thus, in polygamy as in divorce, consti

tutional revisions-moved through change to reaffirm an un-
41

changing an.d basic value that women needed to be protected

In matters of marriage, changes .in constitutional law 

reflected significant soc.ial change at the same time that' theyx' 

.. maintained the centrality of'marriage. We have-already noted
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■ revisions concerning the age when, jchildren ma^^'get married.

In addition, the role of parents- in arranging■their-children's 

marriages has been somewhat diminished and there is-'^reseritly 

a general move on,the part of the young-to'enter into the • - , '

decision-making.. Thus the old habit of arranged marriages 

solidifying connections between families or increasing wealth 

or status has more or less broken down, at least as a bargain 

struck between parents. -For the most part, status distinctions, 

however, have not - disappeared, even in the eyes'of the. children.
u. ■

-And although the.latest constitution for. the first time pre

scribes rules for marriage outside the Ismaili faith (always- 

excepting the seceder), there remains a .strong pull toward' 

mar|ryi.ng within.
.■l

■The present constitution, for example, stipulates that

those who wish to marry outside the Ismaili communi-£y should 

first' consult the local council. It shall appoint a.committee 

to "investigate the merits of the application" and "explain to

the applicant and his parents the effect of the applicant's , 

proposed action." The council is then to "give its decision." 

Any Ismaili contracting such a marriage, further, "without the
v‘prior consent of the Council or acting in contraven-tion of the 

Council decision sTiall be liable to disciplinary action.

; Parental pressure too is also usually exercised in favor of 

Ismaili-marriage. And the- sense .of .commun'al solidarity fre

quently causes children‘to'regard Ismaili proposals more, ■ 

favorably than non-Ismaili ones. ,,,, '
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.Neve:^heless, .marriage out^de the community-is'toler

ated and even accepted. More'recently young people have 

married outside -the community without even consultin^''the 

council and, although I have no exact information on discipii- , . 

. nary action; it seems that none has been taken. Thus, in'spite 

of the pull toward marrying within, the spread "of the. community, 

outside Africa, and the corresponding opportunities to become 

acquainted with compatible' non-Ismailis which have resulted,.

. seem to have outstripped cons^titutional provisions. However,' 

the comraunit]^'S'sense of the need not to alienate its members 

has remained firm.' There has also been little pressure on 

the noii-Ismaili marriage partners to convert. -Though many do 

convert for matters of convenience as much as of conviction, 

the Ismaili withdrawal from overzealous proselytizing has, by 

and large, left married couples to settle their own religious 

ways.'' Moreover, the late Aga Khan III has lent support to
43

this sanctioning of non-Ismaili freedom in his Memoirs:
'U ,

As a good Muslim I have never asked a Christian to change^ 
her religion to marry me. For the Islamic belief is that^- - 
Chiristian and Jews and, according to some, Zoroastrians 
and reformed Hindu Unit^ians may marry Muslims and re
tain their- own religion. '

No doubt one of the reasons that interfaith marriages

can be accepted in such a strongly religious community is thato •'

. marriage in Ismaili society (unlike most Western marriages.) is

neither sacrosanct nor hoiy but a purely secular event.
■ ' '. . . . . . . ' ■ ' ' ' -V 44 - '

As

the late -Aga Khan III 'so clearly stated:
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\ It is- important' that it. should -b^ realised among non- 
Muslims that the Islamic view of' the institution of 
marriage—and all that relates-to it,,divorce, plurality 
of wives', arid so on--is that it is a question solely of 
contract, of consent arid of definite and mutually,■ ac
cepted responsibilities. The sacramental concept of' 
marriage is not Islam's; therefore; except indirectly
there'is no question of its religious significance; and-
there is ■ no religious ceremony to invest it with the 
solemnity and the. symbolism which appertain to marriage 
in other religions, liJce Christianity and Hinduism._ It 
is exactly. ana5,ogous to—in the West—an entirely civil 
and seqular 'marriage in a Registry Office or before a 
judge.

As a secular event, marriage is a practical arrange-,

"defined to be- contract which has as its object -- 
„45

ment, then,

the procreation of children, 

wife are,’in fact, as much directed' toward child maintenance

Settlements for the divorced

Special consideration is givenas toward the wife's support, 

to the children of seceders, who are taken away from the mother

Further, most Ismailis ofif she is from the seceding party, 

interfaith m'krriages make sure that the children are raised

in the Ismaili faith. Because.of their regard for territorial 

law, however,-Ismailis have not insisted on exclusive juris-., 

diction in matrimonial disputes on the method of raising

At this point the matter has been left to the courts 

to determine whether or not children should be brought up in

children.

46
,the Ismaili faith or not.

Regardless of.questions concerning the faith of the

inchildren, the Ismaili family is a strictly' ordered .^r^up..,

-The man is the breadwinner, the woman the -■ 

Until'recently, in Ismaili
' caring for t-hemi

nurturer and mother of children, 

society, household policy was primarily the husband'e;"household

A
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chores were the wife’s’. Busihess sebemes were the province 

of the man;.women and children were to aid in .running the 

business. Presently, women are beginning to have soiijewhat 

more authority in running the house; and with the Aga/Khan's 

emphasis on education for girls as well as boys., a few women 

have jobs outside the husband's business. The role of the 

woman, however, still vineludes raising and caring for the . .

children in’ the home, and subordinating her interests to those 

of her husband. In consideration of her traditional roles, 

the wife continues to enjoy her protected status; she is 

economically dependent rather than independent.

The importance of marriage in Ismaili society is under

lined by the constitutional provisions surrounding its ac

complishment and dissolution. Through a formally established 

committee serving under the local council, proposals are taken 

from ’the boy's parents to the girl's, and (if the girl's parents 

are interested) an examination is made of the boy's education 

and character, the family financial standing, and other items 

of interest to the girl's .parents. A period of betrothal is 
then initiated to determine whether ^th^ ’two parties are com

patible. If ^bey are, marriage proceedings cah then, begin.

The importance of marriage is reiterated in the consti

tutionally established procedure for divorce,' where the local 

council—or.,committees appointed for.the purpose—-work with_, 

the'couple to see if there exists a possibility of reconciii- 

^ ' ation,. Only then is the council empowered to begin divorce

r
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proceedings. Grounds for divorce are-not, however, exactly , 

..specified. As conveyed in the latest constitution', ."an "appli

cation may be made to the council by the husband or wiife on a 

number of grounds like adultery, desertion, imprisonment, . .

J

■&

failure to consummate'' marriage or to perform marital obli

gations, insanity, cruelty, ^serious illness which .could be 

dangerous, unknown whereabouts and renunciation of the Ismaili .

The wife can also request divorce on additional

grounds that "the husband has' neglected her.or failed to, pro-

vide maintenance for a year and becomes impotent subsequent
.,‘+7

faith."

to the marriage and continues to do so. 

the divorce is' granted, provision for the maintenance of wife 

and children is usually assigned to the ex-husband, 

it is not a cultural more,as is more or less true in Hindu

In fact, -the

In cases where

However,

society,-that the divorced woman not remarry, 

committee appointed'to arrange marriages most frequently takes

over the diyorced woman's case and, again emphasizing the 

centrality of marriage, tries to make another match.

From the above discussion, various■questions can be 

raised. .Why have the Ismailis accepted such a hierarchical 

structure? Why do they conform to the.constitutionally set 

rules and regulations? • What, forms of social control are ap

plied to ensure group conformity, and why has the group agreed 

to the jieed for group survival? No one factor is responsible, 

but rather a series of them. .The Ismaili constitution which 

has been termed a "strict code of social discipline".' .has.
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informaiiy_i'mpo.sed a- series of law,s which., -fhough they , look 

forward to change, reaffirm long-held Ismaili-values

; Community solidarity, once achieved through.pionthly 

feasts, is now retained.,through the constitutio'n, the hier-

>. v...

archical structures it .provides for, and the values it up- 

Through providing fo'r" continuous interaction among , 

groups and through restricting terms of office, the 'system-is 

one which allows each separate organization or committee to. " 

carry out its.own work while.seeing to—it' that all work will '

holds.

■is

i -. ■

ultimately be representative of the best interests of the 

whole Ismaili comrauriity. From another point of view, one can 

say that the revised constitutions refine the original"system 

of checks and balances by which no individual group or person 

is free to act in isolation and/or' against the interests of

another,organization.

■ Generally, people conform willingly to the values on

which the constitution is based, especially when they are

sanctioned by„the Aga Khan. Individuals who do not conform

are either ridiculed or gossiped about and in extreme cases

may be excommunicated: in the latter case, the security of 
■ .

the community,has been made more compelling than the right to 

dissent. These factors, along with the guidance of the Aga 

Mian and the Ismaili sense of religious community, have no- 

doubt been major ones in .holding together a community that 

continues its'tradition,,customs, and values at the same time 

1^at it lehves.room for,change in its constitutional;pro

visions for maintaining the social order: '
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- .APPENDIX i;. »

. 1

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF THE ISMAILI COMMUNITY
j, ■

AGA KHAN

y

SUPREME COUNCIL FOR,AFRICA 
(with headquarters^n 

Nairobi)y

EXECUTIVE 
COUNCIL ■

J k

< = > r- -'
TERRITORIAL 'COUNCIL FOR 

TANZANIA
(headquarters in Dar es 
Salaam/includes Terri

torial Tribunals)

EDUC. HEALTH 'ISMAILIA 
ADM. ADM. ASSOC.

Y ;.
>'

PROVINCIAL COUNCILS ' 
(in Dar es SalaamDodoma, 
Mbeya, Moshi, Mwanza, 
Tabora and Tanga/includes 
Provincial Tribunals)

MUKHIS 8 
KAMADIASCOMMITTEES

ISMAILI COMMUNITY

, gifts)y/^Reports, Finance-..(dasond,- voluntary offerings 
_ Resolutions5 money for schools, bursaries, medical facilities

The chart is based on the Constitution of 1962. See, The 
Constitution of the Shia Imami Ismailis in Africa (Nairobi, 1962). .
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CHAPTER V r

A PERIOD OF TRANSITION: JIHE' ISMAILIS IN-' 
GERMAN EAST AFRICA,' ’ '

V.

As a result of colonial trading policies and rivalries

the Ismaili trading conununity,ex-in East Africa in the-1890

perienced a period of rapid change and dislocation. When the
“ - - - -

Imperial German Government first tdoR coritroTof'its mainland ■

■possessions, the larger Ismaili firms had their headquarters 

on the British-controlled island of Zanzibar with subsidi

aries in major coastal cities of the German mainland. Trad

ers in German East Africa were tied to Zanzibar: in value,

48 per cent of German East African goods went to the island; 

of this 48 per cent,, the island consumed 43 per cent, re

exporting the remaining 53 per cent back to the German main

land.^ In The period of a few short years, this pattern was 

upset as Germany sought an increase in national revenue

through introduction of new trade policies in East Africa.
»

Of primary importance in the upset of old trading 

, patterns was the decline of Zanzibar as an outlet for German 

East African goods. -In 1899 "Britain imposed An import duty 

of S' per cent ad valorem on goods arriving from the mainland.

Later in the same year Germany imposed-a similar, tax ,on goods 
. coming from,the island into German East Africa.^ From 

Gex’many's point of view, the reduction of«profi'ts -through
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■doubt considered bene'ficia-l,. Srode mentions' - taxation was no
y did'not' object to the British tax, believing it 

Similarly, the German tax-t-al-
that Germany

- 3
would help mainland trade.

.though ostensibly against German interests—would serve . those

to direct trade‘away Irom Zanzibar. "But
..

interests' if it were 
• •»

from the Ismaili merchant's point of view, the tax'was a de- •

Ismaili trading firms tied both to Zan- ,cided disadvantage, 

zibar and the German mainland fpund profits decreased by what

amounted to a 10 per cent tax. In addition,- merchants had to.

pay the cost of storage on re-exported goods while they waited
• . ■ 4

to ship- back from Zanzibar what had just been shipped m.

At the same- time Germany had been working, to establish

In 1890 a direct shipping service■its own trading networks, 

was set■ up between Hamburg, Bar es Salaam and Tanga,_allowing 

Two years later another directmerchants to bypass Zanzibar.

service was e'stablished between India and Ddr es Salaam, 

protect Germany's interests in Zanzibar, the island was linked

To

by cable to the most flourishing German port of the time,

.To facilitate communication,»post offices were set

By 1899. the Imperial
Bagamayo. 
up at Bagamoyp and Dar es Salaam.^

Governor'was able/'to report that the largest German'firm, 

the German East Africa Company,- had se-t a successful example

by opening subsidiaries onthe-coast and importing and 

porting go'ods without the mediation of Z.a.nzibarv 

companies followed and, as the governor noted', "the coastal

It was only- '

ex-

Other. ■

trade, became less'dependent on Zanzibar n ,

•> -
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natural," he added, "thdt commerce exploited the immediate 

regular ^rips of the German East African line since", it 

_ should desire to save the costs arising from reloading In - 

Zanzibar or landing there and storing.!'

Figures support the governor's statement. In the years 

1898-1902, 51 to 66 per cent of German East African imports 

came from Zanzibar; 62 per ce^t of its exports'went to Zanzi

bar. By 1908 , bo'th ■ imports and exports had droppeci ,to less

With their'agents in German East Africa, , ' 

Ismaili firms in Zanzibar would of course have been affected.

In the absence of figures suggesting failure, however, one 

can only assume-that with their subsidiaries on the coast, 

the Ismaili firms--like the German East Africa Company--were 

able to take advantage of increased activity on the mainland.

Conditions surrounding Ismaili trade were not the 

same, however, as they were for German trade, 

real political,and economic control, the Ismaili community 

found itself confronted by a German policy which, though it 

did hot attempt t.o remove them, envisioned a specific and 

limited role for Indians in its developing economy of trade. 

Under*this. plan,, the German houses, like Oswald £ Co.,

Hansing £' Co

continue in the wholesale business. Berlin was to finance 

the construction of~.a. railway linking the interior with the

The Indian was to be the middleman between the African 

and the German economy by handling goods between the -local

r ■and

y

8
than 18 per cent.

With little

and the German East Africa Company, were to
• 3

coast.
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villages, and the 'railway.^ ■ As-part'-df-'Imperial Governor, • . 

Rechenberg's scheme for the'development'Of‘'East Africa-; -the :

plan seemed practical, from a short-.range point of vievi'^ a,n-' 

assignment of c^plementary functions which would bring pros-,

■ perity to all.

- •.

' tr-

Following colonial governmental policy', major'German- ■ ■

efforts to set the Indian trader' •commercial houses made stron

th(ey tried to help the small mer- ' 

duka by advancing credit in the form of goods.

up in business. Frequently

chant start a new

In-return the sponsoring German firms expected the merchant

As Ifooker described the situ-to purchase only its imports.

-ation, the Indian trader was the fortunate recipient of an

enlightened economic policy at the«same time-"d:hat he was 

drawn even more securely into German control of the economy:

He [the German merchant] sells-his sugar "to the Indian 
merchants taking six months bill. If as is probable, 
half the merchants cannot retire their ^drafts-;'he then 
extends them at 6 percent, the local rate being -nine 
percent.. .Naturally from the very first, and while' 
anything is owing, a proviso is made that he Lthe Indid.n 

- merchant] also makes his purchase of other merchandise 
from the German. If the Indian merchant does not do 
well in one place, the German plants him, his family -j^q 
and his goods, lock, stock and barrel, somewhere else.

Considering the importance of Ismaili kinship ties, and the

economic advantages- gained from them, the German policy of 

' setting up a merchant, then moving him at German will, is

Not only did i-t. force the Ismaili intodoubly significant, 

the hands of the .German economy, it- also'.'broke up the 'communal

r-'"-'-' -

network, whereby Ismailis had ^been -a.ble to advance their own
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FromvtKis poiat of view 5^ 

-the long range .effect of the plan suggested the possibility 

of Germany's monopolistic control of trade in German Easjt 

Africa.

and their community's interests.

' 'German attempts to control Indian trade were also

According to.the late~ found in their' promises of free land.

, Kassamali Merali, a German offi^cer had promised-, free land to 
■ Isinaiiis who would start a dukaUnd take an active role in

Because no'Ismaili.s acceptedthe development of the country, 

the offer, Mr. Merali assumed either that no one believed the
11 .

officer or that ho one was assured of success, 

cause Ismailis were considered British subjects, and because

Yet, ber

the free land came only with German citizenship, it might also 

be the case that Ismailis rejected the offer out of concern 

that they would be tied too exclusively to German trading ,

At any rate-, the Aga Khan's refusal of a generalinterests.

■offer-of free, land tied to German citizenship in 1899 sug-

riot an ingests that the concern over German control was
12

significant matter.

By 1899, the German Imperial Governor reported the

desired results, that "the intensive trade between the Indian 

local population [had] retained its importance’’and may

But "whereas retail and
and the

have picked up here and there."

middleman's‘trading is done-by the Indian, the wholesale trade' 

is almost exclusively in German hands. 

probably something of an

Although the report 

exaggeration.in the face of.the. - was

• »-V:.
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the colonial'government's need to convince Berlin of its

■ policies for economic, development, was tru'e that Ismaili 

traders were not able to prosper so greatly under German'pule

Although men like Allarakhia Kheraj,as they had before.

Jaffer'Haji and Jamal Walji rose to prominence, they were

unable to attain the same stature as earlier families like
1 -

Sewa •Haji.Paroo,‘ Tharia-Topan^nd Allidina Visram, who ,had

built up^ trading empires before the Germans oame. -

Other factors discouraged Ismaili prosperity,. .

building of^railroads 'meant an end to the lucrative practice

of financing caravans. The colonial economy was dependent on

an^international trade situation where any change in supply

or demand would be certain to affect previous import-export

In 1908, for example, owing to 'the depression ,

■■•■'in the American market, there was-a decline in the export of

hides and skins. Correspondingly, there was .a, decline in the

import of cotton goods, of which America was the main sup-
14

plier, from 681 tons in 1907 to 310 tons in 1908. .

The build-u|^ of other colonial powers in East Africa 

■■ also affected Ismaili trade in German East Africa. According 

to the Imperial Governor's report of 1899, the Congo State 

had taken away a significant por-tion of German import trade 

as well as ivory exports to areas outside of Tanganyika, 

development of communications in, central Africa»..,^nd especi- 

• ally use of connecting waterways on the; Shire-Zamb'esi, had!

■ taken away much of the trade with the Nyassa area to.the... -

.The.

trade balances.

The
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south, its development of-British East,Africa h^d taken mar

kets awhy from Bagamoyo and the Pangahi, Tanga,- and ,Moshi

The importance of’British-controlled Momhasa a^ a 

center for the re-export trade continued to plague Germany 

in 'East Africa.^®

■■ ■ 15
areas.

Germany's difficulties-were not,.however-, totally 

shared by Ismaili traders . Some , like Allidina-. V-isram, _simply 

moved to^ British territory. Changing his headquarters from 

Bagamoyo to Mombasa, Visram opened branches in such places as 

Bukoba and Schirati, and established a yearly business of about 

Rs. 3'0 0 ,0 00 ($4,87 2'. 93) , importing cloth and small articles 

worth'about Rs. 200,000 ($3,248.62), and exporting hides, 

skins and rubber worth about Rs. 100,000.($1,624.31). In 

1903, with the opening 'of a regular lake steamer service, the 

transport of Ismaili goods along'the Uganda railway was •'' '

facilitated. When the German East Africa Company opened a
■4y '

Mwanza branch in 1898, its business in hides, skins, rubber
17

and wax, provided outlets for more Ismaili traders.

took advantage of the railway and opened shops along the

Usambara and'central line selling goods to the Africans who
18

worked for the railroads or lived nearby. ,

Others

The one area of trade which was not controlled by Ger- 

Although Germany would have likedmany was- ivory exporting.

to increase its business in-ivory, the trade was controlled

By-the. turn of

. the century, its transportatio'h system in the interior was_

in the 1880s by the Arabs and. the Swahilis.
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. still based on the oaravah. -As a. resul,t it would' not compete 

with the water and rail transportation of other^colonial 

Further,, the Indian's ability to work at a lowj- 

margin of profit seems to have kept the Germans out of the 

market,. As the District' Officer at Kilwa noted so bitterly,

■■ the Indian trader, "in order to-pacify his credi.tors. in Zanzi

bar through a delivery . ./T^ore often pays prices - for India 

rubber and ivory which the [German]'firms cannot pay.- It is 

, merely the Indian's concern to -keep his head above water for 

the moment," a habit which allowed the .Indian an advantage 

oyer the German in the ivory trade. ' ■

Such, however, was not to be the case. One expla

nation rests on the complicated combination of factors that ■ 

had previously made the trade so profitable. According to 

Memon, ivory traders realized high profits because of the‘ 

delicate balance between import and export exc);iai}ges. Before 

-the abolition of the slave trade, he explains, ivory was 

carried out by porters who, also being sold as slaves, paid 

for the cost of transportation. Cotton, which was the primary 

item of exchange, was brought in at a- profit- high enough to 

make worthwhile the risks encountered in the ^caravan trade. 

With the abolition of slave trading, however, transportation

coltets became prohibitive so that, in spite o.f rising prices
-• 22

. on the world market, ivory no.longer proved profitable.

powers'.

" • ;*• •
However, the. question of .the importance-of-slaves in the ivory 

trade is still no-t settled.
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Further, if- one is to believe' S’erman and Indian acr 

counts, it was not ..so much the disruption of "the' import-' 

export balances as it was the influence of rival colonial , 

powers. We have already mentioned the new.British transpor

tation-routes which diverted trade from Germany's mainland 

possessions. From the Indian point of view, difficulties in 

the ivory trade were not so irtuch due to the abolition of 

slavery or the opening of .new traffic routes as to diffi-
' S.s - .. - -f

culties imposed by British and Belgian authorities. .. .From- 

Bagamoyo we have a German communication presenting the Indian 

point.of view:

As is commonly known, the trade in the great centers 
of the interior, particularly the"stations at Tabora 
and Ujiji, has declined, in part because goods from the 
Congo has been cut off by rigorous procedures of the 
officials there, and in part because of the Uganda rail
road; the wares can be sent cheaper to the coast than, 
by carrier. The toaders themselves prefer to bring 
their wares to the German coast but have been hindered 
by the- duty they have to pay for taking goods out of 
the English district. Ivory can be brought "to the German 
coast from a neighbouring English colony at some profit 
if, as they openly have declared, it could be,smuggled 
through. But smuggling would not be-possible because 
the German border authorities imposed difficulties on 
the traders. If the origin of the ivory could not be ;
determined, it would be assumed that it came from.ele
phants shot in the German district and a payment of game 
license 'duties [toll] would be demanded and the prescribed 
penalties would be invoked—about 70 per cent of -the ivory 

■ came from Uganda and Urgoro, but only 30 per cent from 
the German-district, which is generally less productive 
than the English. i.

The Indian community in East Africa was also beset by

many tax proposals. We have already nbted-'the tax on goods —

at Zanzibarj.,.-<In the early. 189.0s the German Imperial* Governor

of the time, -Baron von Soden, proposed a tax. on,.^the gross

r ■

V ■'
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turnover of''merchants. The ■ordinance'-wa'S'partiaularly dis

tasteful—^'to the German East African -Company and ' Indians -' 

alike—^because no provision was made, for possible losses,. 

Obviously then the Ismaili'community would have protested .the.

imposition of such a tax. But in the absence of further in-
... ' - 24

-formation, it is difficult to Say exactly wha-t. happened.

According to.the la-te Kassamali Merali, except for a license

fee of Rs. 24.00 ($10.56) and an additional fee of Rs. 3.00
. - ^ 25-

($1.32), there were no taxes during the German period..

From British sources,;however, we know that Germany levied

.r ■

a 4 per cent profit tax, and that this tax had been in effect

No doubt the difficulty of assessing26for a long time, 

account books not kept in Latin script led to the imposition
1

of a straight licensing fee to make up for part of the tax. 

The additional Rs. 3.00 ($1.32) referred to by Mr. Merali 

could then be understood as his particular ad,ditional assess

ment, necessary to bring successful merchants up to the re-

That the tax was based on.profitsquired 4 per cent tax. 

rather 'than gross turnover was no doubt a result of the in

fluence of the powerful German East Africa Company.

. Other tax proposals threatened Ismaili profits. , From - 

1891 to 1893, a.harbor tax "with high tonnage rates" was in

troduced' at Zanzibar on coconuts imported from the German
on'

mainland, . In -189 9 the Imperial Governor proposed a "dif- . '

ferential tax" on goods coming from the interior into German 

According to his proposal, goods coming, East Africa'.
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■■ 'Idirfectly from .the -producing-.country wo-Uld' have ^to -pay only 

a 5 -per cent tax.-. Those having passed a transit ’ porthow

ever, should pay ,10 -per cent and, in addition, a'reloading_ 
,.28 Although Berlin rejected the differential tax (pre

sumably "because, it feared a redirection of goods away from

-i-;tax.

-German East Africa'and because‘it was'concerned over possible
i,- - - - • ' .

British countermeasures) and although the tax on coconuts was

■lifted in 1894, Ismailis were being made aware of the diffi

culty of their position. 29. When the Aga" Kha..n visited .the . 

"community in 1899, he assured Ismailis that, "after having gone
■r.:-

carefully into the question," he believed the German system of
',,30r

Nevertheless, Ismailistaxation "to be absolutely fair, 

continued to resent attempts to increase German revenue at

their expense.

In spite of taxes, the official policy of the German 

colonial government was, as we have noted, tq,,encourage'the 

Indian retail trader and increase his role, as middleman .in

the German trading economy. Although the German government 

'had originally feared-Indian loyalty to "the original Arab 

owners of the soil," and had suspected them of illicitly

trading arms in a country where African rebellions had j.ust 

occurred, official policy had changed by the .1890s. In -the

words of■ the Aga “Khan, "the Germans came to the'sound conclu-

•v

sion that Indian assistance -was requisite for -the full com

mercial development of- their colony. -While,as the Indians 

often told me at the time,'the Germans wer.e hopelessly

V
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of-Indian divisions, cominunities, cast§s a-nd ititer-ignorant

nal organization, they did jnake an effort to--understand and 
31

' tolerate them." r

This official policy contrasted, however, with th'e

attitude-of German settlers in .East Africa who feared for

As the Bagamoyo com-3 2.
-their safety and economic security, 

munique on ivory suggests, the Indians were not above smug-

practice that could easily eat into German .profit; 

This, along with several ether factors, led to an attack by

gling, a p: 
* • .. ...

German settlers on Indian trading practices.

In order to fully understand the conflict between

must first understandGerman settler and Indian- trader, one 

the growth and development of Indian trade.

War I, the system operated in the following fashion, 

the coast Africans producing coffee, copra, and cotton db'ld 

their produce to German and Ismaili firms on the mainland-. 

In addition, European traders had moved into the’export of 

hides and skins, coffee, rice, groundnuts and cotton around 

With no specialized business, most of the

Before World

Along

Lake Victoria.

dukawallas sold inexpensive imported goods to the Africans

cheap cotton goods originally imported by the Germans_from

America, as well as German sugar, beads,, kerosene, cigarettes,
' . 33

and household products of use to the African.

In the absence of an organized market, the isolated 

African communities allowed the Ismaili -fQ make a-high profit- 

Unaware of the .real value of thq commodities he sold, the
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.Afr>iGan was frequently paid.ja .minimura. - The. resulting, high .

< . ■ profit margin encouraged the :Indiah' trader' and. so. the es.tab;- .

; lishment of•hew trading centers and networks was facilitated.. 

• y' Thus the Tsmaili took his' place as middleman in the,Africanr ... ...... .
•trading, .enterprise

■

‘ As middleman, the Tsmaili -agent-would be supplied with 

imported goods on a forward contrac.tv.b'y .a" wholesale .firm; on

The agent would also some-times hire an African to 

go into the interior -to exchange goods for.,.produce 

of the great profit incentive, and the ease-with which one 

might set up in business, the market became increasingly 

speculative and- competitive.

■ - Imported goods' were frequently overstocked as a result

. ' both of the forward buying method and of overestimating the 

African .demand for such goods. .Overestimating -was in turn- ■ , ; 

based on the assumption that" the African producer, although 

he had just begun to grow cash crops, would buy more than his 

. profits would warrant._ The result was frequently bankruptcy. 

Fro.m an objective point of view. Hooker has described the 

^situation ih this way; ;

•the coast.
Because

of late years an exceedingly dangerous element has 
;' sprung up into existence and matured. Agen-fcs, or _ agents'
’ agents enter the country, possibly wi-th the best in

tentions, collect orders, chiefly retail, taking-no risk 
of any- sort or kind themselves , and .often five..ti4es as l:'"- 
much as'a district can possibly consume of an article 

y wi-thin reasonable time. i Th^ go from shop to shop,'
never exactly ' men-tioning that they have, aireafly secure.d 
large orders for exactly similar article's. The.,orders 
•come to England where the head of the'agency is perhaps 
equally careful -to distribu-te the indents ; among various

V'
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• y4xporters.-• Consequently the goods arnive practically 
simultaneously and are'a drug in:the market. The re
sult can be imagined, and the. loss’"Often falls-dn'the-' • 
expprter, . while the agent safely pockets his commission. ..- 
Often his indentor thinks his .buyer knows of. the suppli'qs ^ 

' — going to others and expects him to act accordingly;
Many Indians (and British too for that matter) often 

fail to realise’ the cost of the indents they give, and' 
many think that with ninety days D/A terms .it is all quite 
safe, as they can realise on goods; but when the day of 

- reckoning arrives,'.they find themselves still with .stock 
and short of‘cash. ,

Gefnian settlers were not so kind to Indian traders. 

Particularly at K-i.lwa,'weli-'situated for-Indian smuggling ' 

activity, resentment was strong among government officials.

In his communiques, the Imperial District Officer at Kilwa 

was quick 'to 'take the settler .point of view' in finding -the . 

Indian trader of disadvantage to German interests:

■X

,It' is evident that the present troubles have had a bad - 
influence on the, entire trade as well as upon the economic 
life of the district. On the orie side we see progress in 

...-' the development of'economic life but on the other re
gression in trade. The causes are not -to be sought, as 
is commonly supposed, in the retrogression of, the Colony 
but. must lie elsewhere. As I have explained . . . there 
are four European houses here, with many hundreds of 
thousands working, seventeen independent Indian traders 
and 182- small ones. Previously the collective import 
trade went into the land through European firms:; also 
the.greater portion of exports were taken care of through 

. them.. The'European firms purchased their wares in India 
or Europe in gross more cheaply than it could be shipped 
by the Indian with.his. small capital; in the same way, 
the firm shipped to the D.O.A.G. [German East Africa,. ,.

' Company] more cheaply than .the Indian, and yet today the- 
great firms can no longer compete with-the Indian. The 
.Indians seize increasingljr more trade and the great firms 
were working at, a,loss.

Because of, the stiff competition in trade ,,,-the Indian

also felt to have gained an advantage in being able to

rate so cheap as to.cause Qerman-

was

di.spose of his goods .at a

.4
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■firms to go out of business. Since the businesses' were mostly 

family concerns 5 Ismaili traders could' afford t'o carry o'n at 

a low margin of profit. The big commercial houses, however 

■ had to pay numerous clerks; and this, in addition to other 

incidental’ costs,.meant that their profit margin had to be 

high.. German competitors also resented the religious•and kin- 

' ship ties which allowed Indians to borrow even when they were 

in an insecure financial position. Moreover, the split be

tween the Ismaili and Isna'A'shari was seen as making it .-even 

easier for traders to obtain credit, since both groups were , 

trying to retain followers; and so would extend credit on the 

best possible terms. Particularly resented was the Indian 

•habit of declaring bankruptcy, only to be• refinanced by his 

coreligionists. In a notably harsh attack on the Indian 

■community, the Imperial District Officer at Kilwa summarizes., 

the nature of German sentiment•regarding Indian-.business:

It is the opinion of the Europeans entrusted with local 
relations that 30 per cent of the Indians -of Kilwa and 
Mohorrp are bankrupt as soon as accountingsbecomes 
obligatory. And it is exactly this element that is 
binding up a healthy development of econbmic life. They 
deceive the negro in an inexcusable, unjustifiable way 

■ and they deceive their money lenders, . since they have 
nothing to fear; also-, their fellow-believers (here where 
a competition of faith is carried on in the keenest- -way 
between the Ismaili and the Ithnashari) will always help ' 
them in the deception and it means nothing to these people 
to declare bankruptcy. They always re'ceive new credit 
from their fellow-believers. Scarcely a month’passes 
when Indians are not coming forth to declare themselves 
bankrupt in-.one'of, the other'cities of our .c.olony . - They 
giadi’y pay ; the .200- rupees of the e'stabli-shme’ht' tax.-^^-.;.'-'

■ This anti-Indian sentiment found- its outlet in two ways. In

19.03-, Kilwa's Imperial District Officer. proposed, measures

9 -

« •
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, which would rid the German mainland of cOn\petition^pr©yided 

by small Indian traders. Those declaring bankruptcy on the,., 

mainland were"to be expelled; those declaring bankruptcy in^'

; X Zanzibar were not to be allowed to set up business on the

German mainland. Indians were expressly ordered to engage 

in.-retail trade in the colony'. Thdse who survived to do 

business there .were to be assessed a business, tax of at le.a's't 

•Rs. 60.00 ($194.92).^®- Although the district officer noted 

. that the tax assessment had been practiced in Kilwa, there is

no irtdication that his proposal was seriously considered as 

part of Berlin's official policy in East Africa.

A second attempt to intrude on the Indian trading

In. 1906 anti-Indian senti-eqonpmy received more attention, 

ment CLongealed a^'ound the issue of requiring all trad.ers to
39 The accounts were to be written in Latin ' 'keep accounts.

• script, in either Swahili or German. In such a way, it was 

argued, government officials-could more easily check accounts 
for the-levying of taxes an% in searching for bankruptcy. In

Pangani the Imperial District Officer realized the diffi

culties such a measure would impose on Indian trade and the 

. result it might have for German prosperity. The small Indian,

trader, he argued, would not be able to afford an accountant

Neither, could he have thefamiliar with the Latin script, 

education "necessary for the directing and conducting of book ^ » 

As a result^-the Small‘trader•"would probably not11.■ accounts.

be able to continue their businesses, and would wander off to 

some place where there are fewer burdensome prescriptions. .,40
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. The toll inspector at'Bagamoyo W&rned that such a _ •.

"a severe blow for our Indian"as' well a's for 

■ After 19 03 , a great deal of ;thfe .

measure would be

, pur own collective trade."
T'-'

German, East African imports and exports to be transported were

channeled through-the German lake ports of Mwanza and Bukoba, _ 

providing an^lternatiye to British route,s out of Mombasa.

Fear of losing control of the area to the British, if Ismaili

41

wholesaiers established'themselves in British rather than 

German territory, the- inspector noted that "there is already 

an unmistakable intention of emigration of the better Indians 

to British East Africa where they will be received with open 

With a view to'-the new trade routes over Mwanza the- 

realization ,of this intention might harm our trade badly. Ali
arms.

Visram has already pushed his trade from Bagamoyo to-Mombasa

In a similar..-and from there has an eye on our sea province, 

way, Nasser Virji is founding an association in-Mombasa and 
..42 Consideringothers are wishing to imitate his example, 

the invaluable services rendered by the small Indian retail

far into the interior, and the linkstraders in opening dukas 

provided to the interior through the large Ismaili firms on

the coast, their removal would have meant a great loss -to -the

For the above reasons', it-was obvioustotal German trade .,

■' that the settlers' demands for the keeping of accounts could

As. a -resultnot be met by .the German colonial government

Ismaili trading community■continued■to prosper thpugh inthe

i limited than before the German presence. -ways more
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At the same time that Ismaili traders w^e’engaged in 

economic reorganization, Ismaili society was-moving toward 

social and educational goals.. With the Constitution of'-^O5, 

ran administrative structure in the form of councils was estab

lished. The ma'ih thrust was in the direction of'centrali

zation with the establishment of/a-hierarchy of councils

governing and coordinating:the activities'of the Ismaili 

community. The council at Z^anzibar was given jurisdictional 

control as Supreme Council .over several Provincial Councils,'
'

themselves given charge of settling 'primarily matrimonial 

disputes in major cities. In German Eas-t Africa these-were 

in Bar es Salaam, Bagamoyo, Kilwa and Sadani.^*^
- /•

These were the years in which the Ismailis established

a successfxil educational system. Ismailis were, for example, 

the first among the Asians to start small, private schools.

By making capital and personnel available, they were also 

able to expand and develop educational facilities to meet 

basic requirements related to' the faith and the community.. 

At first when-the communities were’relatively unsettled and 

diffuse, education had been vested in the Mukhi (treasurer) 

and Kamaria (accountant). But with the Constitution of ,1905, 

education became a matter of central, rather than merely
44local, planning.

'■ . provided for in the Constitution pf 1905, super

vision of education was taken from the local communities and 

given to-the School Committee, directly under'the supervision
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• of the Ismaili Provincial Council.. Memb.e'rs of the' School

Committee were tp shrve four year.s. The committee was.empowered 

to enact rules and regulations after’ first submitting theii^ to 

the Provincial Council.The number of teachers and places 

"where schools were to be established were, however, stipulated, 

by the constitution. . In ISO'S seven" tea'chers were -to be en- 

gaged from' India and brought to Zanzibar, Bar es Salaam, and
. . . 4; , ' ■ _ ■ .

Bagamoyo. Zanzibar, the base for all migrants coming from 

Kutch and Kathiawar, had the largest need since the majority 

of Ismailis were to settle there permanently or at.least re

main on the "island for several years before going to the main

land., Consequently, Zanzibar was to have five teachers, three 

for boys*’and girls in the adolescent years , .and two for younger

boys. Bar es Salaam and Bagamoyo, which had fewer Ismailis,
46 • - ’ - .

..were to have one teacher each.
»

Originally the purpose of Ismaili schopls was to pro

vide a religious^*education for the Tanzanian migrants. Since 

the.religious writings of the Ismailis were in tte Sindhi 

language, Sindh.i was incorporated into the curriculum. Practi

cal needs, however, were not neglected, especially after 19 0 5'. 

In Zanzibar where British control made it beneficial tp.have

at least an acquaintance with the English language, English
47

was taught as well as-Gujarati. ' .

In German East Africa the "situation .was somewhat -less 
favorable, although educational facilities w^e available. 

Concentrating their. particular efforts only „on religious
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teach German.. Nor was there a population larg^e" enough to '

. . i. . warrant the building of a private school. Ismaili •studehtsr :

did, however, attend the official German schools where both,

German and Swahili were taughf so the practical needs. .

of"the population were served, ifscpewhat less adequately ■

48 ■ ' ' '
than in Zanzibar.

It was possible forllsmailis to attend official govern

ment schools^ in Tanganyika because, unlike the_-Zanzibar,.govern

ment, the German governnient took an interest in educating the 

entire population of her colony. In 1898 the first experi

mental school'was opened in Tanga. This proved satisfactory, 

and after 1900 more administrative schools were set up in 

Kilwa,' Pangani, Tabora, Dar es Salaam and Bagamoyo. Swahili 

was used for all educational purposes. The curriculum in-

' eluded knowledge of local geography and historyj-and a work-

Opened to Indians' anding- knowledge of. the German language.

Africans both, the- schools served primarily to train clerks.

Hussein Nasser Sheriff and Kassxim Sunderji Samji attended

German and Ismaili advantage was served whenthese schools

Samji joined the firm of the German Oswald and Co. as a -- ■ 

clerk. 49 '

Socially as well as economically, then, the‘German 

.period in; ismaili'hi^pry was a time of transition, from a 

state of relative isolation and unhindered'activity to. one 

of increasing involvement in the complexities: developing in 

Africa.

t
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CHAPTER VI r
■ r-''

ECONOMIC AND.ADMINISTRATIVE DEVELOPMENT 
the interwar period

DURING

•At the end of the First World War,

,, ment formally took control of the administration 

German colony of German East Africa.

Territory,, it 

the League of Nations.

ty was to be assured to nationals of 

India was.

the British govern- 

of the .former

Renamed Tanganyika 

was .to be administered under thd' supervision of

The mandate had stipulated that equali- 

member nations. Since

a member -nation, Indians in Africa were to be in

cluded . The assurance of equality, however, 

concern in India where the 

. ^ form of government will

was cause for

government demanded ."to. know what 

prevail in German East Africa and
what class of people will have power to legisla-te and to 

duct the administration/'
con-

For, the Indian government had
continued: .

in _ theory that under, the Mandate 
resident of an original member of the 
will, have equal rights in 'the 
will depend in practice 
'the governing power.!

every
League of Nations 

new territory, everything 
upon the people who exercise..

Denied adequate representation in the 

Tanganyika, Indians there 

British-dominated government sought 

were, in' practice, discriminatory..

governance of

were soon to discover that the

to 'effect policies that 

Depressions in the world 
^market, first in the early 20s and again in the .early 30s,
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■ added to the difficulties of the period,ialong with dis

ruptions occurring at the end of the-’war. In-spite’ of a .

\ period of prosperity at the end of the. 20s, then,.the Ism^ili 

communi-fey found the interwaf period a difficult one, demanding 

new all-iahoes and major institutional changes.

Of: the’ many- dislocations’ brought about as a result of 

-the warj th« major one was the disruption of a relatively' 

■prosperous plantation economy. ^Before the sale, of ex-e'nemy 

' property by the British in 1921, plantations _had been leased, 

pendi^-their sale, on an annual basis to contractors. During 

the years 1918 to. 1919, the- export trade.Was confined pri

marily to' sisal, with a decline in commercial .crops like 

coffee, cotton, and tobacco. In 1921 it was reported that the 

rubber plantations, from which Germany had profited greatly, 

_.:Were completely unproductive and needed to be ‘cieare.d of their 

"useless rubber trees.Peasant crops, primarily sorghum and 

cotton, were doing well. The decline in plantation crops 

. meant a decrease in the buying power of a significant number 

of farm laborers engaged in plantation production. As a re- ’ 

suit,. Indians who under German administration had come to rely 

on the plantation economy for the\ale of imports, f ound, a 

diminishing market. ' ■ .

ita

■ ‘At the same time the world depression of. the early 

1920s affected-Indian merchants .whose ■ trading act-ivities in-
• a

eluded the buying of African produce 'like .cotton, coffee, and 

.The beginning of the year 19'20,..had been one ofgroundnuts.

0 . si’-
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Prices of localhopes for a postwar boom. Trade was brisk

And so, traders,"relying heavily

St.

produce had soared. 

credit, bought large stocks of these goods at high prices w ,

■

the hope of- a demand in the overseas market, , The producers^ 

in turn received good prices^.fdp’their produce and had, cash 

to buy imported goods. Large quantities of imported goods 

flowed thrdugh customs and there was a thriving business in 

the .bazaars. ' The demand for raw materials,in foreign markets 

had been, however, badly miscalculated. In August-September 

of 1920 there was a total collapse^due to the fall in demand

Merchants; found themselves with large 

amounts of local produce for which there was no-demand. They 

had no cash and large, sums were due to their coastal credi- 

Thus, many firms were forced to declare bankruptcy

from overseas markets.

tars.

since they were all dependent on a network which had-been 

upset—the small traders depending on the large, firms to pro

vide credit and the large firms depending on the traders'■cash
3

realized from the sale of goods.

In spite of the League of Nations mandate, further, 

the Indian community was experiencing economic difficulties

in working through a political system in which they were, not 

Typical of this early period was the argumentrepresented.

profits to be realized by Indians on goods bought by the 

•British military. On the surface, the problem. seemed, to be .

over

more than a testy dispute between two parties trying to save

The Indians argued that they should receive a 10a. penny.
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per cent net profit, as-was British’ practice; British of

ficials argued that Indians should receive a'12 per cent gross 

The Indians countered with figures showing that a -,.profit.

' 12 per cent gross profit would' yield them only 2 1/2 per cent

profit;''the British countered with charges of^indian sly 

penciled note informing the Indian. Associ

ation that their letter 'was being forwarded’, the British, closed

jiet

dealings. After a

the case with the-terse comment that, "it has definitely been 

decided that no further concessions in regard to the questions 

raised by you can be given."** Without regard to the merits 

of the economic issue-, the disagreement highlights the con

fusion between economies and politics which continued to be 

of concern to the Indian community.

Banks were also a source of irritation for the In

dians of Tanganyika. Before 1918, they had offered their 

monetary facilities to Indian businessmen and, ip. the beginning.

had never hesitated to lend money on credit. By the end of ■ 

1918, however, well before the depression of the 20s, the banks 

had stopped giving credit and had- even ceased offering loans 

•though merchants had to continue making payments falling due.

In addition, the banks had started to refuse "small coins.,"

Al-a measure of particular irritation to small traders. 

though the British government did ask that the' banks' begin - 

to receive small coins; and although -the system of financing 

among coreligionists, was Adequate to sup^ft Indian business , 
economics continued, tp build political/economic tensions;'^

6 ,
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There was- also -the problem of the settlement of war 

claims. In 1915-1916, Germany had forbidden anyone in German 

'East Africa .to possess cash in excess of what was needed for'

. /'-‘ b'aSiness and personal expense,? . Those, who had cash were to

exchange it for 3 per cent nqte.S, which Germany was to repay 

after the War. Indian claims on_these notes, along with 

claims for - damaged property cameto about Rs. 20,00.0,000’ - 

After the war the Tanganyikan government had 

declared that it was not obliged to meet fhe claims,' although 

proceeds from the sale of ex-enemy property could be used to 

pay debts due to British nationals in Tanganyika,--presumably 

therefore to Indians who were,British subjects. Germany also 

refused to honor the obligations.®

r

C$10,000,000).

With the imposition of a Profits Tax, the Indian 

community erupted. Originally imposed by the German govern- 

. ment (probably, as we noted, in the form of a licensepfee), 

the British ordinance imposed a tax of 4 per cent on the net 

profits of those engaged in trade. To protect the small 

trader^ fhose'with a,profit margin of less than £150 ($729:93)

per annum webe exempted. In order.to make up for this de

crease, however, the ordinance also imposed an annual licens

ing fee of £1 ($4.87)for. retail traders and £2,0 ($97.40)'^*

for wholesale traders. In order to avoid evasion and to en

sure correct assessment, the ordinance further required the
■V-

: $
traders to keep their accounts in,a language assessors could

7 .. ..
or French.‘?)e expected to know—English, Swahili,

.i-'"
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The British government was familiar with the problem

associated with the equitable assessment of a tax based on^ 

profit. It was also familiar with the fact that the tax ad-^" ^ 

r""” dressed itself only to a certain segment of the.’population in

In 19 25, ■Tanganyikathe traderST*who were of course Indians .

the treasurer■for the.colony, admitting the validity of the

objection against the language requirement, goes on to me^ntion

politely the objection against discriminatory taxation:'

I consider that the language requirements of the ordi
nance constitute the only legitimate objection to. 
existing legislation from the traders' point of view..
It must be, admitted, however, that here is a certain 

.anomaly in a percent tax on income which falls on one 
section of the community only . '. . .°

But the treasurer went'on to support the tax ultimately, as

On February 9, 1923, the intro-had the British government, 

ductic^ of the new ordinance was officially gazetted in the

local newspaper.

A mass meeting of the Indian business community was 

held in Dares Salaam. After’d^-scussion with various up- 

country centers, the Indians declared a hat^tal (general strike) 

suspending all business for 54 days, from April 1 to May 25,

1923. Upcountry 'traders were informed of developments by
> . -9

their respective Indian Associations through newsletters.

The strike was the first organized'resistance by the 

'Indians against colonial government policy.

Ratansi', 'was one' of the organizers. An Isha.'Ashari, Abdulla

An Ismaili, Akber

Khimji and a Bohra, A. 'Karimjee, were all instrumental in the 

For the Ismailis, the unity was indeed anorganization.
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unusual one, where Ismailis worked with someone of the seceder 

Indians themselves were joined by ArabsIsna'Ashari sect^
10

and Goans. r

Upcountry traders took part in this-"territorially 
. ■ ■ 

organized resistance after pressure from the coastal whole-

It was obvious, that the present'legislation affected 

the major wholesalers;who had high pro'fits and therefore- high' 

taxes. Since the small traders depended upon their major 

commercial houses for'their credit and goods, it was thought 

they would-have to comply.with instructions received from the 

Central Committee in Dar. es Salaam. ' Any trader who failed to 

comply with the orders of the Central Committee was to be boj?’- 

cotted by the rest of the traders.

The boycott by the Indian community was quite unsuccess--- 

ful...on the whole in its attempt to disrupt trade and exert 

pressure on the government. Many upcountry traders, carried 

.on ".back door trading." Perhaps only in Dar es Salaam, where

salers.

12
it was strictly enforced, was the strike felt.

Even for the government'.s purpose, However, the ordi-

It was not a question only

c>

nance never worked successfully, 

of language. • Since many of the tax assessors were not familiar

with the "commercial bookkeeping" used by the.Indians, the 

Matter could provide inaccurate accounts in English which . 

would agree with the Gujarati accounts and there would be no 

way of checking it.

■ .mean-t the creation ,of bureaucratic machinery. The cost of'-.

13 Also-, the retention of the ordinance
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-i

- ' ' the machinery for collection of the tax was so great'that the

tax was not worth collecting._^ Thus, in- 1927 , this "unpopular 

arid unworkable" tax was replaced by a Trade Licensing Ordi-

-.na'ftce.'’ The revenue which would have been collected from a 

profit tax was now'to be covered by an increased'license fee.

In spi-te of difficulties during this early period, 

Indians were strengthening their foothold in the Tanganyikan 

economy. Soon after mandatory German deportation after the 

war,; the British began to dispose of German property, 

first auction ■was-’held iri Dar es Salaam-’in May 1921. A sum 

of £300,000 ($1,459,854.01) was realized from the disposal of

14

The

s'everai township plots and several coffee and sisal estates.

British settlers in Africa, having 

what they considered better opportun^ies

Because -

Indians bought actively, 

been drawn off by

in British-owned Kenya, provided little competition, 

of a,scarcity of cash from the world depression, and because . .
j. - '

of the uncertainty of Tanganyika's political future, prices , 

.were low.. -Although we have no documented information to in

dicate how it was that Indians as one of the primary victims

of the depression of early 1920's had cash, we can guess that^

Perhaps, as incoreligionists financed individual endeavors. 

the Getman period., even to the extent of financing those who

At’any rata, by 19 24 it was stated.had declared bankruptcy, 

by official government sources that-in Dar es Salaam,Indians-,

owned all but two'’of the retail businesses and had complete 

-f contro’i of retail trade in the interior-. 15.. The Ismaili
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communilry j now centered in Dar es Salaani, was reputed to be 

the controlling Indian group in the ^increasing Indian activity 

there. r

X" ’ As a result of the sale of ex-enemy property, Indians 

also became involved in the plantation economy. By 19 24,-

British government sources listed Indians aS owning more than 

266,000 acres of land in Tanganyika and,, noted that they-owned

Many
17

36 per. cent of the capital invested in agriculture.

Ismailis who were well-established in business and had enough 

capital bought large numbers of plots and' a few invested in

sisal, coffee, and cotton estates in Tanga, Kilimanjaro-and

By 1529, when most of the land hadMorogoro-Kilosa districts-, 

been sold, Indian ownership had declined to 166,000 acres but

whether this decline can be attributed■to British policy.

Indi^an mismanagement, world market conditions, or-a combi- 

nation of these factors is not yet clear.

During,this period the British government entertained 

a further idea for the development of Tanganyikan agriculture.

18 .

The-British in Kenya had proposed that Indians there be

brought into the League-mandated territory where they might

Sir Benjamin Robert-be encouraged to farm small holdings. 

son was dispatched to make a report which, as.might be expected, 

found the plan'totally undesirable. At this time Indian immir 

gration was increasing in Tanganyika .where the ,government 

.not allowed .to-restrict movement of nationals. No doubt an

was

. increase of Indians frpm Kenya in the face of rising
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immigration, was more than British officials could take

any rate, outside of pressure from Kenya there seemed to be

little support for the project.

The Briti'sh point of. view was represented in the fears •

that such a program would bring unjustifiable expenses'' in

creating an environment for Indian success, It was argued'

that the tsetse fly and malaria, infested many of the areas.

Other areas,.though rich in’ soil, were under water much-of

■ the .year. Indians would need training- in agricultural methods.

They would not'have the capital needed to'hire farm labor. ;

Additionally, the British Agreed with the Indi.an contention
20

that such policy was against the.ir long-range interests. ,

At .

'•••■ •.

• 'V •? •

The Indian argument was based on -the fear that such a

By isolating an areapolicy would lead to"race segregation." 

of Tanganyika for Indians alone, they noted', the British 

though,the scheme looked favorable—setting awere--even

precedent for .'government location.of groups of people, a- 

. precedent that .might contradict the mandate provision that 

all nationals were to be treated equally. As K. K. Chanda

. replied:

We feel that by claiming "special" treatment in a 
particular place we shall forfeit our claim fpr_ "equal'! 
treatment everywhere .... By asking for.special treat- • 
ment in German East Africa we shall be violating the 
fundamental'principle that.-we have all along been 
fighting for, namely, that there'shall be no differ-^ 
entiation in the treatment meted out to various .sections- 
df His Majesty's, subjects.. ' ■ ■ ■' .
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One-might also note"" the'Indian- point, that .'there seemed to. be

interest only."in-, large landholdings, not'the’.small ones the 

.Brifish government proposed.•

With an increase in migration, renewed activity in

the retail-business and some expansion into agriculture, the 

Ismaili community was.confident as -the 20s edged toward the 

30s. The success of the late 1920s and the bright prospects 

at the beginning of the 30s had encouraged them to engage in ' 

cbn's'iderably larger transactions than before with the hope of 

an increased'demand for goods. It was possible during times 

of prosperity to obtain ready cash-and long-term credit from 

relatives or coreligionists in major commercial houses on the 

■ coast.,. Such advantages were not,' how'ever, long to continue.

The major commercial houses reached a point at which they were 

no^.longer able to advance credit, thus making it difficult, 

if not impossible, for the small traders to meet their obli- 

,gations... . ■ ’ ,

Factors which contributed to the declining trade 

situation were numerous and incredibly complex. Perhaps the 

most devastating circumstance was the world depression of 

1930. -It happened at a time when local economic conditions 

looked .promising. The vol\ime of cash crops -for export was 

higher than'-in the previous year, and traders were enthusi-

But Tanzania's economy was .based- on the export of -cash 

crops such as coffee, tiotton, sisal, and groundnuts, the prices ■
. . .  y-: >' i.: ■ . .

of v^hich were determined by the world market. When world ■

>- astic.
■ .-

sc- ■
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market price's fell, Tanzania's economy followed.'suit. ' The. 

export of coffee, for example, increased by 30 per cent, but

...its market value was 33 per cent' lower-than in lOlS'. The-

peasant producers, finding it unprofitable, to carry more produce./

to marke'f than was necessary to satisfy their ._iiiu]ied.iate re

quirements for hut and poll tax, 'kept as much produce off-'.the 

market as was economically feasible. Furthermore, because of-' 

low.prices, the purchasing power of the African population whs 

affected. Consequently, tracfers ^found 'themselves with.-,a large 

stock of imports for which there was no deman.l._;:,;iiDlding back 

exports, and oversupplied with imports, . t.he Indian trader was 

left by the depression in a precaripus.-position.
.a

But the depression was not the only unfavorab^ cir

cumstance in 1930. Heavy rainfall had made it difficultly to , 

move goods between upcountry and Dar. eS Salaam along the 

Central line. The roads also remained unfit 1’or-motor traffic 

for some months after the rains had. ended. As a result, up- . 

country merchants found it impossible to'meet their obli

gations with major commercial houses on the coast unless they 

borrowed money from money lenders with high interest rates.

At this time banks were cautious in advancing any loans, at. 

all. /Because of the shortage of cash, moreover, local people 
were not in a position to buy retail^s goods, and retailers 

were unab.Te to dispose of existing goods in sufficient qu'anti-, 

ties to enable them- to buy new goods.. Almost all traders, 

.therefore, were so handicapped by debts and outstanding

ii- ^
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accounts that credit was difficliit to obtain. Meanwhile,

immigration had'no t,.;_ stopped -but had increased bringing a dis-

':P;rQpprtionate number of retailers into a country where the - 
'■ ■ ■■

.aggregate amount^of; trade was insufficient for-the existing --
- -9 4 - ’ -

number, s’;-'

•'As a result of complex circumstances,then,'trade be

came increasingly speculative.and, at- times, viciously compe

titive.. Many, ■tradei's los't heavily, if they were able to 

continue In business at all,-. A world depression, • exce.ssive 

, rainfall.,. .and a breakdown in the sys'tem of credit, combined to 

create^ disaster.'. As one observer of the 30s put it, the 

usual energy of the.marketplace had given way to a sense of 

• desolation: . .
•

At.the,end of last month I happened to be at Tabora 
which is a very large centre of native trade and the 
commercial link of nearly half the territories. I was 
shocked to find for this time of .the year when the 
bazaars should have been crowded with seethin'g mobs 
,of. natives buying selling quarreling yelling and drinking 
that utter desolation pre'vails in the entire town. There ■ 
are no lorries tearing along crowded streets loaded with 
produce and in the bank instead of.merchants jostling 
with each other trying to draw bags of shillings for 
buying the groundnuts and hides there were people with 
stacks of money to be sent to Dar es Salaam.25

The observer further noted that after careful inquiries in the

bazaar, he'discovered that out of 100 cloth shops in Tabora,

the average daily business amounted to a pitiful 10/-shs.

($2.43).-. ... ■

Ismailis .also lost,heavily.in the sisal industry, 

though there was an increase in production from 46 to 50 tons 

between.1929 and 1930, the market, price declined, bringing

Al-
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only £1,172,0,00 ■($5',703 ,16^03 in laSO, compared to £1,486,000 
($6,982,968.37) in i0,29.^^ Then came the failure'of the cotton 

crop. Several large commercial houses collapsed.- Ismaili '
. . 7- ■■ . • '

; r^merchants lost large investments. Planters and -buyers like 

Bandali-Merali, Fazal Kassara, and Bandali Lalji of Morogoro • 

incurred heavy losses... To be sure;’ there is no evidence that 

individual Ismaili traders went bankrupt because of their in

vestment in cotton, perhaps because they had diversified their 

investments in-the commercial sector. Bandali Merali, for 

ejcample, had a well-established refail-Aand wholesale business 

in piecegOods', cigarettes, matches and sundries which catered • 

to both tl^ local and European community; he was also engaged , 

in the transport business, acting as agent for the ginnery of 

Mathuradas Kanji. -He owned'three cotton;»tstores through which 

he supplied the ginnery, and he had in^stments in several ' ' 

cotton shambas. The cotton crop, failure did not therefore 

.destroy a man like Bandali Merali. Nevertheless, such a ' 

failure did bring heavy losses and introduced a severe limi-
'28

tatioh in what had been expected to be an expanding.market.

Nor were the new regulations concerning the marketing 

of crops helpful to Indian traders. In 1930 the nonavail-^

. ability of cash had led traders to barter goods for produce.

Producers had become dissatisfied since their primary in- 

- centive to production had been removed..- Forced through lack 

of other outlets 'to Sxchange their produce; fop trade goods 

,of limited-variety, they found their purchasing power and ••
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Mope-taxes- seriously circumscribed.their capacity to pay
those who did not desire cloth, the primary item-of

oyer,

■■ -barter,-frequentay kept their .produce at-home.; Even where

&'was available, producers felt squ4e.z'fed to such, an extent '

from duka to duka, getting

.-i

r

that the'y found it necessary to,move, - - - - - -

' their-produce weighed again and again, bargaining and arguing 

about its price, and finally disposl-ng-of it to.'the one-who 

offered the greatest amount of cash. Given the existing-
29

not getting a fair price. -.market system, the' peasant was 

One can cleariy see a conflict of' interest between producers,

Indian middlemen making large profits, atanxious to remove
, and the middlemen, equally anxious to retaintheir expense

their hold on the distributive trade network which they had

developed to their advanatage.
seemed to ad-_.■ -On the surface the government .program _

solving problems within the entire .system.of

"plant more crops" campaign which was
dress itself to 

trade.’'It inaugurated a
to enable African producers to pay-their taxes and,^n-

Then..in 1932- didentally, to increase the country's revenue.
The primary objectivesit introduced a new marketing system.

that the producer ‘obtained aof the new system were to ensure 
fair market price, that he did not have'to depend on indi

vidual bargaining for this price, and that.he should obtain

In order to ensure these-obj.ectives,.
cash for his' produce, 
the markets '.were' to' be - situated .within reasonable reach of 

the producers as collecting and forwarding centers. The

h'hj
I .
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markets which were started in- the-Lake, Eastern, and-Central' ■ 

later to be introduced into other parts of the-.regions, were 
GOuntrY.^° r

Under the new system, the sale of commodities like- . 

groundnuts-,'rice, hides and beeswax , was to be restricted to

special produce markets set up by the Native Authority.- An 

African market master, employed by the Native Authority, was

A clerk, also employed byto be in charge of each market, 

the Native Authority, was to weigh all produce entering the

market and record on a card the weight together with the price'

that could be expected. Buyers were to rent buying posts in 

each market at the rate-of 10/-shs ($2.43) per month, the ' 

number -of stalls being limited to exclude unnecessary middle- .

From government records, it is evident that the new 

marketing laws affected not only Ismailis but the total Indian ,

men.

■ community,.

Exactly how much this plan affected the African pro-

Qn the one hand, the producer was .ducer is open to question, 

ensured that he would be paid in cash for produce which had

been judged according to a'consistent set of standards.
•*

the other, the limitation on the number, of middlemen in a ...

On

controlled market ,could be segn as reducing competition among 

■a situation that might have led to lower prices than'buyers

■ would-be found in a more competitive marketing system with'

more middlemen.
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What is more certain is that, the Indian Gommunity .'saw 

the system as detrimental to -their interests, 

their marginal influence 'as' a group,- they were hardly in a

Because of

■r .

pi^sltion to control the larger economic system or to -bargain 

with the government. ■'.Previously, Indians' had been in control 

of both local buying arid retail' distribiltion of^ imported goods, 

a dual trade, which had proven quite profitable. The new’, sys- 

tem^ -took control from the' Indian and gave it to 'the Native 

: Authority, thereby interfering in.this doubly profitable 

trade. Given the marked squeeze', the only way traders sur- 

' vived was'by using false weights.

.The Indians' saw the new’ laws ,as favoring the big 

merchants- rather than individrial traders,-with the merchants 

profiting at the small traders' expense’.'-' Since the small •

. merchants did not have- the resources to_ buy stalls to compete^ - '

' - with the big-exporters, exporters could effectively shut out' .

small Or new traders by appointing several agents-in each 

'marke-fc.', Such a system-also meant that the trader would have 

to leave'his shop for a day to go to market and this consti- 

tuted distinct disadvantage to those who had prospered by 

being able to keep their businesses small and to survive 

without hiring .outside help.;

The compulsory .marketing laws Wepe also looked upon
... ' -:‘l' ^ .

as a stepping stone to cooperative societies, which would

■eventually altogether eliminate individuals in the produce-
' " ' ......... ^ ^

buying business. In the 19,40s new regulations were introduced
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which further affected the Ismaili traders.Because ofwar

time shortages, the government had set up an Economic Control
■ .....

•Board through which it took over and completely changed the ' 

allocation and control of commodities. Instead of leaving 

bulk buying and distribution to individual traders and their

r

brokersi the government encouraged, the formation of groups or
,,33 .associations that were to "preserve normal trade channels.

In response, various Indian associations-, whose membership was.

open to all Indians alike, sprang up—associations l^ke the 

Kilosa Produce Trading. Association, the Morogoro Traders' 

Association, the Retail Traders'. Association, Dar es Salaam, 

the Retail Merchants' Association, Tanga, the Piecego'ods 

Wholesalers' Association, Dar es Salaam.' There-were also 

corporations formed"on a commundl basis; for example, the -

Morogoro Traders' Corporation, the Dar es Salaam Textile

IsmailiCorporation, and the Mwanza Commercial Corporation, 

traders who were members of these corporations were also mem-
■ ' . 34

bers of general Indian-associations.

Membership in these associations was restricted to - 

bona fide dealers in a particular trade item, say, piecegoods. 

Since trade■quotas were established on the basis of "past 

performance," new traders who wanted to begin in-the trade of 

a particular item could do so only by joining one of the local 

‘ groups . This'system ■^of distrib.utional control through‘groups 

and’assoeiations resulted therefore in a ."closed .ring" of 

trade whereby ■ channels of distribution became crystallized.-...
•V.
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It 'was most often, therefore, the exporters arid-whole- 

. salers who benefited from the new methods of allocation.

had the firiancial resources at their disposal, and they kriew ',.

-They

,■ ^the top officials ofthe Economic Control Board who could

stretch things enough to give them high quotas. Overall, the
.  -

system favored the big capitalists, •concentrating wealth in '' ■ 

the hands of t-he already rich, widening the gap between the .

rich and the poor, and offering the poor little opportunity 

to become involved in trade. The small traders, ftirther, be:- 

came dependent upon the wholesalers who acted as distributors

for the retailers. The situation readily lent itself to high 
profits for large merchants though it failed to provide a'^ 

sound economic base for the small Ismaili trader.^®

Other abuses oc'curred in the government's failure to 

adhere to the policy of the "group system." Complaints were 

launched, for example, by an Indian group—the Morogoro

Traders' Asspciation--because,their produce rights were taken 

away and given to the ■Brit.ish Tanganyika Cotton Company, which 

had no prior right on the basis of "past performance." After 

much protest, the Morogoro Association was allowed to operate 

as in the' past, with the modification that all produce pur-,.. 

chased by the association was to be delivered-to'the Tan

ganyika Cotton Company, which would act as the storage agent 

on behalf of the Economic Control Board. Similar dissatis-' •

faction prevailed among members of the Indian communilry in 

Lindi where produce buyirig and export rights were, taken away’'
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. from.the wholesalers' and exporters and given, to Smith Mac- 

, kenzie and Company as representatives of the Economic Control 

Board. 37 . .. .

■ ' 'However,- in spite of the increasingly depressing

picture that'trade‘presented, there were some individuals whose 

■businesses did not fail.' Ismailis whb’had'accumulated enough 

wealth in the 1920s and 'early 1930s to diversify their invest- 

ments found that they, could, at times,. succeed. The diversifi

cation was primarily into small scale- industry ca-j^^ering to 

iQcal needs. ■ • .

Capital accumulated through profit-making'ventures' 

and investments, as well as successful div'ersification of , 

capital, worked, however, towards the economic advancement of 

only a very few. In- spite of the world depression and the 

disruption of- the trading pattern’created as a result of World 

War if,- some Ismaili traders were, then, able to survive and 

. take advantage of the changes. A few "new" families were also : 

, able to attein economic power as witnessed in the successes of 

Habib Punja, Jiyraj Chachra, Bhatia Bros., Kassum Sunderji 

Samji, and Hussein Nasser Shariff, to mention just a few.

.. . But the changes also meant significant failures for other 

large businesses.. Some of those so affected.include Jaffer 

Haji and Co., Kanji Nanjij. and Alar.akhia Kheraj . Nor did 

agriculture provide a route to Ismaili success, primarily ,
. . . . . . . . . ' . . - ■ .. ■? 1,. ,. ‘ -v .... ' ' ■

because, the majority of Ismailis ip.Tanzania had so little 

. interest in it.. To be sure, a few in the Moribgorq district.
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Sisal estates weretook to farming as -a- part-time venture.

like Rajabali Meghji Visram, V.-’ M. Nazerali,, andmen

.Bandali’ Merali, Fazal Kassam, and Bandali

But, as noted before, these
r ..

, ^h'iji'became cotton planters.

were not prosperous times for cotton planters and sisal grow-

s like Yusufaid. M. Alidina and A. B.Full-tiTfie farmi

.Ladhani were too few in'number to be considered part of a ,

general economic upsurge'; and,, in fact, it was not until -the ■ 

1950s that Ismailis showed- any widespread interest in farming, 

with the exception of a-few individual successes,'the

ers.

Thus,

economic opportunities in Ismaili society had become so limited

that something had to be done.

As has been true of Ismaili history in general, so was

it true in this case-, that the-i^i^ of the people were served

^provided both practical Andby an enlightened AgacKh^

' spiritual guidance, as well as the capital, necessary for the
I-.

For it was he who set up the Jubileecommunity's advancement.

Insurance Company and the Diamond Jubilee Investment Trust

organizations which'provided the means for financing 

business ventures that otherwise would not have been possible. 

Thus were instituted communal organizations whereby the bene

fits of economic growth and advancement .were to be made uni- 

' ' form and were to be extended' throughout the greater part-of

Company,

■ fIsmaili society.

After the Golden Jubilee Celebration''of 1937 , the Aga- 

Khan called a meeting of Ismaili leaders to work out a program
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for the'betterment'of the epmmuhlty. 

up an insurance company which would make available-large sums

If. was decided -to., set

' of money for use iii business expansion. -Since the purpose c^f

'■ ^ the Qpmpany .was to accelerate economic, growth of all members 

of'the- community- and to satisfy the immediate needs of a 

greater ntamber of Ismaili individuals than had been sat^Jsfied 

the company was to be nonprofit-making. \ Risks were'before,

to be insured through' major international companiesf .-The.
\

result was-the Jubilee Insurance Company, incorporated in 

Kenya with an authorized capital of £-25,,000 (,$102,88.0.66) .

Public in nature, the Jubilee Insurance Comply pro

vided a spur to Ismaili

I -

economy and assured its contin^a,nce. 

' through the extension of loans both to Ismaili and non- 

Ismaili citizens.of Tanzania. Terms were such thaf anyone 

applying for a loan could obtain it after providing two' “

Interest rates were.guarantors', who would-assure repayment.
i''

, set atvthi- normal rate, of 6 per cent, and to be

Contrary to the

■ reasonable

charged to Ismaili and non-Ismaili alike, 

belief of-many, the'company's loan capital did not come from

funds raised through contributions specifically for the Golden 

j;ubiiee—an impoftanf point, because the gold bars coming from 

the Jubilee celebration were’used to stand ..behind funds put 

to other social uses. The Jubilee Insurance Company was ,, ..

was set .up as a share.-holding company.Stself-sus'taining
and it offered shares for public . sale,• each,valued at 20/-shs ■

< .

r
($4.11) with 5/-shs ($1.03) required as initial payment, and

-•L»-
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the remainder to’ be paid .in.future installments^

deriving from- the.Jubilee celebration were used to set up the •

. "Gold Grant Committee" with the Aga Khan acting as'a/'cleari»g .

agent." The Aga Khan returned these funds give.ri to him, as

.^fts and,-under the newly established ’committee, channeled

them.back into areas other than business. Part of-this money

was offered to help thos^ ismailis'who wanted to migrate to ■

southern Tanzania, Zaire, and Rwanfla-Burundi. Many of them ■ .

took advantage, of the' offer, especially the substantial ..number

■ who migrated to southern Tanz.ania and settled in Mtwara. And "

part of the money,.' as we shall see later’, was offered 'to
42

.Thus,■

The funds

■■ x;;

‘V'

students who wa,nted to continue their education, 

although it is true that gold bars unconditionally pres.ented 

to the Aga Khan .w.ere .used by him for the economic and social; 

welfare of the community, they w_^.e not used to finance., the ' ’ 

. insurance company. ■V

. s*' . ••

The expressed goal of the Jubilee Insurance Company - 

was the dispersal’ of capital to create a broader economic 

base. The proposed method was that of offering long-term'.’ 

loans, which .’would, enable middle- and lower-income groups in 

. tile- community to begin of expand individual business enter- .. 

■prisesi

/

Insofar as. the lower-income,.^families benefited’from 

- , the"loans .of the. company, it would seem that its goals of-

' ■■ .’ social mobility, were, reached. However,'although it is certain 

that lower-income families were helped by these loans „■ it is

:
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not so-clear that more social mobility•was achieved. Though 

there is no statistical evidence•to back up such a theory,

personal observation and extensive discussion with individual'

Is^aili families lead me' to the cpnclusion that, while the

status of the poor rose somewhat, that of the rich rose even 

higher.. ' That' is, the leaders of the -community not only bene

fited in furthering their economic power proportionately more 

than the' poor, but they also retained their hold on adminis- j 

trative'.power .• This resulted because the leaders w^re able 

not only to provide better security for loansbut also were 

either the directors of the company or had better connections 

with those who were. Instead of leveling the economic dif

ferences in Ismaili society, then, it is most probable that

the company and its activities broadened an already unde-
44 '

sirable economic gap. ' •

Then in ,1937-38 , the Tanganyika Ismailia Co-operative

Society was formed in order to help small tradeps throughout' 

Non-Ismailis were not allowed to participate.

But for the Ismaili- •

the country.

and only Ismailis could be shareholders. 

community, the company provided opportunities that would have

otherwise been unavailable,, especially since interest was.

One family, for example, was able toonce again, reasonable.

• expand a small duka in the Kariakoo section of Dar es Salaam

because Of financing received -through-the. Co-operative Society. 

Paying interest at the rate .of 7 per cent-per annum, Lalji 

Fazal borrowed from the society 50 per cent of the money

-A
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, needed to finance expansion which., accord^g to his son; would 

have otherwise Iseen difficult—an indication of the service .' •

this organization performed.. Nor were the Fazal family's ’
- - - - - - r- ' ■' ■ ■

' '■ ^oans always taken out for business purposes: later they .also 

■ borrowed, money from the Diamond Jubilee Investment'Trust 

Company in'order to bfiild their'•apartment.

' ^ , A second' effort to aid the Ismaili economy was 'the

"founding of the Diamond Jubilee Investment Trust Company,; Ltd. 

•..Like.-the Jubilee Insurance Company, th^s oompany- .w-as the 

, product of a Jubilee celebration, marking sixty years of the 

Imamat of the late Aga Khan., Set up in 1946, the Diamond 

Jubilee ma:rked the beginning of the Investment Trust Company, 

though once again its funds were to be derived from sources 

other than the Jubilee. In this case, however; the source of ■ 

operating, capital was expanded. As with the Jubilee Insurance 

Company, shares were offered for sale, here valued at £1.00 

J$4.49); and the 'company ultima-tely'had 8,000 .shareholders- 

with a paid up capital of £1,000,000 ($4,435,000). The money 

thus made available' was to be turned back into community de

velopment so that Ismailis throughout East African communities 

, might be assisted in the construction of necessary commercial 

buildings, as well as of places of residence.- Lending money

at a low rate'of interest, the company also granted first
'A

; .mortgages and.became so successful under the leadership of

K. R., Paroo that it soon expanded and offered even more

opportunities for Ismaili businessmen'.-
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■ The result-was the formation, between the years 1946- .

1948, of several corporations as subsidiaries of.the Diamond ;

These corporations were limited to r 

fifty members so that they might be.kept private.{. They were 

formed throughout the country as .cooperative commercial houses - 

' to provide the means for -buying in bulk in order to give re- ■

They also lent '.money

Jubilee Investment Trust.

tail'traders the benefits of'discounts. 

to shareholders so that they might start other corporations.

Because of the ndmb'er of corporations that sprang up. ■ 

them the Diamond Stationery and Printing Corporation, 

the Africa Import and Export'Central Corporation, the Daf es 

.Selaam Retail Corporation, the Usaramo Traders Corporation, 

the Dar.es Salaam Textile Corporation—it seemed as if Isamili 

trade might be ehle to recapture the prominent position it 

held'before 1930 . However, most of these corporations proved 

•The Diamond Stationery and Printing Corporation

—among

j-

ineffactive.

and the Africa Import and Export Central Corporation had to
■>

The'other three.be closed after sustaining severe losses, 

though-still functip-hing, are almost defunct. Nor were the

corporations later started in the interior any'more success

ful. Though located inVajor, centers like Dodoma., Mwanza,

Mbeya, Morogoro, and Tanga,-they pro-ved incapable of ef- ....

' fectively helping the community.

In spite of. a-few. individual successes af-ter 1.930 , it . 

be-concluded 'that business 6pportuhities.,.for’the Ismaili 

' traders'had become .'limited. The first .pioneerirJg-,-migrants.; ,

must

• -1 .
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were well-established by the 30s, ,but newer migrants-found it .

^ -difficult to set up businesses with the small amount of money,.

they were able to save as apprentices.

. w^'^unfavorable■at the time: the "invisible" line of credit 

had disappeared; banks were foreign-owned and their interest ,■

■ .rates were high;'* loans were. extended .only on a short-term 

basis when business expansion demanded long-term financing. 

Competition between too many retailersalong with excessive 

mark-ups, by established^ wholesalers, led to such unfavorable 

: conditions that, it-became virtually impossible to Sorrow money 

and still make enough profit to pay back loans. 'With the.

5

The .credit situation •.,

world depression of the 30s and t^e goyerrunent regu- •

> lations regarding marke’ting, the r.positioii of the’lsmaili ■ ' ■ ■

trader was made even more hazardous. . , . ' ■

At this -point one' is'temptdd'tp consider- from another-,- • 

point of view the-nature of the economic, forces that worked 

‘to break down the Israaili trading system. . Along wi-th-the 

effects of vforId-depression, and the self-defeating-mechanism” ■ 
.of those who :raised-pride's to gain -profits .that'made"'''it'di,ffi-» 

cult--for re-tailers to perform their funetioh., one must' con

sider the tactics'.pf the lodal^-governmen-t.. - ,' It introduce'd.a

■ - • r*-..

•t

Cv . •.*
marketing-system^ of distinct ..disadvantage to' -the -very pOpui 

; let ion Wh-ich had,sp successfully, worked to open the African 

i'pdntinent-'ip -trade .-■■'■Gertaihly one would not criticize. its ' : - '
\ ’ •- J . -..f r ' T .- -T ... - .. ."r - ;*•

e:^drts yto see;J,that’'';the-' idckl^ producers- re.c'eiyed fair paynient v;'

-for.'their goods ,--^heiher by-insistihg'-that they be paid in'- . . . i.

-- ; 'i-> -
V ■»

■j-; fr"

‘ -•?
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cash or by making sure that false weights were not used. ' 

Beyond that, however, one must ask what actually was effected 

by taking the control of. trade away from the.Indian pbpu-

iaf^ion and putting it in the hands of the government- From 

the nature of-Indian complaints, one can rather safely, assume 

that the effect—whether or not intentional, conspiratorial, 

accidental—was'to squeeze .out the small Indian trader. '

Though more research is needed to establish .the cultural 

ties and interests of, knd the economic rewards given to, 

those who -became successful members of-the new government 

system, one cannot otherwise understand Indian complaints' 

against the "crystallization of trade channels." 

understand how, Indians have been closed off from market’s

Nor, can one

■ since they could have joined a trad^association appropriate ^ 

, ■ .to. their .interests or could have been appointed • agents .in the

heWimarke^, .unless, there, were forces acting against Ismaili 

entrance Further ,• .that'Indian Complaints were received con-'

■ cerning .fhe tr'kde quotas assigned .to various associations,, 

and that these complaints were resolved, if at all, by giving 

non-Indian associatioresome benefit that they would not other

wise have had, sug’gests that the Economic Control Board was .. 

not favorably disposed to Indian trade. Finally, of course, 

one is led to question the government's restriction in the

Though most Ismaili immigration 

and-though one can hardly understand 

hOw, as the.government, argued, .a-restriction on’Indian ;

- 19 4’Os .-oh'Indian immigratidn.

' . had ceased b^, .this ■.'time,

■ ‘7-
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immigration would help in meeting .World War II emerg'ency

conditions, the government nevertheless continued its.policy
... 47 ■ . '

in spite of Indian' complaints. . t.
-
Without minimizing one set of economic circumstances ,■ 

is led-to consider., then, another set of economic cir

cumstances—those which create'tensions- riot so much by en- 

■: hancing the power of, the rich to the exclusion of the poor, •

' but.which resolve conflicts of interest by redirecting business 

so that profits" are taken from one group of people and directed 

toward'another, who do not'-constitute a majority of the popu

lation but who control the means of distribution, 

ation worsens when this controlling minority holds different 

cultural,. ethnic, religious and economic interests from those 

of the displaced group,'as was the case in Tanzania in the

one

The situ-

1940s.

But, whatever the' nature of external conditions, and 

the combination of, economic circumstances, the "nationwhatever

of shopkeepers,." as the Aga Khan had once proudly said in •

reference to his people in East Africa, was no loriger 

panding nation. With such a reversal of fortune, it is not 

surprising that Ismalli society began to look to its own 

structures and governmental institutions for re.lief or help.

since the^Ismaili population had grown considerably 

• since the Constitution, of 1925, it seemed necessary to clarify 

services-to, be performed by the government as well as to es- 

tablish.bodies to oversee the.performance of,these.services.

an ex-

. Moreover

4
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As a result,, the Constitution of 19'2'5 was revised in 1937. 

and again in-1946. O

Beforel937everycouncillor,had'beenresponsible.for:^;

.a^’arias'outlined by the constitution

contract,'..a situation which had become intolerable. In order ' 

to delimit duties and responsibilities' more precisely, th.e

as part of the. social

Constitution of 1937 set up several distinct organizations 

with separate duties. The Executive Council was given ultimate 

responsibility for religious affairs with the charge.to in

spect the charitable donations made to the Aga Khan. It was 

also to wdtch over the various affairs of the local congre- 

gations in local communities and to coordinate their activi

ties through reports sent .to^them from the communities.**®

■ . Administration of local affairs was given to the Pro-,

vincial Councils. Above the Provincial Councils was the 

Supreme Council, .which was to supervise and inspect the’af

fairs of the Provincial Councils as ."H.H. the Aga Khan's Is-. • 
mailia Supreme Council for Africa."**® It was to keep in 

touch with local affairs by deputizing one or more of its 

members to inspect,- Once,or twice a year, the work of the 

Provincial Councils. In addition, the Supreme Coimcil was. to
■ V

direct its attention to the Ismaili community at large; and, 

though it was to allow for purely local interests, it was the 

body ultimately responsible for "all work concerning the wel

fare of the community," taking, "all necessary measures to 

protect [the 'community'a] interests in general, throughout

)

-v

«
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The Supreme Council was a major instrxoment of , / 

centralization in Ismaili society. This power s^ms to have . 

been increased by‘'the Constitution of 1946 , which gave the'.

■ Africa.

*■ ■ .
r

Supreme Council the responsibility of appointing the local 

Mukhis ^nd ..Kam,adiasa duty which; probably resided formerly 

■ in the local Provincial Council^. 'In addition, the Supreme. 

Council was to decide on petitions or appeals made by those 

who were'not satisfied with judgments reached by the Pro

vincial Councils. -As fhe'only body empowered to excommuni

cate by a two-thirds majority- of its members, the Supreme 

Council was then a court of appeal from the Provincial
-9

Councils.

According to the Constitution ,of 1937 j the Supreme . 

Council was to be composed of the members 'of the Executive

two members each from'Zan-zibar, .Council acting ex-officj-o;

Mombasa,. Nairobi, ■ Kisumu, and Dar es Sala^; one member each

from Tangd,- Mwanza, Moshi, Mbale, Pretoria,, and Madagascar;
/

and any other persons 'whom His Highness the Aga Khan nomi

nated. ^ Under the extension of membership in 1946, three 

members-were to' serve^ on the Supreme Council from Dar es

and two-members each were to come from Tanga, Mwanza,Salaam

'Mbal'e', Pretoria, Usumbura, Tananarive, Lourenco Marques , 
^Dodoma, Masaka; Majunga, MozaLbique, and any other town which

In the constitutional revision of 

1946 there was also a stipulation that there.should be at . 

least-.three women on the Supreme'Councii.

9

/

i had a Provincial Council

53 -■ Ipi this- way '
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the constitution reflected not only a growth in population 

but also a' growing awareness of the need to meet specific ■ r

duties regarding the role of women in society'.

As opposed to those of the Supreme-Council, the duties 

and functions of the Provincial Coun’ciis were not cT.early de

fined until 1946. Like the Supreme Council, the'Provincial 

Councils were responsiblein a general way, for safeguarding 

the-:,welfare of the community. - They were entrusted with the 

duty of protecting and safeguarding "the interest of Mowlana■ 

Hazar Imam, His Highness the Aga Kha.n, the.. Ismailia [sic]
■ ' i

religion and®the Ismailia [sic] followers of Mowlana Hazar

■ ' Imam His Highness the Aga Khan within its jurisdiction.

Like the Supreme Council, the Provincial Councils were also 

responsible for inspecting the charitable donations offered 

to the Aga Khan as well as for looking after the affairs of 

the local congregations. One or two Provincial.Council mem

bers were to be' appointed for those purposes. Then they were 
to mak^^ report of this inspection to their own council.

The report'was then.to be sent to the higher authority, the. 
Supreme Council, to be forwarded to the Aga Khan.®^

The Provincial Council was. also entrusted with the 

judicial affairs of the local community. It heard and decided'* 

all disputes and differences relating to social affairs con

cerning, matters "arising 'but of betrothals marriages, mohors,

. divorce, dej [dowry], and other gifts, maintenance [support

.-54 -
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fir . divoroed-iifi a-d =Kiia«-*»l. guardianship t.nd] «- ■

case be-

written

27-shs

a couple living in

,56; Anyone wishing to bring a cc
by presenting a

communication

could do so ■ 'f'r fore the Provincial, Council
admission fee ofpet^iiioro^ plaint together with an

' • of.a .divdroe suit, -for example,
Tn the case

■psr as Salaa.- «duid apply Pd S.l.a» '

granted only when circumstances 

considered desirable. ;
Divorce would beCouncil.

when it was
ravised oonstitutiohs alsoX^tipulatad prdcadires

selaotion and ssp»i=d of cbunpil members

made it unavoidable or

The
We

governing the 

have already
Constitution of 19 0.5, 

created an atmosphere in.

noted, with regard to the 

factors whichpsychological 

which pne would want to
those

serve well:' -.the'desire to perform 

position of prestige; ■ 

ideas and policies of ■

continue in a 

transmitting the
well so that one might

the power gained by 

the Aga Khan, and 
serving one's- religious leader.

'rewards gained from 

In later revisions, certain -■ 

internal to the,culture.

the hope of religious i

ie'added to thoseexternal checks were 

Possible rig.idities

long in power 

on the length of service. 

1946 had stipulated.- " shall

continuing too
resulting from one person

constitutional limits set
prevented by thewere

Constitution, of
"No member," the

thanremain;, invpf fioe.for ^^more

co„b,cuPi-ly mippap^pb, specidl pVmission OP
result, the’ co.nstitution had at.■ ■ ■: ^ ,,57

MowlanaHazar_Im^. ^ As a
for a- "continuous restructuring of the _,1

least.prepared the way

. diappibution of-podbP.- -oolf"
of difforobt iooial Ebo«PO .

and the rearrange- ,

and roles within the
raent

■ \
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58,: ■ 4.
constitutional framework."

As in the Constitution of 1905, new constitutional'.
t

revisions continued to vest final authority in the person of

' t^ Aga Khan, who was to take responsibility for the correct 

functioning of. the system of checks and balances. Although 

Provincial Councillors were-empowered, to make local reso

lutions, and the 'higher■councils to make more general reso

lutions, the ceptral figure around whom the .whole community'

. revolved and in whose hands lay absoluW^power was., the Aga 

Khan; first, because he could bypass those nominated for the 

. ' variousjcouncils and appoint those he felt were better able 

to handle the affairs of his people; second, because he.re- 

- tained•"the absolute right in his own discretion to make any 
\ - clianges or alterations in the rules of. the Constitution";^® 

and third, because legal sanction had been given by African

courts to the Aga Khan's culturally institutionalized role as 

absolute ruler in the Ismaili community. In speaking of a 

Ugandan court decision upholding this right, for example, 

Vice President Briggs noted that "the spiritual authority of

.r

the H.H. Aga Khan over his followers is such that.it would be

competent to him to alter even fundamental tenets of normal
..60 .

’ , Shia law an'd religion.

This is hot to say, of course, that.the Ismaili sys

tem func.tioned perfectly-in this, period.' If we ask, for 

example, about the nature ..of representation,-we discover that 

it continues to rest in the hands of the wealthy. Although
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•'limits have been set' on length of service, restructuring and

. rearrangement’of different social groups and their roles has

No doubt this is due to thenot, 'in fact, been, achieved. 

system of nomination where candidates not only go to great

. lengths to get' their names put into nomination but also get

. nominated because they are part of a group which shares'values,

goals, and ideals, and perhaps because, of a .certain class

prestige. The list of office bearers from 1930 -to 194-6 shows

that almost all were from the, upper-income group and that many
. “ * 61

were in the prestigious export/import or wholesale business., . 

Prestigious business ties were also reinforced by kinship
T

ties, for many office holders were related to others through

And though it is true that new members

X

blood or marriage, 

came to power in the general trade upheaval of the 1930s,

they did not represent segments of society which had not been 

present before. Of the eight new office holders for,eleven 

offices, five were in general retail trade, one was in the 

wholesale business, one was in ivory trade, and one was a 

broker. Although one might argue that the high number of 

less prestigious retail traders represented a change in the 

kind of 'representation, one can not escape the fact that 

business success is still’closely aligned with success in 

attaining office. This being the case,, we might question how 

broadly local interests could be served by a group of office 

holders who share a particular"interest in the business of 

trade, in the wealth which, it brings, and who might be ex

pected to support the majority of which they are members.
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Of course, if it seems to the Aga-Khan that local 

interests as well as the,interests of the entire Ismaili com

munity are not being served broadly enough, it is within his 

power to interfere and appoint over those who have been nomi-- 

• nafed someone who he feels can better represent the interests 

of the community. Thus,.there is at least the possibility of

181
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checking a failure to represent Ismaili interests on a broad 

Whether or not this check has been used is 

we do.not know 'if or how many times the Aga Khan 

has intervened in the nominating procedure. 

the lists of office holders that he has not intervened to '

enough base.

unknown:

We do know from

break up a business' orientation which the office holders

represent-or to destroy business groups reinforced by kinship

.ties. Nevertheless, the fact remains that the Aga Khan,

should he see that office holders are not acting in the name

of the total Ismaili community, can intervene to_make the
6 2^ system a' more precise instrument of .c'ommunal good.

Moreover, although there has been dissatisfaction, 

there have not been protests against the system as a whole.

In' an unusual case of protest in ;|.939 , some community feeling 

arose against particular office holders who, it was felt, had 

manipulated power to their personal advantage in spite of the 

, constitutionally framed rules and regulations. The pro

testers expressed, their views, in 'a paper called the "Ismailia 

Union Bulletin They gained some’community sympathy,-but 

Further, having failed to find
«v

failed to attract, menibers.
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redress- through communal institutions, the protesting group 

took-their case to the Chief Secretary of the government of

Tanganyika who, however, refused to "take, sides in the in-
1.63 , ,tefnal disputes among the Khoja community.

This carse is interesting for several reasons, 

the protesters did not criticize the system as such; they 

were protesting against particular "power holders" and sought 

ah end not to Ismaili institutions but to the abuses which

First,

they believed had been perpetrated. Second, the protestefs 

were primarily from the upper-income group and had themselves 

served'^the community by holding office or by giving donations. 

Thus, although-they represented a dissident faction, they did 

~not represent new interests. Third, except for the earlier' 

nineteenth-century protest, in which a group-of Tsmailis left 

the community, this protest was—and-remains—the only one in

which there was an atte;npt to arouse a large segment of the

The • community '-sc6mmunity in order -to bring about•change. 

failure to respond underlines the Ismaili assumption that

those who govern now govern best--one should not interfere. 

But, fourth, and perhaps most important, the protesters 

sought to resolve the problems of the Ismaili community by 

going_to an outside authority. Although serious protest has 

never been much a part of Ismaili life, it is significant that 

as.centralization increased within the community, extra- 

community institutions began to be used. In the protest of 

1939, we noted that an appeal was made to the Chief Secretary
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However',. -such' action hasof'the government of .Tanganyika. 

occurred not.only in cases of factional politics; individuals 

also challenged Ismaili rulings by going outside their .have

socid€y.

T.yjical in this regard is a divorce, case of 1952.

" The-couple involved was married on August 12,.,,194,3. On 

July the plaintiff gave birth to a daughter ;• and/the '

defendant failed bring, the plaintiff and the child home- 

from the hospital in spite*of the'plaintiff's repeated he- '

The defendant said that he would not take his wife . 'quests.

• back b.ec'ause she could not "get along" with his mother and

In' 19 5 2 the "matter
/

had threatened his mo'ther with violence.

brought b'efore the Provincial Council, with the 'woman. - was

claiming (among other things) a sxim of 200/-shs ($36.66) per 

month for'maintenance of hSrself,and her'child. The council

■ 'awarded the woman a monthly sum of lS0/-shs ($26.44). from
8.,

June-,-:'19 52, .to'28 February 19 53 , and. for each month there-- 

, after iintil the hiisband'restored his wife's 'conjugal fights.

'The defendant c-laimed that the decision of thq council was 

given exparte; relying on local legal codes, he argued that 

! . the decision was against natural justice and therefore should ■ ... ^

. • 6 4 ■
not be. binding -on him. •

taken. to the Hig'h Court o.f Tanganyika 

' 1 wh'ere a decision against the .defendant was handed dowp. In

.■ 'concurring-with the' High-Court'.s'.decision, the .judge said; ,

The,, case, was

•
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I agree," thereforethe conclusion reached by, my 
learned Brother th^ from the inception of British rule 
in Tanganyika, it has been recognised quite apart from 
statute that the marriage and divorce of persons be- 
lohging__to a recognised religious community were matters 
proper to be governed by religious and personal law of 
the community concerned subject only to the proy_iso that ■ 
the customs of any such community were got repugnant-of 

■ good order and natural justice.^*

.The judge further concluded'the case with the statement:

I would confirm the decision of the Ismailia Provincial 
Council which is a lawful order and which I consider to ^ 
be just except that the amount cif maintenance, allowed 
appears to me inadequate. I would also, unless shown 
very good reasons, to the contrary, adopt it as a.decision■, 
of the court. 6-6 - ' ■

Such dissent has produced effects opposite to those 

intended. For, in refusing-to reverse the decision of an

Ismaill council, the local courts sanction not only a particu-
, ’ ;>

lar decision but also the.power of an Ismaili institution to 

make such decisions. In the above divorce case, for example, • 

we conclude that the local courts have'legally upheld-and. 

therefore given legal sanction to the Provincial Council's 

. right to hear and determine matters concerning marriage and 

-■ diyofce; they have also given legal sanction to the Ismaili 

constitution to govern its people. And though it is possible ' 

. for the local courts to contravene- a council decision if it

seems destructive of natural justice and order, it has so far 

- been the case that local courts have only,infrequently relied 

on this provision-in order to give legal sancti'on to a dis- 

senising group' or individ.ual. - .

Similarly,-in-the protest of 19 39 , the Tanganyikan 

, government's refusal to become involved in the internal
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. ' ' affairs .pf the Ismaili people, strengthened the Ismaili con

stitution and the institutions' it established. Although the ■V’:'

government rendered no decision except that of making no

decision, and in so doing did not give legal sanction to.the ■

’ instruments of -Ismaili government, it did throw the Ismailis; 

back upon their own institutions as a means o.f pedp.ess. Thus 

the power- of these institutions-to govern the life of the 

community was strengthened as it would not-have been had the 

courts intervened. '

From this point of view, it might be said - that the 

.Ismaili system of government is not a precise ipstrument. 

Abuses can enter it even before the appointment of an office 

. .holder, during the scramble for nomination. Interests can 

become consolidated as ingroup office holders rally around 

each other instead pf the.community. Attempts at redress 

through the lo'cal court system merely -reinforc.e Ismaili in

stitutions. At this point we have come full circle to-the 

scramble for nomination and the group selection.process which 

.can exclude the total community interest. However, we must 

not forget that this total process, if it becomes destructive 

of Ismaili goodj can be stopped by tl^ intervention of the Aga 

Khan,- who. has absoiyte power. And this power, haying also . 

been given legal sanction by the local courts,' sta.nSs as the 

means whereby the processes of-Ismaili government can be- re

adjusted to serve more' precisely the interests of the Ismaili 

community.
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Education, health, and welfare programs were extended 

to meet the needs 9f the community. Under the direction of 

the Aga Khan, and through lihe growing interest of the -Is-
maiiis^ the. initial programs in education expanded into a:««. • 

more complex sj^tem than had been envisioned -in the Consti-^ 

tutipn of 1905. With- the increase of popuiatign in the in

terior came the need for moi\fe schools. New facilities had to 

be provided, and so the system'grew larger as it moved into- 

places 'like Tanga', Moshi, 'fabora, Dodoma, .Kigoma,. and Mwanza.. . 

In turn, expansion seemed to call for changes in supervision.

As' the system grew, some local administpation was reinstated,
d - '

though not without the Central coordination which had been

Now, howeyer, the Provincial
•'h'

initiated by the constitution.

Council was displaced as the center of,authority, and a.'"self-

.. governing" authority directly responsible to the Aga Khan'was 

set up. • Under this nlw authority were the Central Education' 

Boards, one in each territory, which coordinated,the various 

school committees and provided administration for the schools

This reorganization did not occur, how-
i.

' of their district.

ever, until 1937 because prior to this the Ismailis were occu-

No doubtpied with solidifying their educational system, 

one of the reasons for their success is to. be found- in the

_ -capi-tal made available to-them for‘the purpose of education.

The expansion, of school facilities itself was made 

possible, in part,, by grant's-in-aid from- the Tanganyikan, 

government. Before 1930, the Ismaili schools-were financed ■
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completely through community resources and annual grants re

ceived from the Aga Khan. By 1933 , grants-in-aid were up ,.to 

50. per cent of the cost of education in some districts, though.
s

they cpdld'be'less; later, they were increased to 66.6 per cent, 

and.’in unusual• cases, could reach 70. per cent. 68
These grants

provided for ^p*^fdyed ‘^expenses', teachers;'^’'sararies",.'provident- r

funds, and passage money for teachers from India to.Tanzania.

Remaining expenses were still met by the Aga Khan, however,
and after the Goldeii .jubiied\elebration of 1937 , the Tan^

ganyikan grants were augmented considerably by the Aga Khan!,s

provision of an annual grant of £15,000 ($61,601.64) for school

maintenance, and £100,000 ($611,522.63)- for btiilding and , '
. 69equipment.

■ ?

Not all schools, however, were- eligible for the grants-

fn-aid of 1930. The Ismaili schools in Mwanza, Moshi, and

Tabora ran counter to Tanganyika's plans for educational de-

• velopment. The goyernment limited grants.to a single school-

^ ' af-^r receiving assurances from the Indian community in ^ch ■

town that one school was adequate to serve, all Indian children.,

and from the Ismaili community that it would send its children

to.this school. The policy is stated in a memorandum on one

of the Aga^^l^an's letters concerning education:

Where a school has been erected With the full support of 
all communities with the aid of public funds and,is ade- 

- quate for the to-tal .number-of school-children of, the, 
locality, grahts-in-aid have been paid to that-school only. 
Wh.ej?e Indian communities subsequently ■ Changed their mirid 
and continued a separate community school, though their 
children could have been accommodated at the local public 
school, they have not, as. a rule, received grants-in-aid.'^^
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When the.Supreme Council intervened, therefore, and'advise^d: ,
*• f ’

the Ismailis. ndt to. send their children ,to' tlie public scjjools 

serving these towns, the benefits of grants-in.-aid were denied 

to thsA^ it is hard, of course, to say why the Ismailis ac- • 

cepted the government proposal in the first place, and the

Supreme cpujjcii' s““couriters£rgges’ti'an' ■in~the’“aecond—=-From--the-:.

general policy followed by the community, we can infer that' 

d no intention of sending their children to tBe , 

public school j being self-supporting, they had never--,before 

relied on the government for education. 'Perhaps,- then, an 

element.of cultural resistance underlay the Ismaili a-ttitude,

■an attitude common among migrant groups in general, but re-■ 

inforced in this case by the actual successes achieved with- 

out amalgamation-. Whatever the case, though, -the Ismailis ■- 

did not go into the public schools in order to reap the bene- 

- fits of governmental grants-in-aid. -

Rather they stayed out of the public schools and pressed. 

for the grants on their own terms. The government examined the _ 

matter. The Secretary of State and the Director, of Education 

found at first that "the attitude, of His Highness the Aga .

Khaii is not unlike that of the Pope, who, by ency^ical, has

Ismailis~ha

r

forbidden Catholics to send -their children to other than
V;

More practically, the Secretary of State-.71-
; Catholic schools.

^.

decided that it would be "politic to ma,ke grants to the Is-
,,72. '•And, in actualii^, the 

: 'government had been conciliatory in the past; though it'had

maili schools that are concerned..
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^ienigfi grants-in-aid to separate communities when public 

schools were adequate, it had given "awards," as they referred

-Thus, as

tp-^be expected, the Tanganyikan government agreed that 

Ismaili schools in the'territory should be eligible for

grants-in-aid, in spite -of the existence of adequate public
74 -

schools. • • - ■

, ,.73to them, "from the balance of anxEdusatipn Fund.

was

The Ismailis themselves were to be credited with an 

effective bid for. these grants-in-aid. First, their handling 

of the school problem was not altogether'so "clannish" as might

' be expected. Although emphasis was placed on communal schools, 

and.Ismaili communities'resisted amalgamation with other

Indian comm.unities, Ismailis did not totally limit enrollment. 

If openings existed, non-Ismaili students were admitted; in 

1940, for example, both Africans and Indians attended 

Aga Khan schools.• 75 -Nor were restrictions placed on Ismailis, 

who were allowed to attend public schools. Guided by the
Aga Kha^and his. willingness to grant

7 P
individual freedom to those seeking an education, the Is-

broadmindedness of the

- mailis were able to expand and develop their school system in 

ways they believed most beneficial to their people.

Khan's financial support was'a factor of major .importance 

before Ismaili .schools were given grants-in-aid. 

emphasis on the need for.'education for girls and his ac-, 

ceptance of the ' principle ofindividual .freedom, in .education 

were just as important as his concern with'matters of pure 

Perhaps-the. former even outweighed the latter.

1

The Aga

But his

economics.
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While the Aga Khan was ihstruraental in broadening the 

base of education and in proposing that the individual should

be free to choose the education most appropriate_ to him, he r

was ^so significantly involved in the general move toward

One could not expect, of course,more education for Ismailis. 

an emphasis on more education for the poor who, even had they.
77 did not function witChin, been able to afford to go to school, 

their society in the same way as the poor in. western countries.

■ But there was an emphasis,* at first engendered by the-Aga Khan

and then adopted with enthusiasm by the Ismailis, on the need
78

for better schooling. • '

For. a long time,■education remained of marginal

the medium of instruction 

Before that time.

g,uality. No one language served as 

until after 1952, when English was adopted.

Gujarati was used in the .primary schools, and English in the

Nor was -the level of education significantly high, 

in spite of the fact that the number, of subjects increased:,.

It was not until,-.October, 1933 , that the first Cambridge '

secondary,

Junior class was started, an equivalent-to the present-day

Most Ismailis were satis.-79
English FornuII or Standard X. 

fie.d with this state of affairs. More education was con- 
,.80 • As one in-sidered, a "redundant and expensive luxury, 

formant explained, opportunities in business were sq great 

that it would seem a. "was.te", to send children' on for a higher

education. - Ismailis"nee'ded-manpower to-expand their

By tradition a business commtfhity, they saw,- * ^ •businesses.
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education and considered it enough 

knowledge of English and 

Business, business success,

no practical need for- more

for their children to possess some

the fundamentals of education. r

^w4alth had been considered more important^han education 

for the maintenance and development of they<^Qmmunity.

Gradually, however,’this attitude towards education.-

began to change, largely through the influence of the Aga Khan 

repeated firmans advised Ismaili boys and girls to

The Ismailis, aroused at last-to a
who in

continue their studies. 
realization of the importance of education by the Aga Khan's

firmans, responded, especially during the economic dislo- •

Boys' headmaster of the Aga Khancation of the 30s and 40s.

School, Mr. Padhye, went 'on record as requesting more class-

in order to accommodate a 21.3 per cent rise in
82'

numbers between January and May of 1934. -. In 1948 ,
room space

student

■ moreover;' the Senior Cambridge examination (a program of 

; instructioil roughly equivalent to American high school) was
83

introduced into the schools.

In addition,, special provisions were made after 1937 

to fund students interested in higher education.

not- at.all to be inydlved in this program,

toward more education in general, and.even though 

the most eager to take advantage lof the

Although the .

nor even
poor were

in the move

, the citiz-ens who were
new. oppo:;>tunities were the wealthy, there was nevertheless a 

significant number among the middlte-income group interested

' .in obtaining the advantages of a .higher education. And so
I
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the ■ "G'did Grant Committee" was set up in order to satisfy 

this new demand and to provide students who otherwise could’

' ■ 84
not afford it with the means for a higher education. t

The committee- provided bursaries to be given to stu

dents going to India, where' they would receive professional

training in fields such, as‘law^and'medicine. Covering ex-' ^ 

penses for a •maximum of seven years, these bursaries were 
granted every ye4r to four or five students from each of the 

three East African countries. Paid at the rate of sixty rupees 

per. month,,these bursaries were considered adequate for the 

student's needs: twenty rupees were to be given for room and 

board and thirty for food, leaving ten for pocket 'monfey. Nor 

were the., conditions surrounding the acceptance of the bursary 

unduly restrictive. The student was, of course., to have

passed.his matriculation examinations, and he was to have been

In-order that student fundinggranted admission to a college.

•might be continued, he Was required to pay back the total sum ■

' borrowed after completing^his education. Bufjnos,t important 

to the ^Ismaili community within the Tanganyikan nation,, the 

recipient was pledged to return and serve his home community.' 

Thus, education in the Ismaili community came to serve the 

needs'of the individual, his local community,- and the larger 

...Ismaili community within the Tanganyikan nation.

Hov/ever, success was not immediately forthcoming. To 

be sure,- the program 'set up by the "Gold Grant Committee" had 

its limj-ted successes. One of the bursary recipients, ,Dr.
' --I.; ’ . -
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Daya,. returned the benefits of his education by working in 

the ,Aga 'Khan hospital'for a number of years after the, com

pletion of his studies. Another, Mr. Sayani, worked with a 

number-'^of local volunt.eer organizations, as indeed had Dr.

Daya. Nor.wer'e these the only men to fulfill their, obli

gation in Tanganyika'. .The grant program had wider, effects.

. By requiring community service, the-liursaries forced educated 

families to consider the needs of the whole community and . 

widened their social outlook beyond the narrow bounds -of :their 

class. The educated Ismaili was required to provide, more pro

gressive' leadership. Thus, even if only in a limited ^wq^^^he.. 

educational program proved successful. At the very least, we 

can say that, it exhibited a potential' for success.

Schooling for boys and girls, which had once been 

provid'ed^-by only five teachers, had now expanded. In the 

special edication of the Tanganyika Standard published for the

celebration of the Diamond Jubilee, it was stated that:^^
• • . •

There are at present in Tanganyika more than 46 schools 
of the. community, more than the'Indian communities put 
together, with a total of about 3,400 children.

Undoubtedly, the successes in education were due to the com-

' bined efforts of the Aga Khan and the Ismaili-people, as the

encouragement of the Aga Khan gf^ to become the ..desires'of .

the Ismaili.population. We shall see this same combination

at work in other aspects of^ the Ismaili ■community as it moved

to buil'd a society capable of answering 'its .own needs within

the lar,ger Tanzanian nation.

*
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. Schools received priority over health .facilities. :

This was due to the'fact that health institutions required 

specialized personnel while a staff,of very limited training •

could be^ecruited from the community to teach -in the s'ch’ools. ■ 

Also, the size'of the community in the nineteenth century did

not warrant a charity hospital when local'health facilities 

were available. Nevertheless the Ismailisi did turn their"'

■ attention to'building health facilities as early as 1929 , 

when the first dispensary proViding- free medical services 

was built at Dar es Salaam, •Built in-Kitchwele Street, it 

was officially opened in January 1930.^ The opehing ceremony/' 

of the H.H. the Aga Khan'Charitable Dispensary was conducted, 

b^ the Acting-Provincial Commissioner, E. C. Richards. During 

the opening speech, Mr. Richards said that, "the provision of 

the institution was a striking illustration of the progressive ' 

spirit of the Shia Imami Ismailia Community in Dar es Saraam,"

. :

I

He.,added:;

The' Dispeiisary itself is a model of neatness. Over .
£500 has been spent in'equipping it with modern surgical 
instruments'and drugs. An amazing array is''maintained 
on the well arranged shelves and in compact glass cases. 
Nothing has been overlooked, even to the basket scale 
for weighing the' babies', and'.-the Ismaili comm'uhity is ' 
fortunate in possessing this up-to-date dispensary.
There are four :rooms and the waiting room is furnished 
with'.comfort and taste. There is §lso an operating room 
with a convertible leather .d’eftee. . is ■

The total expense was paid by the Aga Khan in the aniount of 
ft 7

- -S6 0-per month. J^ee;-medical care, .part of the. .whole welfare 

program directfed ‘toward the poor,, also benefited the rest of 

the community.

•j '

Si
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was organized on a largpr_^ scale in response' to the._ world-de- 

■ • pression and ensuing dislocation. The membership was raised.

V ; to forty^Ud. Has made permanent. new members were'to be - '

brqught into: the committee until a ■posi'tion was vacated either 

by ,'a; regular, member's, le.aving town,, by his illness,'or by-his 
death. 89

haijd■Various subcommittees were termed to die the in-’

creasing, duties. General help, for the poor was to be the 

■« ■_province, o-f'the Garib. (poor) Fund. . Health.facilities were .'

■ charged to the Sarwar (sick) Committee. Aid/tO widows became 

the specific function of, the Withwa (widow). Committee. The

• 8

Educational Committee was given charge o:^uying'boO'ks and

stationery for needy students and of.seeing to the payjnent of 

• boarding fees. To those reluctant to seek help, the Private

Help Committee offered-clothes, provisions, and cash.

. 'Employment Committee sought tp find' employment,for those un-

And the Mayat

The

-.'■able,'to 'find work.

■ - . 'see^'^td the funeral

Shangar Committee was to
arrafi-gement^of the. poor-^*^.

J
For twenty years the Panjebhai Committee and its

various sub.con^ittees not only successfully responded to .the 
■ ■ '• ■ .

immediate .needs .of the , poor but also, improved their overa*ll 

lot.. Any f^ily in need had only to make a written appli

cation to the Pann ebhai Committee, where the application was 

processes and either discussed in a general meeting or re

ferred to the relevant committee. By the mid-1940s, however, 

the committee structure, as set up in the Constitution of
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'■ 1925i proved to be too cumbersome. Several subcommittees had '

■engaged in working'with similar problems, thus causing un

necessary jiuplica-tion. The'previous limitations of member
ship' haS^lso proved ineffective. And it was thought that 

the name of the organization should b#>changed to reflect the- 

nature of the work.

. And so the Eanjebhai Committee was dissolved under 

the Constitution of. 1946, and the Welfare Society formed in 

Following procedures similar'to those of. the. '- 

earlier committee,, the society was. charged to perform similar 

works: "The Society shall carry out," read the constitution,

"all the .work of the -Paniebhai. Economic and Progressive and 

such other committees." .In addition, the constitution speci

fied that the Welfare Society was '!to do charitable work . 

amongst our community, to secure work for the unemployed, to 

appoint a parents' association,, generally to protect and en- 

.courage -ecdnQmical, social, and educational upliftment of the 

community." The society was also, however, to work out more 

successful committee structures to prevent duplication:

"Various committees having similar objects," it was stated in 

the constitution, "should be combined and■duplication of com

mittees should not be encouraged." And membership-in the 

-■, society was opened j with permanent membership reduced to a 

. term of two years ' , ' ' ' -

To see wljat-.kinds of'Families were helped by the 

• Pan j eljhai Committee and later by. the Wel'f are Society, it is 
best to look at actual examples.®^

’1

its place.
t,-,
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Abdulla Ismail and'his family profited by the aid ex-

Mr. Ismail w.ent blindtended- through the Welfare Society, 

and was unable to be usefully employed. The Welfare Society
7stepped in and took care of his rent, offered provisions, and 

furnished, clothing. This particular family was also helped ■ 

by relatives. Mrs. Ismail herse’lf was able to provide some 

relief through her job as seamstress. After the Welfare 

• Society had helped her to set up a small retail shop, it 

needed only to pay rent for thh shop and the house in order . 

that the family be adequately provided for.

Lessening the burden of poverty, programs like those 

set up through the Welfare-Society increase the possibility 

of improving one's material life, and consequently provides 

yet another opportunity for social mobility'. By helping the 

idss' fortunate, welfare programs.are instrumental in pro- . 

ducing social change. For example, Mrs. Ismail would not 

have been, able to afford the expense of setting up her 

business had it not been for the aid. of such we^lfare programs. 

With this kind of help, the poor can be integrated into the 

process of social change, which is the right of the whole 

community. • , ■ ,

..J

The poor,- aided because the more fortunate-Ismailis

have contributed to the less fortunate.,, can share in the feel-

Beg'inning .in
%

■ing of.oneness which strengthens-the community.

,.the IsaOs, the Ismaili population of’East Africa experienced

sopious ecofiomic-dislocation, in part because of a world
■;

iC- I:
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depression, in part Pecause'they no longer controlled the ' 

trade which they had-been so instrumental in opening up.

Rather than be defeated by this dislocation,''the people worked
■' ■■■ ~ .to restructure their community, under the guidance of the Aga

Khan, so that it'might better serve.their needs and interests.

move toward greater centralization,'.serving 

the need for coordination in a larger and more complex 

society, while reaffirming- the absolute power of their leader. 

Although.this move toward centralization no doubt further in-r 

creased the power and control o.t .those working in the com-

In this we note a

munity's administration, this greater power did not, to any

Programs in education.significant degree, excite dissent.
P'

health, and welfare prospered in spite of—and perhaps%

partially because of—economic 'hardships brought about by the 

Thus, although the Ismaili community found■ decline of trade.

. itself in a situation of disadvantage, it continued' to show

that spirit which, had been present in its,first migrants as 

they adapted to new situations under difficult conditions.

^ .
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^^"Report by Sir Benjamin Robertson, 4th August 1920,"

18

p. 7.

^°Ibid.,

21Letter from the Government of India, p. 6.

. ^^Ibid., p. 5.

90 ,
"Trade Crisis in Tanganyika," speech delivered by

S. . H. Sayer, Chairman of Dar es Salaam Chamber of Commerce, 
Tanganyika Standard, October 4, 1930; Manyoni District Annual 
Report, 1930, T.N.A., 967:823, p. 1; Bukoba District Annual 
Report, -193 0', TtN.A. , 215/77/D, p.. 20 j-'Kigoma. District Annual

'Report, 1930, T.N.A., 180/7/3/11, p. 12; Maswa District Anhual 
Report, 1930 ,. T.N.A. , 246/P.C/r/67, p; 5.:' . ' ''

.^^^Shinyanga Dis-trict A'nhual Report, .1932 , T.N/A-., •
' 2'i5./'686 , p.'..86,.p. lDd;Tanga District Annual Report,- 1932 , ■ '
T. N.A. , 967 : 822 , p.. .32. ;

3 .P-

•'1

^^Ma-ngal Das-.to-the editor, Tanganyika Standard, 
>yD'ar es^Sala^f July 19,-1931., p-. 25-; Whitaker; p. 456.

. -7*" .

' ~^^Ibid.- According to-Irhe, information obtained', through
. •- . interviews, it seems that on; the whole the traders'survived 

the cri$is, and-very few Ismailis went out of business; Some 
of'the -Ismailis which were affected by the depression were ' 
Ala'rkahia.kheraj , Dhalla, Bhiraji, Remtulla__Jessa-Ladha 
•Ebrahim, Merali Rawji and S. R.'Hooda.

I-

■ .27
Iliffe., j). 6.

. 1
A
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'28|iLife History of 'the late Bandali Merali," p. 4.

An extr*act from the Report of the Conference of 
Advisers on Native Affairs‘held at Mwanza on August 22, 1933 ,' 
T.N.A.', l"Q,l:38yG;i, p.. 318; E. Harrison (Dir. of Agriculture, 
MorogorqX to Chief Sec,, Dar es Salaam, Dec.. 8 , 1933 , T .N; A. ,

■ -10138/11, pp;- 3.32-333 .

* ^ ^ o n ■ •

,. extract from the Report of the Conference of
. 'Advisers, pp. -317-319; an extract fr.pm: an enclosure- to the 
, Governor's despatch to the Secretary of .State, November 17, 

1932, T.N.A.. , 10138/11, pp. 224-225

^^E.' W. Richards (Ppovincial Commissioner, Lake 
Province) to Chief Sec., Dar es Salaam, April 20 , 1933-,
T.N.A. ; 20776/1., p. 25; Chief Sec. to General Manager Rail
ways; Dar es Salaam, Feb. 18, 19 32V T.N.A., 10138/11,- pp. 
134-135. • .

29

.^^Director of Agriculture to Chief Sec.,' Dec. 8 , 1933 j 
T.N.A.. 10138/11, p, 337; P.E.M. to Chief Sec., Secretariat 
.Minute Papers, January 15 , 1932, T.N.A. (S.M.-P.), 10138/11, 
p. -250. ' ...

- ■

/ ^^Dharsea and McRoberts.to Sir William Bettefshill
' (Governor, Dar es Salaam), September 27, 1947, T.N.A.,
" 31546/1, p. 19 6; Information obtained from both retailers-- 
and wholesalers in Dar es. Salaam and upcountfy centers'.

^^Information on different Ismaili co-rporatipns was 
.obtained from Abdlilla Tejpar, Dar es.Salaam, Jan. 24, 1973 ;^ 
■■Saburali Mawji, Mwanza, Oct. 2, 1971, and Abdul,N. M. Daya','' 
Morogoro', February 11, 19 71. ‘ '

^^Hon. Secretary, Indian Merchants Chamber, Dar es 
'Salaam', to Chairman, Economic Control Board, Dar es Salaam, 

■' March 17, 1947, T.N.A.. 36127, pp. 4-5; J. Riley (Dir. of 
Economic Control Board, Dar es Salaam) to Chief, Dar es 
Salaam, Nov. 21, 1947 , T.N.'A.', 3316371, pp. 213-256.

\ ^^-This was confirmed by two major wholesalers and few
retailers about the various abuses that en-tered the new syster 
which was set up to control -the distribution of go'dds during 
wartime and after. Also see, S. R. Hoods, to Chief Secretary.

3154.6/1, p. 73;‘Dar es Salaam, Jan. 16, 1945, T.N.A
Kassamali R. Bata-to Chief .See., Dar es Salaam, Mar. 8, 1948, 
T.N.A. , 3316i/I,'-p. 256. '

• 9

• 37Chaifmah, Morogoro Traders'AsSoc., to Chief Sec., 
Feb.-'20,. 1947 , TVltl,A. . -3166 5/1, pp. 163-i7^1';-Indian Chamber o; 
Commerce j Lindi, to'T/l^ief Sec i, April 4, ,,1947«, T.N .A., 31665/. 
Pi)'.. 17 5-178 . .- *

*-♦
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■■,^®T];ie ina3or oi.l'.,and'flQlir the 19’30s/in'.

' Dar'es Salaam were’Hah'ih Puna a'6 Sons i-A. G.. Abdul-Hussein, 
Hassam-Karim and Jaff er. Ha.31 ■ 6 Co;. .Successfur industrial
ists in the manufadture, of soap, includd, Habib Punja and. .

. ■. Ajiv'G,. ■, andv-M-^' *. AbdJulhhss^n‘ ' Oral ;.inf'&rmation.. collected 
■from different .Jsmail’i. industrialists in D.ar 'e£ Salaam; also 
.see Mike and- Cathy'Bdctht'-’"The Directory 6f. .Business. Names fo: 
■Dar es. Salaam-Township’iWOTlBSO*''; (unpublished’.paper, Dar es

^
';’i'^®in 19 37, 'Ismailis'-'ceiebrated the Golden- Jubilee to . 

mark fifty..years .of 'imamat of His Highness Sir Svi-itan 'Mahomed 
Shah Ag^ Khan 'ill' (1885-1-93:7) . . _ Ip, was ..decided to set up. an-• 
ihsurange CQm.pany in-, commemoration, of the Jiubilee; -in 1946 , 
Diampnd-.. JobileO.'marked- the' sixty years- of imamat—the'.-’out- 
come wts the. Diamohd .Jubilee Investment Trust'Comp.ahy. :

■ In 1961,. the assets of the-Jubilee.Insurance-Company - 
were £2,50GjOOD',. and assets.'of the .Diamond.’Jubi-iee-Investment 
Trust. amounted,:t6:-.£3,500,000 . -B. G. Vaghela and J.."-'M. Pa-te-1, 
eds., East Africa Today (Bombay19,60') , pp. 79-85; -also see. 
The Aga Khan' hegion '(Africa), Address' ■ Presehted • to His- High- . 
ness Sir Sultan'-Mahomed''Shah AgarKhah,, a'nd- Reply given by

• His Highness Sir-Sultan Mahomed Shah, Aga Khan (Mombasa,.1955)
pp. 10-19. It 'provides'.in detail the ’Sfctivities and invest- _ 
ment of the Jubilee insurance; and Diamond 'Jubilee' Investment 

. Trust Company. . '

r A

‘^°Ibid., p;. '10
' 41Information-..obtained from the’late Shamshudin . 

Tejpar, Dar es Salaam, July '7 , 19 68 ; 'Vaghe,la, and . Patel, '
' East Africa Today, p. 83.' ,'

‘^^This 'information-was firstyproVide'd b'y the . late 
SHamshudin Tejpar ani later confirmed by;D.r,; G. M. -Daya, 
one of the recipients of' the Gold Grant bursaries , Dar ’es ■ 

^.jSalaam, August 23 , 1968.

^^This point was emphasized by the late Shamshu'din 
Tejpar. According to H, S.. Morris, "Indians in East Africa'.: 
A Study in a Plural Society'," • British Journal of Sopidldgy, 
VII, 3 (September, 1956),-pp. 194-211, the funds collected.- 
from tha Golden .Jubilee were, used to set up the Insurance- ' 

■ Company.’'i.-

*^^,The. conclusion was reached aftei;' discussing the 
problem with' variou?. middle- arid lower-middle class Ismailis 
-and a few well-to.-dd-Ismailis, who agreedV.with some of the 
criticisms leveled - against the companies in generaly
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. ■. ■ . - ^
This was true (?f'Laiji Pazal's family. They had a 

•; •..Sijiail retail shop in.Kariako. it Was not until 19 37-38 that
• they were able .'to expand their business with, a loan from the

• Tanganyika Cooperative Society. Information provided by his • 
son j.'Rahim Lalj,i Fazal ,.. Car es Salaam,. August'23,, 1971.

, C' ^The Aga Khan Legion (Africa), Address, pp. 12.-15; 
;Va^hela, and Patel, pp. 83-8&. .

...
45,

■■ ■'^^Repprt-.by. the'President, D. K. Patel,. Tanganyika
Indian .Chamber.'of .Commerce, June 13 , 1948, T.N.A., .36098, 
p.. 16; Presidential Address by Hon. ShamSud.rDeen,' M.L.C.. ' 
(Kenya) af 2nd Inter-Territorial Conference held on April-8, ■ 
and- 9, 1944-at Nairobi;-Kenya (Nairobi, 1944), .p. 4.

, ^.Count Abdulla Shariff Kanji,' President, of H.H. The 
AgaKhan's ■ Ismailia. Supreme ;Council for Africa, and (Oouii-t 
Gulamhussein Mahomed; Nasser Jindahi, Chai-rman,.Qf H.H. the 
Agakhan's Executive Council for Africa, Rules of H.H. the ■

• AgaKhan's Ismailia Councils of the Continent of. Africa
... '(Mombasa,' 1937), chapter r, rules 6 to 14, pp. 1-3.

^^I-bid*. , chapter II, rule 1, p. -4.

:^‘^The'Constitution, 1946 , chapter II, rulfe 11, p.- 4.
o

51Ibid.', Ichapter II, rules 11-21, pp. 4-5. 

Rules'(1937), chapter II, rule 4, p. 4.

,T

■ 52
£>■

^^■The Constitution, 1946 , chapter II, rule 2, p. 3.

■ 54 chapter III, rule. 10, -p. 11.

^^Ibid. , chapter III, rules 10 to 14., p. 11. 

^^Ibid., chapter III,- rule 10(b), p. 11.

Ibid 5

' 57
rnile 8.;, .p. 10'. ' . ■

:^®S. -N. Eisenstadt, Modernization: 
(New Uersey, 1966), p. 135.

■ 59

Ibid., chapter III, rule 9, p. 4; chapter III,

Protest and Change

The Constitution, 1946, chapter ,11,■rule 8, p. 4; 
Chapter III-,., rule, 7 , p. 10 .,

^*^Briggs, Ag. Vice-President ift ’'Sadruddin-Saleh 
Mohamed V. Firozabariu GulamhUssein Bhim’ji,-" ,-23. E.A.C.A,
369 , . p. 371,. quoted in a. Repor.t Submitted by-the Consti- 

■ tutional Committee on IJov. 3, 1961,. p, .2, in -Pile lS4c, 
"Report Pocket-Ismaili Law" in-the collection of A.'.M.

; Sadruddin, Nairobi, Kenya. .

■v
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®^The list of the councillors for 'Dar es. Salaam from 
1914 to 1954. was compiled by interviewing, ex-councillors. 
This is by no means an accurate list, but it gives a general

' From 1954 to 1962 , the I'islpicture'of leadership patterns. 
was obtain,ed.:from the office of the Territorial Council in 
Dar es ^laam..

do not know of any case where a councillor was
asked to resign.

®^The complete file, "Khoja Affairs," is very 
interesting. See- especially the interview of members of 
the Ismailia Council with Chief Sec. on Feb. 3, 194Q, and 
minute paper by D. W. Malcolm, Jan. 18, 1940, T.N.A., 27863, 
p.' 4. Also see "Allegations against the 'Ismaili Councils"
'by S.'.R. Hooda, July 31, .1942, T.N.A. , 12.302/11, pp. 10-13..

. This- deals with the conflict of 19,39-40 ; The "Ismaili ..Bulle-. 
tin" File has comple-te sets of "Ismaili Bulletins" and oTher 
related papers and pamphle-ts dealing with the cpnflict. _ - 
Oral information obtained .from few members of the community 
provided better insight into the whole conflict,, most of. 
which did not appear in the archival documents.- .

Judgment of High, Court-of Tanganyika in-"Nurbanu 
Karim Rattartsi -V►,Husseihbhai Karim Mohained," civil case no.
94 of 1953 (1955), -Z.T.L.R.-Tr) 212, pp. 1-12, quoted ina- 
Report Submitted by Constitu-tional Committee, Nov. 3, 1961, 
in archives of A. M. Sadruddin, Nairobi,-..Kenya.

^^Ibid. , p. 8., '

^^Ibid., p. 11. ■ ■ . • .

^'^Badroodin Peermohamed, A Study of Some Aspects of 
English .'Education, pp. 10-15.

.68Information provided by S. Peerwani, Education 
Secffetary of H.H. the Aga Khan Department of Education, 
Nairobi, Kenya, Jan. 29, 1973.

c q
Peermohamed, p.- 18.

^Department of Education Annual Report, T9 3 2, p. 5.-

- ^^Director of Education to Chief Sec., Dar es Salaam, 
Mar. 24, .1936, T.N.A

72

23761, p: 1-5.. ^

Ibid., p. .17.
•---il i

tk
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^Membrahdxim commenting on His Highness's letter of » 
June 22, 1934, Chief Sec. to Dir.' of Education,' T.N.A. ,
23761,; p. 7,. • • ■

-■ '7^4IGhief Sec. to the Secretary, Governor's Conference 
6^'^'1936, T.N.A. , 23761j p. 13. .of June

■^^Oral' information collected from one Ismaili who was ' 
closely associated with'enrollment of students in the Aga 
Khan'schools. ' .

^^Director of Education to Chief~See.'7“"Juh"e“19'?5"',
■ T.N.A. , 237’61, p. 11. Although the community as a whole did 
not attend public school.s, individual Ismailis who wanted to 
attend could do so.

* . • 77This is evident from the .help provided by the ..Wei- . 
fare Society for education, see "Report: H'.H. the Aga Khan . 
Welfare■Society," .Salegra Mubarak (Sar es Salaam, 1950 and 
1951). ■■ ■ •

7 p
we do not .have .ahy statistical evidence to demon- 

.strate this point, but the change in the attitude of the people - 
toward educ,ation is obvious. The pressure'on the Tsmailis-, 
between the ages of 16. to 20 is so great that even the parents 
who never completed high scho'ol" education would "push" theii^
children to get a college degree. .
, ’ . . 1

'^^Refiort by'the headmaster of the Aga Khan'Boys 
School, par, es Salaam, Mr. P. G. Padhye,. June 13 , 1934,

. T.N.A. , .22310', pp. 16-18.-
. 80

I

.E-. Nathoo, "Education," Platinum (December, 1960),
p. 2.1

®^This was noted by Jamal Walji Fazal, July 3, 1968, 
March 1'5, 1970 , Dar es Salaam. .

Report by the headmaster, pp. 16-18. ■

Information obtained from S. Peerwani, January 29, 
1973, Nairobi, Kenya, , :

^^Information provided by Dr. G. M. Daya, one.; of the 
■ recipients of the Gold Grant Scholarships, May 9', 1970 ,
^Dar es Salaam.'

.85'

82

83

• v
Editorial, ."S'pecial;Editiqn': 'Di^ond'Jubilee 

Celebration," Tanganyika-Standard, August lO, 1946..

•
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. CHAPTER VII

■ CHANGE AND CONTINUITY IN ‘ISMAILI SOCIETY UP TO 1960 '

The period after World War.II was a continuing time of 

consolidation for the Ismailis. It was not an easy period.
.1. • • U. ^ '

■ The hopes and energies of the- earlier migrations had been 

dissipated. .The trade situation had declined;, and, with the
. ■ ■■■ ■ _r . ■ • ■ ^ ■■ ■ - ■ ii, '■

local government regaining control of the markets, opportuni-
--

tie's'' wefe'"few. “Social cWfoms "and^aws were changing so • --

rapidly that the-'constitution was revised twice' in a brief .

period—in 19 37, and 1946. Thelpe^eemed to be nothing else 

to do except regroup, gather forces, and attack what had 

once again become an unfamiliar, unaccommodating environment. ,

As early as 194S-, during the Aga Khan's visit to cfele- 

bfate the.Diamond .Jubilee,^ Ismailis had been aware of the 

need to take steps to deal with the economic dislocation re

sulting from -the territorial government's intrusion into 

marketing. In conjunction with the Aga Khan, Ismaili leaders 

had decided to advise their people to go into farming. An
. ' , t

• agricultural* committee was formed, made up of two menhers
' • ' ■ '-.-r , ’ . .' ,

. from Dar es Salaam, and one each from Moshi, Morogoro, and 

. Kilosa. The aim of the committee was to encourage Ismailis . ’ .

to move away from their■duka-based ecdnomy and invest..in. :

farming. Indians other -than those from the Ismaili

» ■■

V, '
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community added.tlieir support. In 1947, D. K.. Pateli, presi

dent of the Sanganyika Indian Chamber of Commerce and Agri

culture , .noted the lack- of future in trade. Africans, he 

said, wcfe being encouraged to go into.this area of business . 

and would eventually replace Indians. The import-expor^ 

business was contrc^ted by foreign commercial house's., patron-.. . 

, ized in their turn by the Tanganyikan government, which granted 

them monopolies and agencies. The solution to--the problem, 

Patel felt, .lay in- agriculture and in the building up of “ : 
secondary industries.^ .

The Ismaill population f elir-that , by and large ,"—.- 

secondary industries were not the answer. Profits, were not

■S'

sufficient for expansion unless one had a.great deal of

Few Ismaiiis had even' thecapital and could diversify, 

capital- necessary to buy machinery for such industry.' Many

were also discouraged by the long-term investments which would 

delay a realization of profits. Agriculture s^med better. .

. In 1945 there were very few Ismaili families who 

.worked on the'land. In the Kilosa and Ulanga districts,

■ fof'example, only" about 20.Ismaili families owned land;

another 28 farmed on rented land. In 1948 the High Commis- 

- sioner for India in East Africa, A. B. Pant, approached the 

■ Tanganyikan government with .the idea of encouraging Indian 

settlement in the Wami Magole .area, about 32 miles from 

Mpcogoro, where indians might-grow cotton fdf the Indian 

■market. In 1950,, in .'response fo- PAht's request, the govern- ■ 

ment invited applications for alienation-of 32 farms of .

' ?■
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approximately .500.’ acres' ea^h in the Hagole area. There wd’re
*7 • ‘ . 4 . " ■

100 ^applicants., of whom 57 Were Ismailis. ' ' •

Since one of the conditions attached to alienation of 

land was thdt farming would be mechanized,- and since the ma- • 

'jority'of the Ismaili applicants did not have enough capital 

to' buy heavy farm machinery, they-requesl^d a letter'from the 

managing director of the Diamond Jubilee Investment Trust 

Company. .Mr. K. R. Paroo gave his‘assurance'that the Ismaili 

applicants would be given financial-assistance .on a coopera-, 

tive basis to buy heavy machinery. No doubt’as a result of. 

. . this- letter,. nineteen Ismailis received plots of- 500 -acres. . .

eachj. seven Hindus, two Arabs and one Goan also received. '

Because of the Hindu-Muslim conflict at that time.parcels.

the government purposely allocated the farms in such a way

that the Hindu farmers were given land on the east sideband- 

the Isiriaili on the west side, with farms of two Arabs and 
one Goan forming a corridor.^

The successful Ismaili plot-holders, formed a limited _ 

liability-company under the name of Magole Ismailis Farmers' 

Corporation Ltd., with an authorized capital of 200,000/-shs 

($44,860.00) divided into 200 shares of l,000/-shs ($225.00) ‘

li

each, thus totaling 95 shares. The rest of the shares were 

allotted to Y. H. Allidina, who had been a well-established 

farmer in the Wumi area since 1943. The Diamond Jubilee In

vestment Trust granted, a loan of 400,000/-shs, ($89,720 .'00) 

at■3 per cent interest per annum for machinery and agreed to

.;k

■*'v‘
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■ r
grant loans to ijidividual plot-holders at a maximum of 

15,000/-shs ($3,375.00) at 6 per cent interest per annum.

. Since most of the plot-holders had. no previous experience in

•farming, the corporation also decided to employ a retired
— • -.j.v

agrioiiltural officer to act as a secretary to the corporation

and to give advice on farming techniques to the Ismaili far-
• -K, ■

Furthermore, as the whole object of the corporation 

to -pool- the machinery amongst 19 farmers., such qn inde-

mers.

was-

penderit person, was necessary to deal with quarrels which 

would naturally occur.^

Unfortunately the scheme failed, no doubt because a

majority of the men who got land had no' previous experience 

Nor did the idea.of a "joint'effort" appeal to
■■•■if'

in -farming.

Ismailis who, though they had a sense of community solidarity.

At any rate. 

Many sold their;

had never extended it into the business sector, 

the farmers lost heavily and went into debt.

T.he Diamond Jubilee Investment Trust got its .ijioney 

back, but the shareholders lost all their-money—95,000/-shs

- farms.

($13,310.00). (Since this information was provided by Mr. .

Allidina, he told me wha.t happened to everyone -else's shares 

but' his.) ^ Thus,/’in spite of efforts by-this communal insti

tution, the individualistic nature of the Ismaili .-businessman

, and-his -inability: -to ;Work with others .in a profit-making ■ '

• situa-tion made -it impossible for, the scheme to succeed.

The Morogbro-Kilosa Farmers-' Association did little 

Formed in 1956 , the .association was to enforce amongbetter.
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■y
its members joint compulsory marketing. Those who failed to .

comply with the regulations were to be. expelled. The United

Africa Company was to act as the association's agent and to- 

handle birl-ji storage by.making initial advances against de- 

Idyeries, in,return for which the company would receive a 

fixed handling commission plus storage at actual cost,. The 

farmers were not interested. •-Of ,80 _residents in .the area,. - 

only 55 became members; and of these only-19 were Ismaili, , ‘ 

the rest Hindus. The plan was not highly regarded because 

farmers, hoping for an inSividual success, feared that'the 

joint enterprise of this plan might prohibit them-from selling 

their merchandise at a good profit to merchants in Morogoro 

and Dar es Salaam. By 1959 membership had fallen to 37. In 

1960 the associati^on stopped functioning, indicating once 

again the difficulty of Ismailis working together in farming.

. For the most part, Ismaili society in Tanzania con

tinued to..engage in trade, with men oriented to the old. duka 

economy as middlemen. It was proving-difficult, now that the 

old migrant spirit had found itself settled in, to move away, 

from what had once been so profitable.

A plan for housing was more successful. In the early

■ V'

8

1950s the late Aga Khan suggested a'scheme whereby "every 

Ismaili-family in Africa should own a home—if poor a small 
, an apartment, a room'but absolutely his own."^ In order

for the project to materialize.-, building societies were formed

one

to help those Ismailis who could not afford to,build their own

A .

lO
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Different types of houses and apartments were to be

constructed. In the beginning, individual houses were built,
■' ■ • ■- ■ . ■■■ , - . "S' ■

but later apartments .were preferred because they were more

>•
house.

- -  . ]_Q
economical.^The aim' was to complete the plan' by 1960.

The first■society, The Chagombe Construction,Company,

■ was formed in 1953 , and- the first' set of bungalows was-'con- 

structed af Chagombe, a suburb about eight miles from the 

main city. The initial payment for each bungalow, was about’

9,000/-shs ($1,259,00) ,. and monthly rent was 0-j-,~

which covered interest arid instalment. After'donstruction

costs had been met- in 1969 , the housing became free'.
• ‘ 1 ^

second deve'lopment was started in the Upanga area, two miles

Here the initial payment was

The

from the. main city cereter.

7,p00/-shs ($979,. 00) for two-bedroom apartments and 9,000/-shs 

($1,261.0,0) for three-bedroom, with a monthly payment of 

^240/-shs ($33.60), and 260/-shs ($36.40), respectively. The

society was started in 1955, and the apartments became free 

in 1970. As the demand for houses increased, more societies- 

were created. Today-there are about 42 building 'societies 

■ in Dar es Salaam with a total investment of about 21,000,000/
-v, . ' ... ,

-shs ($55860,000.00), and with an average' investment of about 

300,0p0/-shs ($35,8PP.OO) to 350,000/-shs ($41,700.00) for 

each.society.

. va-

■ This•building scheme was also started in upcountry 

centers, where there were enough,Ismailis to warrant.a build

ing project. The .major centers where the buildirig societies

V.,•> .

r . .'i -i
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included Dodom^,. Tabora, Mwanza, Iringa, Mbeya^ 

Moshi, Arusha, and Tanga. In the upcountry the total number

were formed

of flats built was about 800 to-900 with a total cost of

ahoiit 22 t^5 million shillings ($2,620,200.00 to

$2,980,000.00). ’ - _ . ' "
- ■ ... - 

■'The in^^al payment in each building society depended

on. the cost of the, construction and the price of the plot..

' <■ The most expensive flats were, "Crescent Flats" constructed

- - on- UpangaKoad-near the Diamond Jubilee Investment Trust

building, where the. ..plots were expensd,ye-and "the flats had

the most up-to-date facilities. There were 48 flats arid ten

shops. Each flat cost about 66,000/-shs ($7,860.00) for first

k

- - -

■ floor tenants; 64-,000/-shs ($7,630.00) for .second floor; and

The initial payment'62,000/-shs' ($7,4p0.4W) for third floor, 

for each apartment was 2S,000/-shs ($2,980.00) and the rest

of the amount had to be paid within the next five years.• The

total cost of the apartment was 3 ,500,000/-shs ($417,000.00).

The .cheapest flats (with two bedrooms) were constructed at

22,000/-shs ($1,431.00). The initial payment for them was

4,000/-shs ($477.00) with 100/-shs ($11.98) rent per month,

.. which covered interest and instalment.

. . .. Ali the building societies borrowed money from the 
* *

Diamond Jub'ilee Investment Trust and the Jubilee Insurance 

Company at the rate of 3 per cent interest .per annum. By 

.19 55, about £2,100,00.0 .had alrea,dy been given by the two 

institutions as .loans to individual Ismailis on mortgages on 

buildings'. .

^ ‘

,•*. •
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housingThe .aim of the scheme was' not to create, a new 

land-owning class in Tanzania but to help the lowep- and
/

middle-income .groups'to have apartments of their own.. Un-

fortunately, many in.the upper-income group misunderstood the 

purpose Q.f^the program,-began to invest heavily, in apartment . ■ 

buildings, and-became landlords^• Once-again the scheme 

widened the gap between rich and'poor. ' No doubt the interest 

in owning apartments rather .than in giving each community

- - m^ber-a--home>slo,wed .down_the impetus-for building too. The

last apartment was completed in 1970..rather than.in 1960.

Other facets of Ismaili society were changing. We

• H

have already discussed the adaministrative and institutional

To, a-’'significant • •changes brought ab”oUt during World War II'.

'degree these, ins.titvtional changes, aided by the leadership ,

both spiritual and practical of- His Highness the’ lai&e Aga

... Khan III, were making themselves known in the community at
■ ■

large.- •. ' '

Of particular importance, during this period were the 

. Aga Khan's firmans directed toward modifying Ismaili "Asi

atic habits," such as dress and language, so that his people 

might become more Westernized-. For the Aga Khan believed 

that changes in social and economic life were imperative if 

.. ■ Ismailis, were to become permanent and successful .settlers 

in East Africa. To.this end,, he worked to redirect Ismaili 

■ social customs in light- of their new. homeland.. - In the 

process he provided for material prosperity in the community.
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As we have noted, ^e
Aga Khari derives-his authority

and prestige as an Imam who has full power for any innovation. 

Thus in the postwar period-the'great number of firmans con-

earning secular change continued to have religious sanction

Although the community would not always put,thebehind them.

firmans into effect, it'—as well as indivi'duals--were "under

To fail tomore or less divine direction if they did so. 

actively support the-Aga Khan' s directives was to■deprive •. 

oneself- of- such benefiGial-direction. Nor, given the

structure of Isrjaili society was there any compelling- reason
t

to reject/a directive,.since the authority and prestige of. 

the Aga Khan was and is sucli that each man believes the Imam 

does only what is to their material and spiritual benefit.

Moreover, the Aga.Khan's approach to change and the 

validity of what he proposed made it possible for the people 

to_aceept his ideas on pragiiiatic, as well as reli'gio^,

Always careful to take a long-range view in his 

innovations, the Aga Khen minimized the shock of sudden and 

sweeping change by gradually leading his people to new ways. 

Had he overlooked long-range planning, he might have found 

Ismailis somewhat less receptive to innovation, especially ■ 

in the earlier periods when people had enough to do in

.1-

grounds.
■f

'settling a hew land.

The Aga Khan's'^successful approach,to. innovation also 

owed a good deal to his -ability ,-.to involve the people th^-

As noted in the previous chapter, theseiyeg, in planning.
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hierarchical administrative Structure, in addition to coordi- - 

nating and directing, provided a communications network be- 

tv^eri the Aga Khan and. his people. The primary link was in 
Provinci^ Xodncils in major, population areas, from which 

, -.trie'Aga Khan received regular reports on religious,-economic, 

and .social conditions. He also made it a practice tb■consult 

representatives' of thes.e councils before making any crucial .

decisions.,The Jubilee Insurance Program, for example,. came
. . .  -  —- - - .
—out-of-a_,eonfer,enG.e of councillors and other community lead

ers which the-Aga Khan called in 1937, and. the' program was 

established with the advice and confirmation of these leaders. 

The advantage of such consultation was" that those who were 

involved then took an active role in supporting and imple- 

mehting the plans.-

In addition to using the council as a communication - 

link, hhe Aga Khan kept in contact with his people by prompt . 

response to individual correspondence and by frequen^visi-ts

r

the

to major population centers, and sometimes even to the mos.^t 

remote villages. One of the most mobile religious leaders 

in the world, the Aga Khan, if called upon, would reach his

The fact that the Ismailis werefollowers almost overnight.

able to 'expect such direct arid'often personal attention from
S'"

. their'leader strengthened their identification wi-th him and.

'in turn, strengthened the influence and position of the Aga 
Khan..^^

: .

4;- -
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^ ^ good example pf "tl^-nature of the Aga Khan's direc

tives came in 19 5 2-when he called a,conference at Evian, in

. Switzerland', to discuss various economic and social problems 

confronting ^-the Ismailis. It was attended by 40 members in

cluding the president and the secretary of the Supreme 

Council, the presidents of the Provdncial Council^ an.d’of 

the Ismailia Association, educational administrators, the

managing director of the Jubilee Insurance Company, and’ ■

14
— three-members-of the East-Afrdcan Legislative, Council.

One of the major decisions' reached at .the conference urged
, ,

all Ismaili women of East 'Africa to adopt western dress for
,,15'political and economic reasons. 

few women, mostly the wives.'of the leaders, responded,, there

in the beginning only a

by setting an example for the rest of the community. They 

were, to be sure, ridiculed for their compliance. .But the 

Ismailia Association had also arranged, lectures by mission

aries in'the Jamatkhana to encourage women to adopt western

dress. And so as the original few women continued wearing 

colonial dress, others gradually followed, and the change in 

custom wds established. Nor was the acceptance of the firman 

confined to the younger generation for whom the break with 

tradition would come easily; women'iji their sixties and 

seventies also, changed their habits of years' standing.

This particular.firman is also a gocd illustration of 

the Aga Khan's reasoning -in urging change on his people. Often 

these changes emerged from his wide .experience.with western
•- V

M-
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culture and .western ways^. In tKis particular case, his. judg-. 

ment came from his observations of other communities. He saw 

that adopting western'dress would make it easier-for Ismailis .7- ..,

to be iden^fied with and assimilated into: the indigenous 

population. Also

well-to.-do, the■ wearing of a simple western dre'ss ,wciuld not

■since the majority of Africans were,notj

reinforce the image of an economic gap between richer Indian

Moreover, ‘-the way. one dresses 'is anand poorer African.

■ essentiarl—Unk-with-onels—culture.;. here .was .an important ,

change Which-would pave-the-way-for others but which people 

could adopt fairly easily without being conscious, of changing 

. anything but their dress. ' That the firman Was .accepted is 

both a commentary on the Aga Khan's.aJ¥uteness and on the ^

willingness of the women to participate in the process of 

change.

While there is no evidence that any of the Aga Khan's 

innovations were a complete failure, it is true that not'all 

' of his firmans were immediately followed by all members of- 

: the community. Failure'-to'comply usually came not from

active rejection, but from an inability to meet the terms of

■ f

the directive. Firmans were issued urging higher education

Some- familiesfor young Ismailis during the IffHOs and 50s. 

co.uld not afford it, -and bursaries were limited.

■. . families, even if they had access .to: bursary, funds, could 

not afford to Jose- income by it&ing their spns from -the ■

Other

labor market aii^ enrolling them in school

' ■/
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Gradually this attitude towards education began to 

change, largely because of the changing economic system. 

1944, the Asian population in the territory numbered about

In

*
34,000,^of whom 20,000 were males. The' majority of.the.work- 

^ing population-^^then consisting almost entirely of males— 

engaged in trad^or paid employment. It clearly would not
t ■ ...

be. possible to,absorb the present and the succeeding gener- 

ations of. young Indian men into trade anci commerce. Moreover,

‘ . . t^e time,^ would come when the Africans would want to'be able

to run their small retai?- shops and expel many of the Indians. 

It appeared certain that in the, absence of any other occu

pations to which they could turn, large numbers of Indians 

wolild grow up with no prospect of earning a' livelihood. Thus 

in order to meet the demands of the changing economic system.

• it was important that Ismaili parents accept the reorien-- 

tation of education for their sons. Under the guidance of

the Aga Khan, girls' education was also.stressed.

After the Evian conference, various changes Were •' 

brought about in the school curriculum.

' ■ ally replaced by'English as the medium of instruction.

'was decided to introduce French as the second language and, 

in another effort to break off.their ties with their native 

land and to make Tanzania their homeland, to introduce one

Because of the lack of .qualified teachers ,-

Gujarati was gradu-

It

African language, 

however, and greater emphasis placed on the national Swahili

language, French was never introduced. Emphasis.was also
- a

' ■
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placed ofi the teaching of.commercial subjects for boys and 

domestic science for-girls. Since the Ismaili community in 

Tanzania was mostly an urban and trading community,, interests 

were cenftered'oh providing the kind of .knowledge which would 

.help .student progress in commerce and.^n professional.ocpu- 

pations

Instruction iri'the sphools was based on a syllabus 

approved by the Director of Education, a procedure directed 

"toward, standardizing t-he-'curriculum throughout the country.

The syllabus of the primary schools-was similar to that of 

English primary schools, exce.pt that little .attention was ■ 

given to handwork-or general science. The subjects taught 

up to standard VI were Gujarati, geography, hygiene, religion, 

■nature study', -physical edtication, and bo’okkeeping. From 

standard'VII through XII, algebra, geometry, physics, and
.Vi.

chemistry were added along with domestic science for girls.

The syllabus suggests that the aim of the school system was .-

to provide a general education which would prove useful, to

those students who wished to go on for higher education. In

spite of the emphasis on moving out of trade, however, very

few students went for higher education. A majority still
' -18

joined, their father's business'. _ - '

At the same tijne, changes were being made to -help ,.

■ Ismailis obtain a higher education. The"Gold Grant Committee 

of- 193 7 was taken over by the'-Central Commi-ttee in 1946 with 

a'fund of £10,000 .($44,860.00) and an annual grant of £3,000
r
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later raisedThe grant was
•t.

Because" of limited communal re-
($13,458.00) from the -Aga' Khan>

to £35,000 ($157,000.00).
decided after the Evian conference that bur-

"ould-te'granted for those professions only of direct

would be given for a 
• . .• 19

sources, it wae ^

series

the community. Suc^ fu^dsbenefit to
specific'number of years and at an'agreed amount.

•• ■*

benefit from the granting 

that enthusi-
did not 

wealthy were the only group
•d^s before, the poor

Theof bursaries. 
astically- sought higher e-ducation-.

of the membersBut .some 

Further, changes in the
middle-class were funded.of the

time when- education became 

rise to new
distribution of education at a

for material success gave
interest

more important 

groups. 

business but 

funding of students

associated only with

the
Economic power was no longer

-As a result,

that the edu- 

of the community 

a cohesive social force in

also with the professions.

reduced the possibility
■»

separated from the-restGated would become
■time that it acted asat the same 

providing progressive leadership fdr the community.

of increased educational oppor- 

role of women, which in turn had its
A corollary effect

U-
tunity was the changing 

effect on the family, 

whom

ho longer limited to the ti 

the main effect■

Unlike other Muslim women, some of

seclusion, the Ismaili women were 

traditional role of housewife.

on ■ the woman's

still live in purdah or
But

of educational -opportunity
broader -range of career possir

changing role was to open a 

As late as
the mostthe-1940s, teaching was

■bilities.
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: respectabl6--indeed almost the only possible—career Choice , 

for women, partly because a woman could tfeach as a hobby or 

for humanitarian reasofis without really seeming to be hiring
7 •herself out •r-'

-J

But increasing numbers of women had begun to acquire 

a higher education and wanted to apply their education-and 

training. M^eover, the higher cost of living during the 

postwar' period lent appeal to the‘idea of working wives, 

-though-a-husband's income might be adequate to provide basic

Al-

necessities,‘two incomes wpuld bring a better standard of 

, living-and provide better educational opportunities for the

■Nevertheless, the majority of women pre

ferred to stay in the home, and few chose to combine careers 

This may well have been because the majority

family's children.

with marriage.

of men, particularly those in the upper- and middle-income 

groups and in the professions, preferred their wives to stay

Many parents also ignored the Aga Khan's advice to . 

give girls a higher education, preferring to see their

4

._at home.

daughters marry as soon as they completed their secondary 

..education. The change in the role of women, then, was more 

in terms of a climate of opinion which allowed-them increasing 

latitude and independence. A newpossibility for women had 

been created and still awaits its fulfillment. But even the

change in opinion about women's role had soi^ie effect on tra

ditional-family structure, particularly when taken with the-
20

impact of urbanization and the emphasis oh education.
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In addition to'being headed by a forward-looking 

leader whose progressivism was reinforced by religious appeal, 

Ismaili society had several other characteristics which fur

thered changrC^, Among these‘'was the basic fact of its being 

a community of migrants. The very process of migration had 

encouraged change. To adapt themselves to hew conditions,

. Ismaili migrants had to discard some of their traditional . 

customs and values. Moreover, the drive for improving their 

mirteriar conditions, which made the Ismailis migrate in the 

first place, also motivated them to.accept change. And for^ 

the Ismailis, as for other migrants, the weakening of their 

traditional order had the effect of making them more mobile

and giving them a sense of empathy which, in turn,, made them

• receptive to their new.environment.

Migrant groups also tend to be closely-knit communi

ties , and the Ismailis were no exception. Theirs was a small

community in which most of the members were jrelated by blood 

As noted earlier, large numbers of Ismailisor by marriage.

migrated to Tanzania because they had relatives there. Unlike

■ other Indians, they married and settled permanently in 

Tanzania, rather than feoing back to India. Also, the^Is- 

mailis are an endogamous groups, and the community was, small 

which reinforces the cohesiveness of the community. The 

implication of this structure for implementing change lies 

in the ease with which acceptance ’of new ideas .'can be dif-, ' 

fused: once one member Of a family accepted an innovation,

his decision would influence others in the kinship network.
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Of coursej one might ordinarily^expect that family', 

cohesiveness would he as effective in discouraging change as 

in implementing it. And no doubt this is true in societies 

where the family unit draws support from Itself in denying 

the values of particular changes. But in Ismaili society 

Where change is under the direction of the Aga Khan, it■is

considet'ed .valuable (though not immediately binding upon all 

individuals). The family unit, therefore, does not serve"as 

a-basis of support in denying the value of change.

: sure, change can be—and in Ismaili society, is—feared.

To be.

'.But in this case the family unit, bound in trust to the Aga 

Khan,,discourages more than it encourages fear.

While family structure helped pave the way for change.

• •then, it was, in turn, strongly influenced by the change it ■ 

I helped promote. For,example, as new business and trade oppor- 

-tunities opened, particularly in the interior, the quest for

economic advantage began to take precedence over bonds of 

kinship in determining where people lived. Similarly, the

widening of educational opportunity had substantial impact

both in initiating change and in weakening kinship bonds. 

Once, people were better educated and could enter a trade dr 

profession, they were no longer so dependent on the-f^ily 

as an economic unit. The outside world, not merely the pri

mary world of the family, determined their status, success, 

and liv.elihood. ■! ■■
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Change also occurred in the family. Like most Indians, 

the Ismailis had perpetuated the extended family structure.

It included paternal grandparents, father and mother, paternal 

uncles apd aunts and children, with primary authority 'resting 

in the hands of the paternal grandparents as the eldest and 

most respected. I'n this context, modernity" has had'the ef

fect of undermining somewhat the a^hority of the- elders, so 

that the trend has been toward more "rational obedience" by 

'"the_younger generation. The change. However, hasJb^en/a verV. 

gradual one;'and even today the social structure'stresses the
'J

importance of respect for elders. Similarly, though various 

factors'havd weakened the extended family, the feeling of

solidarity and unity on which it was based still prevails.

While the change was fairly gradual, it accelerated 

By that time two generations of Ismail-i 

young people,had grown-up in an Afro-Eurasian atmosphere;

after the 1950s.

most of them had never been to India and had none of the tra

ditional ties their elders remembered. Some o'f'-the young 

people, particularly those under the influence of western

education, tended to ijgnpre the conservative attitudes of 

their elders altogether and'went far beyond the rest of their 

community in adopting western values, including differing con- 

ceptions of the family.

Marriage cus.toms have also been more radically af

fected since the 1950s.- Until then-j-the traditional cus'tom 

of "arranged marriages" persisted. The parents found a .
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■ , partner for the girl, basing their choice not on the conipati- 

bility and interests of the couple but on the social possi- .

bilities which would result from uniting the couple's 

families. Not ohiy did'Ismailis not marry outside the'-Is-
‘ '

maili. community, but there was very little interma.rriage be-

■ Whiletween groups of differing social status within'it. 

emphasis on marrying within the community still exists, the

changing role of women has altered the situation to some _

"freedom of selection," and-degre^_ N.ow^wom'en dc^.have 

in most cases'they 'exercise it. ■ - ■

It is interesting to note that these changes in family 

.-structure and family practice seem to me, as an observer, to

some

have served in a roundabout way to reinforce the power of

As secular changes in custom and structure broughtreligion.

uncertainty and frustration,' the Ismailis seem to have looked 

. to their religion for reassurance more readily than before.

Correspondingly, the influence and power of the'Aga Khan seems 

, to^have been enhanced, and with them, his capacity for intro

ducing change acceptable not only to the middle,.but also to

the younger, generation who have maintained faith in the
21

traditional religion. ■ »'

Not surprisingly, the same forces which affected 

individual families had an equally strong impact on the Is- 

maili community as a whole. Nor is it surprising, given the 

high degree of stratification within the community, that the 

effects of this, change have varied from group to gro'up. In
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o
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to'their,being heard are built into the political and sdcio-.

economic structure and that educational opportunity alone
• •- . ■ ■'

cannot make the difference. *

' ,As 'is vulgarly always the case in discussing any aspect

of Ismaili social structure, comments about the rigidity of 

social stratification must be qualified-. - In spite'of the'dif- 

• * ferenpes among groups' and in spite of the fact that social 

change has solidified the position of Igaders, Ismaili 

"culture" still -provides a common ground for the upper- and 

Ipwer-income grpups-, for the professional- and the ]3usinessman, 

■for the traditional and the modern. The Ismailis 'in Tanzania 

have evolved a single culture which is neither traditional 

nor purely African or European iii nature, and this common

cprltufe has played an important part in enabling social change
23 •

to transform the socipty as'a whole.

' -Here, again, .belief in the authority of the Aga Khan 

as Imam is’ extremely important, providing a "common framework

of cultures and common prientation fowards the basic problems 

As noted-earlier, the belief system of the Is-,,24
° ■ of "'life.

mailis is institutionalized and forme^an important part of 

the main social structure. These common values provide a 

framework within which to operate.. "People feel responsible

for carrying out obligations which are oriented toward a

Consequently, "collective actions", of the
-25-. - ‘ '

common goal, 

people become 'an' habitual r act.
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In spite of change, cultural identity is a^ssured in'. 

There are still sanctions to ensure that peopleother ways

accept the institutionalized fr^ework. Although acceptance.

appears to befVbluntary, in reality the conetitutional frame

work allows lfor.;,J.ittle-deviation; and, in most cases, people ^
V.-.'Yi’-

remain bound to it. If a person violates constitutional law, 

he is summoned to the Provincial Council for questioning.

The handling of such misdemeanors is illustrated by the case 

of Mr. Bhimji, who violated the following provision of the 

Constitution of 1962: . •

The bride and the groom jointly or separately may arrange 
'either a reception or a party on the day of the marriage 
or on the-day following. If such reception or party is 
a joint one, the number of guests shall not exceed 200 
persons. . . '. guests mean and include -family members, 
relatives and friends.26

Bhimji, quite able to afford a larger celebration than the
, ' r
constitution allowed, and quite 'determined to observe the

wedding of his only son' in grand style, decided to invite all

his'friends, even though this meant violating' the guest limit.

^ ■

■As a result, he was asked by the Provincial Council to write 

a letter of apology acknowledging his mistake and promising 

The letter was read in the Jamatkhana tonot■to. repeat it. 

discourage the community at large from such offenses..

Since he was a rich man, Bhimji's case also indicates 

' that: the constitution is meant to be followed by everyone,

regardless 'of his 'status, in the--cbmmunity. . The rule he’ broke ;; 

is.also an illustration of the cross-over from social mores

The point of the law is to prevent-to constitutional law.
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rich people from spending lavishly on weddings and emphasizing -

their superiority over.the poor who .cannot afford such luxury.

-Although Provincial Councils have the power to punish

members who do fnot follow constitutional rules and regu-
■4

lations, it .is not always the case'that men of mutual inter-

:In theory, individuals can makeests will take, such a stand, 

an appeal to the higher authorities, though this does not

Instead, what can happen is that the 

; as^n fact they 

did when a niece-of one of the .councillors was married, and

often work in practice, 

council members fhemselves may rally round

the guests invited exceeded the limit set by the constitution.' 

Although people protested the excessive number of guests, and 

some actually came to the council chamber to raise their pro

action. Intest, the Provincial Council failed to take any

spite of this incident,®however, the Ismaili community has,

by and large, continued to accept community restrictions

(perhaps because this is an isolated incident, and most

■ assuredly because few have the power and control to succeed

in protecting themselves from the lodging of a complaint).

Besides religion and common.values, divergence of
27

language has also been the result of social change, 

noted, the Ismailis in Tanzania have evolved a culture-which.

. is different from the traditional culture, and their language

' has similarly-been modified from the traditiondl.'

As
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EnglishGujarati Gujarati
(original) (incorporated)

Swahili

inda 
savarni 

v-maiigi 
^ santra 
kitli

dggs 
broom 
chicken 

' oranges 
'tea-pot

mayai
fagio
kuku
machungwa 

• ' birika

may ay
fagyo
kukdo
machunga
biriko

In Zanzibarwhere the Ismailis have been settled longer., the

modification process has gone further. Ismailis there have 

not only incorporated words like the Ismailis in Tanganyika-, .. 

but they have^alsp devised a language which is half Gujarati 

- and half Swahili.' For instance, instead of saying -Kite - vineti . 

(Gujarati), they would say Kite (Gujarati) na Kv^nda (Swahili), 

meaning "Where are you going?". There is no standard way of 

speaking this,language. It is spontaneous, reflecting another 

facet of adjustment to a new environment.

Another; factor which is important in determining the 

. shape of change is the socialization process. The Ismaili

child was and is consciously inducted into his culture and

The majoritycarefully trained to be a member of his society, 

of families send their children to the Aga Khan schools,,where

religion is a compulsory subject and where community members 

stay together in their own social group. Outside school they

'aftend community functions, and in the evening the -Jamatkhana

This pattern has recently changedV■provides communal feeling, 

to a certain extent because an increasing number of non-

Ismailis are.'entering Aga Khan schools and exposing Ismaili - •

children to different cultures. Ismailis are also
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increasingly participating in social activities outside coin-

• munity sponsorship. Still, since most of the. Ismaili children \

undergo the same process of socialization,'it seems likely

that they will,^ri Pye|s words, "develop roughly similar

personalities^ which constitute the essence of their sense of'

common cultural identity." This is expecially‘true-of ■

2 8
Tanzanian-born Ismailis.

Clearly, the Aga Khan's own willingness to accept new 

ideas,' his skill .in translating them into holy f irmans and in , 

channeling them through the councils, whil.e commul||jgating with 

his people at large, were important forces in creating change 

while perpetuating continuity. -He lived at a time when vast 

changes.,wire opcurring, and he realized that the success of 

his people depended on their capacity for accommodating to 

. these changes while maintaining their cultural .identity. As 

' the late Aga Khan himself has said in his Memoirs: ■ "Ismailism 

has survived because it. has ^always been fluid. Rigidity is 

.contrary to,our whole life and outlook." It is this 

"fluidity" of the Ismaili community which has made it the 

only Indian community in Tanzania living'in th-fe twentieth 

century while retainin&.-.its tradition.

\

i *

■)
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FOOTNOTES

^The Diamond Jubilee was celebrated in March 1946, 
to mark the sixtieth annivers^y of the late Aga Khan' s 
Imamat (188&-i945). '

O

"The Ismaili Agricultural Sojciety" File outlines in 
detail"-the development of Ismaili agricultural schemes in 
Wami-Magole area. The oral information obtained from A. B,. 
Ladhani, August 19, 1971, Morogoro; and Y. H. Allidina, 
August 18, 1971, Kimamba. I am particularly grateful to 
Nizar' Manji for the time he spent in taking me to different • 
Ismaili farms in the Wami-Magole area.

’

Presidential address presented by D. K. Patel at 
the conference of the Tanganyikan Indian Chambers of Commerce

See.and Agriculture held at Morogoro on May 18-20, 1947.
The Tanganyika Indian Chambers Of Commerce and Agriculture
(Dar es Salaam, 1947), pp. 12-19.

"Ismaili Agricultural Society""File. See especially, 
"Board of Directors of Diamond Jubilee Investment Trust Ltd. 
minutes re: "Aid to Ismaili Agriculturists: Morogoro/ 
Kilosa/Kimamba Districts." Kaka Kalelkar, Purva Afrik^a 

' (In Ilast Africa)(Ahmadavad, 1953), pp. 118^119. .Oral in
formation was collected from two farmers—A. B. Ladhani, 
August 19, 1971, Morogoro, and Y. H. Allidina, August 18,

. 1971, -Kimamba. . . . . '

^"Ismaili Agricultural Society" File, Information was 
obtained from A. B. Ladhani, August 19, 1971, Morogoro; Y.H. 
Allidina, August 18, 1971, Kimamba, and H. K. Mitha, Juite 9, 
1971, Dar es Salaam.

Ismaili, Agricultural Society" File, Minutes of the 
Kilosa Production Committee, June 8, 1951, p. 250A.

'^Ibid

• . 8The minutes of the meetings of Mor.ogoro and Kilosa 
Farmers' Association, December 20, 1956, June 12,, 1957 , and 
November 19 , 1959. See especially, '"The Memorandum Submitted . 

. to the Deputy Director of Agriculture,, by the-Morogoro and 
Kilosa.Farmers' Association," on September_7, 1957, and which 
outlines in detail.the history and activities of the Morogoro • 
and-Kilosa Farmers' Association (prepared by the chairman—
Y. H. Allidina).
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^The Aga’Khan Legion (Africa), Address Presented, to 
His Hi^ness Sir Sultan Mahomed Shah Aga Khan bn the Occasion 
nt -h-hp P-pp.spntation-of the. Platinum Fund on Completion of 
Seventy Glorious Years of Shia Imami Ismaili Immamate and 
Reply Given by His ^dghness Sir Sultan Mahomed Shah Aga .J^an 
(Mombasa, '1955), ip'. 15.” ^

^°Ibid l! '
17-18.pp.

^^Information about the Chagombe' Building Society wafe. . 
obtained from Mr. Esmail Hasham, February 3, 1973, Bar es 
Salaam. Complete information on the "Housing Scheme"_ 
collected from Mr. Eqbal Dewji, secretary of the'Ismailia 
Building Societies, Feburary 4, 1973, Bar es Salaam.

i' * ■
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was

^^The Aga Khan Legion (Africa), Address, pp. 12-15.

T. Thompson, "Three Faces of Prince Karim, the 
Fourth Aga Khan: Imam, Sportsman, Entrepreneur," Life, 
November 17, 19 6.7, p. 51.

^‘^Zanzibar vfeice, June 29 , 1952 , in "Ismaili Affairs" 
File 256, collection of A. M. Sadruddin., Nairobi, Kenya.

13

*

^®East African Standard, August lS,.1952, Goan Voice, 
August 9 , 19 52 , clippings in Ismaili Affairs" File 256 , 
ibid.

-■■j^^East African Standard, August 8, 19 52 , ibid. ; ^ _ 
'"Morogbro Ismaili School" Filef>-.oral information was obtained 
from S. Peerwani, September 15, 1969, and January 29, 1973, 
Nairobi, Kenya.

17 "Report of the Central Education Committee,".
March 28, 1939, Tanzania National Archives 28867, pp. 51-52; 
"Ismaili School Morogoro" File.

.£& ^^Oral information was collected from S. Peerwani, 
Sept^ber 15, 1969 , and January 29 , 19 73 , Nairobi.

^^East African Standard, August 8, 1952, clipping in
• • File 256.

20. b. . Mostof the informatibn^dn therole of women was 
collected from two Ismaili women who were teaching in the 
late 1940s: Mrs. Sakarbai R. Rajabali and Mrs. Fatmabai'A. 
Kanji, July 9 , 1968., arid September 2 , 1970 ,.Bar es Salaam. 
The majority-bf teachers came from the-middle- class.- The 
role of Ismaili women is very similar to that of the women 

'‘in Asia. See B. Ward, Women in Asia (Amsterdam: -Unesco, 
1963) , pp.*268-285.
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" 21 '» I -do not" have any evidence to substantiatej-this 
statement, but it is based on personal observation.,

' ^^Talcott Parsons, The Social System (Illinois-, 
p-. 445; EydBett, E . ■ Hagen, . On the Theory of Social 
(Chicago,^962j-, pp. &S-70.-

1959>^-.p 
Change ^

^'^'Parsons; 'The- Social System, pp. 14, 33-41; Hagen, 
On the Theory, of Social Change, p. 113.

24.S. N. Eisenstadt,- M.oderniza-tion: Prp-fcest and 
Change,- Modernization:Traditional Societies Series (New Jersey, 

T7 p. .136.
25

196-6

Parsons, The Social System,-pp. 99-100..

9 R ■
The Constitution; 196,2, chapter VII, articles', 239

to 240, p. 27.

. 27Max Weber, Theory of Social and Ecbnomic Organi-. 
zation (New York, 1964), p. 138; K. W. Deutsch, Nationalism 
and Social Communication (Cambridge, 1966), pp. 121-125.

O O , ,

Lucien P. Pye, Politics, Personality and National 
Building:' Burma's Search for Identity (New Haven, 1962),

45.P*

29His Highness the Aga Khan, Memoirs, p. 185.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

■

The Ismaili community has often been described as a". 

"state'within a state."' With;.its constitution,-- its adminis-^^" 

trative and judicial organizations, its community-run. insti- • 

•tutions such as hospitals, schools, welfare societies, and 

its insurance companies and banks, the characterization is 

not without foundation.

From its first establishment in the early nineteenth 

century through its development in the 1950s, the economy of 

this self-sufficient community has been based on trade. Few 

Ismailis were able to break out of the duka (small shop) 

economy to establish wholesale houses or to develop trading 

empims. Internally, cultural restraints'imposed by the laws 

of inheritance tended to,, break up large. businesses by making 

partners, rather than the family, heirs. Externally, Is- 

mailis have not been able to control the import-export

V •

/

business' to their advantage as other Indian groups have.
• .1 .

^For the most part, then, Ismaili^ retained the role of middle- . 

• men in African-trade in--their duka economy which, though it 

created few entrepreneurs, brought .''prosperity to -the early 

commUni-ty.
7. • •

l; ■

!
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•During the ,colonial period, conflicting economic 

'interests between the territoriail governments-and the Ismaili 

coiranunity led to concerrf that the Ismaili duka ’economy

A d'epressio^ in the world ma,rket 

Finding themSelve’s shut off from the

would

no longer.bring(prosperity, 

added to this concern, 

financial services 'and backing they had.previously enjoyed, •

Ismailis tried to meet the difficulty by establishing fi-

nancial institutioris of their owft.

It became/^increasingly 'Obvious, however', that Ismaili

prosperity depended on opening up new andtuid/fferent oppor-

Attempts were made to involve individuals in farm- 

To help the Ismaili farmer, the community once again

In farming, however, individual

tunities.

ing.

set up its own institutions, 

initiative did not play the role it had in the trading economy.

Farming, based on a cooperative, communal approach, proved to 
be largely unsuccessful in a community of 'indi^dual and

competitive business interests.

Other opportunities began fo appear, 

emphasis on .education, Ismaili society Was able to provide 

itself with people trained in service occupations—doctors,v 

lawyers, and people.of academic and intellectual interests.

■ With an emphasis on westernization, the conununity hoped to

Through a new

( ■create for itself a new image as a culture no longer, self-

■This might enablecontained, nonassimilating, and alien, 

them to taice part more freely in the expanding opportunities.

✓
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Isiiiaiii government also changed, 

been very similar to governance by a council of elders, 

the community soon established an administrative apparatus

Initially it had

But;.

whereby issuesrmight be discussed and ctonflicts heard in ac- 

■■cordance with definitely established rules rather than with 

■ the "more or less ascertained principles" upon which the 

council of elders had relied. As the community e^ifaSded, so 

too did the administrative apparatus, in an attempt to co- 

ordinate the activities ci$.;^more diverse population. Al

though something of the personal nature of early Ismaili 

government was lost in the formation pf the new administra

tive system, a sense of justice came to play an important

part in-the rules governing the procedures of the hierarchy.
•a.

Throughout its history, the Ismaili-community in 

Africa has prided itself on its self-reliance. In addition 

to economic institutions, it created mechanisms whereby the 

poor might be cared for, schooled, and given medical attention. 

■.And, after a’slow start, it developed what is generally con- 

siderea^One best school systems in the entire Indian

community.

With its emphasis on education and the creation of a 

professional.iClass ,. social mobility has increased within the 

■. .Ismaili community. Although the results have not y.et been 

fully felt, patterns of leadership-are-beginning-to change
.•A>. ■ ■ ■ _ ■ ' - ,

so that it is not the -wealthy entrepreneur only who is. most

fully represented,. Adequate income has not, however.
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completely lost its pow^ insofar as the -educated professional 

an educational system that does not address 

Moreover, the community--
requires access to 

' itself .to the needs of the poor.
/■-

both those who ai^e"^ economically successful and those who are 

poorr-still maintains a^^sense that the poor are not capable; 

though recognition of the possibility of their active involv'e- 

■ ment in matters of government concern is slowly beginhing to

emerge in the community. .

The expanding community has brought other changes in 

As Israailis have become more mobile,, thesocial structure, 

authority of the family hierarchy has begun to loosen, al

though paternal grandparents continue to command a position

still subordinate to their husbands, ■of respect, wives are 

and children to their elders.’ But the increasing involvement

of women in,matters beyond the home, and the action of the

young in affairs of government, indicate that Ismaili society

This loosening of hierarchi-is hot so tight as it once was. 

cal control in both government and the family suggests that

- - as the’Ismaiii community continues to expand, a sense of

■ religious identity freed from the administrative, control of 

social matters will come to be the major unifying force in 

this changing society.. •

The person most responsible for successfully estab

lishing this self-sufficj-ent community has* bqen His-Highness 

'■ Sir Sultan Mo.hamed Shah Aga Xhan-III>. ■ With the cooperation

various organizations, he has been able to channel social.of
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and administrative changes throughout lihe Ismaiii 

cbmmunity to make it one of the most progressive and prds-

economic,

perous. Asian communities in^Tanzania.

Given the^traditional aspects ofi’Ismaili society, the

crucial agent for initiating change was Aga Khan HI-' An ex

perienced international statesman, educated in both the Anglo- 

Indian and Persian traditions and_exposed to many cultuaes, 

he was unusually well-equipped to isolate societal problems, 

delineate alternative solutions ,■■ determine policy changes 

acceptable to the people, and direct them toward change. The • 

present Aga Khan, both as unchallenged coordinator of all the 

people and as a source of ideas about actual changes to be 

made, continues this tradition of a spiritual leader well- 

educated in the ways,.of the world.

As any migrant group, of course, the Ismailis have 

themselves been instrumental in initiating and accommodating

. to SQcia,.! _..c_banges. In modifying thgfr culture and customs

in adjusting to a new society,they have, however, resisted 

complete assimilation into an alien culture. Thus, change 

has had the paradoxical effect of altering the community in 

many ways without essentially changing it. ,

' The fact that Ismailis have accepted change and ' 

.evolved a culture which is completely different from their 

original Indian culture does not. make them in any way "less" 

or "more" Ismaiii: It is’the'unified- system'of belief in 

the Imam which fias provided a group identity- Other factors

■

9

'i2
-s? ,
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have reinforced this cohesion. By enacting court decisions 

which largely back up those made in Ismaili councils, the

colonial government has maijytained a policy of noninterference

Also, since various communal 

institutions.like schools, hospitals, welfare societies, in

surance companies, and banks satisfied the needs of ail strata 

in the .Ismaili society, the people did not find ip’-necessary 

to look beyond their community for aid,.

The administrative system did by no means perform 

perfectly. There have been limitati'ons and loopholes, and a 

few individuals have exploited the system to their advantage. 

But, with the exception of the conflict of 1899, and with the 

exception of a few minor internal conflicts and tensions, the 

community has not only successfully adapted to the new con

ditions and accepted change, but has also^aintained its 

identity as a resilient ^d self-reliant people capable of 

the challenges which lie ahead.

with Ismaili values and customs.'

%

-•v
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A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY '

Primary Material

A'. Oral Sources
/

*Allidina, Y. H. Arrived in Moro^oro in 1930 and worked for
fifteen years before going into farming in 1945. ..Pro- • 
vided excellent information on the history of the. I.s- 
maili'farming activities in the Morogoro/Kilosa 
districts during the British period. Intervievzed 
August 18, 1971, Kimamba. '

Datoo, Mrs. Fatmabai K. 54 years old. Born in Zanzibar.
Member of the council in the 1950s. General information 
on the activities of the Ladies' Committee. Inter
viewed July 8 , 1968 and August-15, 1970, Dar es Salaam.

*Daya, Abdul N. M. Inforjiatipn on the activities of’fhe Moro-
goro Traders' Corporation and Matombo Traders' Corpo- . . 
ration; general information bn the Ismaili se1;tlemenT 
in Morogoro and the hartal of 1923. Interviewed^
February 11, 1970, Morogoro.

*Daya, Dr.. G.- M. • He was one of the recipients of the Gold 
Grant bursary. He has served in various voluntary 
-organizations; he was the first Education Administrator 
'for Tanganyika and Adminis'trato^for Health from 1966 
to 1968. Interviewed May .9 ,. 1970, Dar es Salaam,.

.X-.

o

*Dewji, Eqbal. Secretary of the Ismailia Building Society of
Dar es Salaam. Complete information on the develoTOiMjt=^53' 
of the Ismaili housing schemes in Tanzania since tne^ 
society's inception in the 1950s. Interviewed iFebru- 
ary 4, 1971, Dar es Salaam.

Fazai, Mrs. Fatmabai, Hassanali Lalji. 56- years old. Born in 
Zanzibar. Provided information about her father,'s 

' family, the late Hirji Jetha Fazai. She also provided 
'Valuable information on the Welfare Society and'its 
.activities. Interviewed July .4 and 9 , 1968, .and 
August 11, 1971, Dar es Salaam.

^All the informants names listed in the bibliography 
are fictitious, except those marked with an asterisk (*.).

t
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Fazail,'Hassanali Lalji.
. Salaam, Tanzanj.a<^n 1926 . HaB vh.olesal'e and re-tail 
busineEgs in partnership, with his brothers, Rahim and 
Amirali Lalji Fazal. Provided-.-information about his 
family, the problems they faced and eventually ad-r. - 
justed 'to^M.'ncT'their. struggles to establish a'busipess.

■ He also provided information about the late Hirji 
■ Jetha‘Fazal, the father-in-law of the informant,.• 
Interviewed April 5 .and 6,.1970, Dar es' Salaam.

Fazal, Jamal-Walji. "76 years old. Arrived.in Dar es Salaam, ' 
;. Tanzania, in 1911. Businessman in Kariako selling 

.khangas and vitenge and piecegoods. F^ily history „ 
and general information on the depression of 1930 and 
the war controls and their effect.; on the. retail traders. 
.Interviewed March 15, 1970, Dar 'es Salaam.

stars bid; •. .Arrived in Dar es

Fazal, .Rahim Lalji. 56 years old. Arrived in Dares Salaam, 
Tanzania, in 1926. Family history and excellent in
formation on the activities -of the Economic Controlfe 
Board and its effect on the retail traders.- Inter
viewed July 11 and 12, 1970, Dar es Salaam.

Arrived in Dar es 
Provided information of her family

Fazal, Mrs. Sikinabai Lalji (deceased).
Sala'ani in 19 26. 
history and life in I^r es Salaam when she first 
arrived. -Interviewecf June 7 and 23, and August 12, 
1968, Dar es Salaam.

■■Hasham, Esmail. Information on the Ismaili housing schemes,
.. .^ especially the Chagombe Building Society. Interviewed

February 3, 1973, Dar es Salaam.

^fiuiamhussein, Hassanali. Arrived in Dar es Salaam from Bombay 
in 1919. Worked with the Judicial Department for 35'. 
years (1919-1954). One of the few Ismailis who re- ' 
mained in the service of the government for such a 
length Of time. He commented that the Ismailis' lack 
of interest in "office work" was due to the community's, 
being "business-minded." He was a member of the Pro
vincial Council, Dar es Salaam, from 1956 to 19?!. 
Interviewed June 26 , 1968 , and March 15 ,- 197 0 , Dar es 
Salaam.

fiaji, .Karmali A.. 79 years old. Arrived in Dar es Salaam' from
Kutch.in 1912, Family history and general information 
on migration. Interviewed July 13 and 15, 1968, and 
September 7 , 19 70, Dar es Salaami.

1
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■Jetha, Habib Karim. -34 years old. ■ Arrived in D'ar es Salaam ■ 
in 1908. A'prominent member of the Ismaili commyrnity. 
'He "was_:^ member of the Provincial Council and has- 

. served in various voluntary organizations.- Provided
■ family history and-useful information on-the. Ismaili
- ~ business aqtdvities in the- 1-S30s and 40s. Interviewed 

June 18 a^ '20, 1968, and-August 6 and 7„ 1970, Dar
■ es -Salaam'. " .

Jivraj, Pirmohamed N. 74 years old. , Born in Dar es Salaam.
Information on conditions in,India and oh migration.-' 
Interviewed September 5.., 1970 , Dar: es Salaam. ’ , '

^ .
Kanji,, Mrs. Hussein Amersi; 55 years old. Born -in Dar es

Salaam. Teacher in the Aga Khan Boys' Primary School 
from 1938 to 1960. Information on the role of women, 
especially ^professional wpmen.'and their. position in 
Ismaili society. Interviewed May 9 and September 11,
19-70, Dar es Salaam.

✓ ’

Kassam, Allibhai D. 'Arrived in Dar es Salaam in the early
Prominent businessman in,the 30s and 40s and' 1920s.

active in various Indian organizations.' He' was very 
helpful in providing information on the hartal of 1923, 
the colonial government's'policies of the 30s and 40s, 
aiid their'effect on Ismaili trading activities. He 
also provided excellent information on communal 
institutions like the councils, the Diamond Jubilee 
Investment. Trust, and the Jubilee Insurance Company. 
Interviewed-June 8 and 9, and September'15, 1970,

.. Dar es Salaam. ’ ' .

6

i

'/'L'adhani, A. R. Arrived in Tanganyika in 19 37 ._, In 19^5_0 started 
farming in the Wami-Magole -area. Provid'ed v'aruable 
information on the Ismaili farming activities_in the 
Wami-Magole, the activities of the-Morogoro Kilosa 
Fariners' Association, and-the Wami-Magole Cooperative- 
Society. Interviewed August 19, 1971, Mor.ogoro.

f
*Mawji, Saburali. Secretary of the Mwanza Commercial Corpo

ration. Information on its activities. Interviewed v 
October 2, 1971, Mwartza.

*Paroo, K. R. Born in Bagamoyo on October 31, 1906. His family 
settled in Mombasa in 1913. His greattgi’eat-grand- 

■ ■ father was one of-the .pioneers who came to Zanzibar
. in 1852 from Kutch-^huj.' He. has rendered valuable 

service not only to the commuhity but also to various 
public -institutions. - -To-mention just-'a few;.. 1931-32', 
president of the Social Service League, Mombasa; 
1937-45, chairman of H.H. the Aga Khan's Cei^ral

^ -
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Education.Boatfd-of• Kenya; 1946-S4,• president of the 
■' Ismailia,Provincial Council,Hombasai -'He.'was also,

, ‘ •• the'managing' director of the-Diamohd Jubilee "Invest
ment Trust Company and the Jubilee Insurance Company.

\ ■ ..Provided excellent information on-Sewa Haji 'Paroo.,
.’ihterviev^^ July

*Peerwani, S. 'Education Secretary of H.H,.. The Aga Khan's-
'Department of Education, Nairobi. Interv^lewed Janu- 
' ary 29, 1973, Nairobi, Kenya. - _ . , ' . ,

18, 1968, Mombasa.

Pirmohamed, Remtulla A. 74 years old. _ Active -in various 
.voluntary organizations, especially the Welfare..

Provided useful information on the activities 
Interviewed June 8 and 10, 

Dar es Salaam.

Society
'■ of the society since 1930. 

■.1968 , and May-5, 1970 ,

Samji, Ismail Daya. 85 years old. Arrived in'Zanzibar in 
1896 . Moved to Dar es Salaam in, 1902. A prpmihent 

.. member of the Ismaili^community. He provided useful 
information on migration from India and general in
formation on'the community in the early twentieth

1970,'Dar esInterviewed July 10 and 11,. century. 
Salaam.

86 years old. -Arrived in Zanzibar in 1896.S.amji, Premji Si-
He was helpful in compiling the list of councillors

Interviewed May S', 19 71, Dar esfrom 1914 to 1954.
Salaam.

Shariff, Mohamedali F. 73 yea:gs old. Arrived in Zanzibar in 
the early part of the twentieth century. A retired 

^ teacher 'a-nd'missionary. He was very helpful in pro—
viding'information on the Ismaili. school system in 
Zanzibar in the.early part ’Of the twentieth century. 
Interviewed March 23, 1970, Dar Salaam.

Prominent member of the
Ismaili community. He has served in various voluntary 
organizations. Provided valuable information on 
general Ismaili history and the activities ‘of various 
commuiial organizations, especially the Diamond Jubilee 
Investment Trust and the Jubilee Insurance Company. 
Interviewed June 9 and 16, and August 23', 196 8, Dar 

. , es Salaam.

*Tejpar, Shamshuddin (deceased).

S'

76 years- old. ^General -information 
Interviewed July 19 ,• 1968, Mom- .. _

Walji; Mrs. Khatibai-Juma.
on Allidina Visram. 
basa, Kenya.'
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&. .Tanzania Ijati:t5nal Aiichives, Par ~e's Salaam

1. Secretariat.Files

File No.
7596 
7652
10138 Marketing of Produce, Vols. I, II, and-V 
,11617 Moshi Chamber of Commerce 
11673 East•Africa Indian National Congress- 
12302 Shia Imdmi Ismailia Councils, Vols. I and II 
,12549 Meeting with Mwanza Chamber of Commerce and the

Indian Association by His Excellency the Governor' 
13605 Chamber of''Ci6,^^Pce, Tanga ‘
.19 084„ Middlemen Cotton-Buying-Association's Morogoro 
19588 . Indian, Asspciation—Hindu-Moslem Feeling in Dar e's

20614 Application for Exclusive License 
20776 Marketing Ordinance .(By-laws regarding Marketing of 

Native Produce), Vols. I and II ' -
21291 Planters' Association, Kilosa 
21761 Indian Association, Kigoma
21884 Tanganyika Indian Merchants' Confereft^e, Vols. I and II 
22130 Aga Khan School Magazine 
22813 Licensing of Produce Buyers 
23429 Settlers' Association, Morogoro 
23761 Grants-in-aid of Ismailia Schools .
24612 Visit of His Highness the Aga Khan 
24722 Will of late Sewa Hadji 

, 27863 Khoja Ismaili Affairs
28302 The Produce Dealers' Association, Dar es Salaam 
31546 Complaint against Officials of the Economic Control 

Board, -Vols. I and II ^
i 31665 Complaint- against the Control of Distribution of 

Produce, Volsi I and II 
31826 Inter-Territorial Conference of Indians in East Africa 
31834 Eastern Province Producers' Association 
32892 Aga Khan Boarding School
33,126 Piecegoods Wholesalers Group, Dar'es Salaam 
35904 Distribution of Piecegoods, Complaint by Lindi Merchants 
36096 Commercial Education in Indian Schools 
36098 Tanganyika Indian Chamber of Commerce and Agriculture 
36127 Import Controls and Trade Restrictions Operated by 

the Economic'Control Board <
. 44126 . H.H;,. the Aga Khan' s NursJjhg and Maternity Home ,'

Dar es Salaam

)¥‘Abolition-of Profits TaxQuestion o' 
Sewa Haj€e

;v..

2. District Files

(Bukoba) Indian Association 
(Sihgida)- Asian Association 
..(Moshi) Chamber of Commerce

215/918
68/A6/1
5/25/21
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■46/44/11 (Dodoma) Indian' Merchants' ; Associatio^,
73/31/5 (Lushoto) Indian Association 
72/51/3 (Lushoto.) ' Indian Affairs 
180/A6/3 (Kigoma) Indian^sso.ciation ^nd Muslim Association 

^180/A.6/7 (Kigoma) Indian ChanJaer of Commerce . •
16/36/21 (Lindi) Kho-ja-Shia Imaiiii' lsmailia-Community 
16/36/1 CLi^di) Ihdian Assoo-iatign 
32/E2/T13- (Lfodi). Retailers.Association 
472/COM/5 (Arusha) Indian--Community 
45/98-8 (Tanga) Indian Community 
304/25/27 (Tanga), Retail^Mefchants' Association 
327/A6/20 (Mbeya) H.H. the Aga Khan Community

AnnUkl Reports of Different Districts, 1920 to 1950

"r

3. German Files

Annual Reporf, Mwanza 
■Annual Report, Iringa 
Annual ReportMah.epge 
Annual Report, Pangani 
Trade General, Vol. II 
Sewa Hadji

C.. Community and Family Papers

Gl/5 
. Gi/^

■ ■'•■Gl/6 
Gi/14 
Gl/29 
G32/8

Files, minute books, reports—all dealing specifically with 
the Ismaili community, 

s
Aga Khan School—Morogoro (includes syllabus, and other 

correspondence).

Ismailia Bulletin—includes copies of "Ismailia Union Bulletin"
and V'Ismailia-Mission Message," plus other ..papers_ _ _
dealing with the conflict of 1939. ^

Minutes of the Morogoro Traders' Corporation, 1950 to 1955.

Miridtesof the Board of Directors' Meeting, Dar es Salaam Re
tail Corporation, Ltd.

Reports of the Ismaili Constitutipnal Committees of Tanzania, 
Kenya and Uganda, 1961. ' ' .

\ ■

Ismaili Agricultural Society File—includes'detailed infor
mation on the Ismaili Agricultural Scheme in'the 
Wami-Magole area. ' ■ .

..I- • •

.
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0. -Files of Various.Indian Organizations*

Indian Association, 1918—Letters, telegrams and_dispatches 
primarily concerning Indian discontent with the 

; .- government. ■
Indian Associatipi^ Pre-Hartal File, 1923--Telegrams to Stand

ing Committee and Indian Associations in different 
upcountry centers.

■ Indian Association Hartal File, 1923—Telegrams protesting 
■ the Profits Tax Ordinance. .

. Indiah Asspci'ation Hartal-File, 1923—Telegrams from upcountry 
centers.supporting the strike.

Indian A^ssociationr File, 1929-32;;—Immigration.

Indian Association File, 1936—Complaint against the Acting 
District Officer, Mr. A. T. Culwick, of Ifakara.

Indian ■•Association'File, 1940—Applications for passage to 
■ - Bombay.

Indi'an Association. File, 19'40—Business correspondence with 
foreign companies.

Indian Association File, 1942-43--']^legrams protesting against 
granting produce monopolies, from traders in up- 
country -centers.

Indiah Association File, 1945-46--Applications for passage 
to India. ’

Indian Association File, .1946—Immigration.

Minutes of the Se;t-tlers' Association, Morogoro (started 
February 1933).

Minutes of the Indian Merchants' Chamber,. Dar es Salaam,
Vols. I to IV.

Minutes of the Kilosa Production Committee, 1944-1950.

Minutes of the Morogoro and Kilosa Farmers' Association,
■ ■ January'26 , 19 56 -to December 1959.

Magole Land Settleme'ht File, 1957 .

*The Indian Association- Files listed a^ve are. not 
complete and many papers are missing.

. - •
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Minutes of the Kilosa District Chamber of Commerce, Industry 
and Agriculture, Kilosa. • •

Minutes pf the Seventh Meeting of the Eastern Province Ad
visory Council at'Morogoro, on December 19 and 20, •
19 57. 7 , '

Minutes of the- Ei'ghth Meetihg^f^-the Eastern Province AdT ' 
visory Cpuricil at Morogoro, on June'24 and,25, 1958.

Minutes of the Ninth Meeting of the Eastern P’rpyince Ad
visory Council at Morogoro, on December 11 .and 11, 
,1958.

/
Minutes of the Tenth Meeting of the Eastern Province Ad

visory Council at Morogoro, on December 3 and 4, 
1959. ' /.

E. Newspapers

Par es Salaam Times, May 5, 1920, "East African.Trade."

Par es Salaam Times, Dec. 29, 1923, "Tabora Mwahza Line."

: -rT

Tanganyika Standard, Jan. 31,.-1930 , "Aga Khan's Gift to
Formal Opening of New Institution:Dar es Salaam.

The Progressive Spirit."

Tanganyika Standard, July 19, 1930, "The Agricultural Market."

Tanganyika Standard, Oct. 4, 1930, "Trade Crisis in Tan- 
ganyika."

Tanganyika Standard, Mar. 16, 1935, "A Splendid- Work: The 
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Zanzibar Voice,. June 29, 1952, "Important Conference of 
Ismailis—Delegates Su^oned to Europe by H.H.
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East African Standard, Aug. 5,' 1952 , "European Dress."

East African Standard, Aug. 8, 1952, "English to be First 
Language in Ismaili Schools."

Goan Voice, Aug.’8, 1952,'"European Dress for Ismaili Women."

East African Standard, Aug. 12, 19 5 2., "Aga Khan to Return 
Gift of Platinum to Benefit Ismailis."
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